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Nobili Hall. Located behind The Mission Church,
Nobili Hall houses the Jesuits who serve at Santa Clara
University.
10 Opening
Santa Clara
University
the
age-old Santa Clara University tradition continues into its
153rd year as a Catholic institution based in the heart of Silicon
Valley. Since it was founded by Jesuits in 185 1, Santa Clara has
become a distinguished institution of higher learning. Its rigorous
curriculum and Schools of the Arts & Sciences, Business, and Engineer-
ing attract undergraduate students from all around the globe.
Every student at SCU has a different story—different
backgrounds, hometowns, and experiences. These unique personalities
bring an immense amount of diversity to campus. By sharing these traits
we are exposed to new ideas, and fellow Broncos share their interests
in clubs and activities. Different events all over the world shape student
opinions. Whether the focus is a political issue, or in this year's case a
presidential candidate, the interaction of Santa Clara students and
diversity they bring from all different parts of the world come together
to form one unified Santa Clara University community.
Five hundred beautiful rose bushes. The Rose Gardens
were established after the destruction of the Mission Chapel
during the 1926 fire. They now proudly adorn the SCU
campus.
The Sacred Heart. This statue has been the focal point of
the Mission Gardens since 1884.
Remembrance. The walled Rose Garden serves to
commemorate the earlier Mission cemetery located
here.
Opening 1
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Is the closet the gays
were once in van-
ishing? What does
"queer culture" and
"gay pride" mean to
you?
Art submitted by
Jennifer Jigour
Same-sex couples are repugnant — morally and socially -
to many people. Others view them simply as fellow human
beings that are entitled to the same respect and benefits that are
bestowed upon their heterosexual neighbors. And with the Gay
Marriage Amendment that was killed in the Senate this year,
the nation has been crying out for equal rights across the board
for homosexuals; the opposition is asking for a continuation of
the repression of their rights.
If the GMA had survived the Senate vote, it would have been
14
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only the second time in our country's history that an amend-
ment to restrict Americans' civil liberties had been written
into law. Prohibition was the first, and as we all know, it
didn't last long.
When Santa Clara graduate and Mayor of San Francisco
Gavin Newsom announced that same-sex couples could wed
earlier this year, thousands of same-sex couples rushed to
obtain their licenses. Other states followed suit as well.
Newsom has openly stated that gay marriage "is about brin-
ing people together." People who oppose Newsom's decree
claim that it is "municipal anarchy" and that same-sex mar-
riages should be halted at once.
Unfortunately for some, the California licenses are now void.
As a result of the ideological battle between conservatives and
liberals in the country, 1 1 states have placed initiatives on their
ballots this election year to ban gay marriage, thus defining
marriage in their state strictly between a man and a woman. All
1 1 states passed the initiatives.
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San Francisco is an
internatnional melt-
ing pot for gays.
SCU students take
part in rallies for gay
rights in America's
gay capital yearly.
San Francisco Mayor Gavin
Newsom is an avant-garde of
the gay marriage movement.
Newsom is also an SCU grad.
Santa Clara students attend a
gay rights parade in the Castro
district in San Francisco on
Halloween.
In our evolving society that is growing more tolerant toward issues such as medical marijuana use, why the
public outcry against gay marriage and gay rights?
Oregon's Republican Senator Gordon Smith, who voted for the federal Gay Marriage Ban, said that he has
"always believed it right to defend gay rights, but also to defend traditional marriage (and) traditional mar-
riage is between a man and a woman." Smith also stated that "you cannot check your beliefs at the doors of
the Senate," referring to his religious Mormon views. Herein lies the the true fight that gays will be lighting
against for some time: Religion.
Religious undertones facilitate each and every argument against homosexual rights. If
one sets their religion aside and looks at gay rights simply at face value — the rights
of another human being — what is keeping them from allowing gays the same
rights alloted to their heterosexual friends, gays ask. Some may reply that
it is the erosion of traditional family values, and that children are best
raised by a father and a mother, not a mother and a mother, father
and a father. Gays counter that the children they are raising had
no parents prior to their adoption and that two queer parents
are better than none at all.
The Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Alliance, or GALA, is a
group on campus that pushes for gay rights and awareness.
GASPED, also known as Gays and Straights Promoting Educational
Diversity, team up with GALA to host activities such as movie nights, drag shows,
and AIDS walks. A member of GALA stated that "homosexuality is invisible" and "unless
you are extremely flamboyant, people don't know you are gay until you tell them."
Linda Garber, an Associate Professor of English and the Director of the Program for the Study of Women and
Gender, stated that "religious principles should not influence secular rights." According to Garber, the anti-
gay marriage initiatives as well as the Gay Marriage Amendment are beyond politics. "(The GMA) is a clear
case of discrimination," she said. "It is crass, partisan politics. The amendment would codify discrimination
into the Constitution."
Gays are the only group of people in America that can still be openly criticized. They are also the only citizens
that the government can be politically intolerant toward. According to a gay couple that received their mar-
riage license, "The African Americans had their struggle for civil rights. Now it's our turn."
Gays want many questions answered by the heterosexual majority who oppose their lifestyle. But perhaps
the one that stands out above all others is: Why is the love of two people of the same sex who are not impos-
ing their sexuality upon you any different from the love that two people of the opposite sex have for one
another?
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As America invaded Iraq for the
second time, Santa Clara students found
themselves becoming more aware of our
political environment. A recent national
survey showed that today's college student
has little appetite for politics, but as we saw
this November in the midst of the highly
anticipated presidential election centered
around the Iraq war, our bellies began to
rumble and our views became known. Far
before the election approached, the SCU
campus saw bouts of strong anti-war activ-
ism. Eleven SCU students were arrested in
March 2003 when they protested the war in
Iraq in San Francisco along with other activ-
ists. The campus saw many backpacks and
jackets adorned with messages such as, "No
War," "Stop the Killing," and "Support Our
Troops."
As a state, 52% of California citizens
support the Iraq war, but within Santa Clara
County only 39% support the war. This sta-
tistic generally represents how the SCU com-
munity views the war too. Most students are
opposed to the Iraq war and find it hard to
come up with legitimate reasons for Ameri-
ca's conquest of Iraq.
for?
pi
Santa Clara
IS
speaking out
Kristen Elserougi, a SCU student and member of the Arab Cultural
Society states, "The reasons were not justified for America Invading Iraq."
But she does go on to support the recent efforts by America to establish
a democracy for the Iraqi people claiming that "it will tie Iraq in with the
rest of the Western World and will eventually help the people live better
lives." Other students and faculty blame the war for increasing the already
huge federal deficit and bruising the US economy. According to Professor
of Economics Fred Foldvary, "We are not only spending money to fund
the war, we are also taking money out of the economy by taking men and
women to Iraq that would otherwise hold other non-military jobs here."
As Election Day neared, the campus bustled with debates, and
almost everyone had a strong opinion about the war and the candidates
viewpoints on it. More than ever, students at Santa Clara were beginning to
think outside of the bubble they lived in and made sure their opinions were
heard. Professors took part, and many students couldn't help but notice a
faculty member's white Volvo outside of St. Joseph's Hall decorated with
politically charged messages written in shoe polish.
As a result of the election, many students are left wondering:
"Where will we go from here?" If this war has accomplished nothing else,
it has made each one of us become more involved in the political process
of this country.
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Right: Not your average Volvo. Many students
noticed a professor's car parked outside St. Joseph
Hall tagged with politically charged messages.
Left: Only you can stop the war. Many SCU students
participated in protests such as this one in Sacramento
to make sure their voice was heard.
elow: Halloween Havoc. Every year SCU students
spend Halloween night on Castro Street where they
find themselves among festive ghouls, including ghouls
protesting the Iraq war and Bush's regime.
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Above: Hand in hand. An El Saladoran finds a
friend and role model in Michael Colyar. The
impact that SCU students make on these children
is more than most people can imagine.
Right: These students traveled to El Salvador
during the summer to share their talents and
compassion with underprivilaged children.
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Service at Santa Clara
^~ tudents at Santa Clara are grateful for the
k^Feducation they receive and they recog-
nize this institution's goal to educate men and
women to be leaders with compassion. Students
are privileged to attend Santa Clara University,
and many participate in giving back to the local
and international community. Santa Clara offers
many opportunites on campus for students to get
involved, share their gifts with those who may be
less fortunate.
Top Left: Victory. Nichole Meehan and her team-
mate congratulate eachother on their victory in
the Special Olympics.
Left: Leaders of the Pack. Three involved com-
munity members travel on their encounter in El
Salvador.
and lend their
helping hands.
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T
he Santa Clara Community
Action Program (SCCAP) is
a student
The Pedro Arrupe Center is
an organization for community-based
organiza-
tion, lead by Direc-
tor Heidi Kallen that
offers opportuni-
ties to serve their
communities. The
organization's 23 programs
include "Homelessness Action",
which provides and works with home-
less citizens; ''Companionship" works
with the elderly and young people; "The
Next Generation" with young students;
"Earth" is for environmental causes;
"Fire" educates people about controver
sial world issues.
tt
lt's time for greatness - not for greed. It's time for idealism
not ideology. It is a time not just for compassionate words,
but also for compassionate action.''
-Marian Wright Edelman
learning. The center works with stu-
dents and actively engages them to see
our world realistically. Students work
with people in other parts of the world,
and with compassionate action respond
to the needs of those who are less fortu-
nate.
There are additional options fo
serving fellow students on campus. Man;
choose to participati
in Campus Minis
try by encouraginj
personal growth an<
creating an environ
ment where faith nr
be explored.
Certainly, Santa Clara pro
vides outlets for students to maki
a difference in today's modern world
The wide variety of organizations an<
groups on campus provide a place fo
students to get to know others all whilt
contributing for the better good of thei
community.
Emory Lynch works on a weekly basis with
the energetic Superman and fairy preschool-
ers of Chandelor Tripp. The school provides
special education for children who are blind
and disabled.
44 I feel drawn to volunteer, to serve
others. There is something about giving
my life to others that opens my eyes to the
greater mystery of life. In this work I am
confronted with poverty, injustice, hunger,
homelessness and violence. Service then
allows me to embrace that which is ugly,
outcast, and unwanted in our society and
moves me to a
place of active
nonviolence and
love. 44
-Heidi Kallen, 2005
November, students rallied with the
irkers of Bon Appetit. Those involved
th the protests recognized the injustice of
>n Appetit worker's wages, and found it
tentially advantageous to take immediate
tion for the cause.
Lean on me. SCCAP member heather Cam-
pion and her new friend from the Special
Olympics share a special moment as they
help each other across the soccer field.
Sophomore Mairead Burke celebrates the
Halloween season with her preschool-aged
friends at Chandelor Tripp.
Michael Colyar spends some quality time
with his new friends in El Salvador.
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November 2nd
Santa Clara students lined up at this local voting
booth to cast their opinions. The student pic-
tured is using the latest advancement in voting
technology, a computerized touch screen. Good-
• ballot! Hopefully these computers
Florida mishaps.
26 Election
2004 Election Outlook
George Bush, seeking reelection in a time of war, was
undeniably granted a second term by American voters on Novem-
ber 2nd. We should consider ourselves lucky that for the 2004
election the same candidate won both the popular and electoral
college vote. The final tally resulted with 274 electoral votes for
Bush and 252 for Senator John Kerry. Bush received 58.4 mil
lion popular votes while Kerry had 54.8 million. These results left
some people shouting with merriment, "Four more years," while
others simply sighed, "oh god four more years." Some of those
who sighed at the incumbent's reelection possibly saw a stub-
born leader with a knack for simply being unable to admit error.
Others joyfully held up four fingers feeling that Kerry's flip-
flop, can't take a stand on that issue attitude was not trustable.
Although Bush's opinion on many issues seem to be in the less
than popular sector here in liberal California; he won a battle that
no war-time president seeking reelection has ever lost. It seems
that for this term it all boiled down to moral issues.
Election 27
Until otudents vote legislators aren t going
«•-
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Above; Frosh: Vote Here
Freshmen elections brought the largest voter turnout
that AS has ever seen at Santa Clara. A total of 458
frosh cast their votes for general class election. For
run off elections for the seats of President and Vice
President a total of 227 frosh voted. The freshmen sure
know the power of their voice, and hopefully they used
that power in the November 2nd election.
Right: Reading the Fine Print
Senior Brian Edlefsen re-reads his ballot at the election
booth. The back of his shirt states: "Vote Bush, Vote
Kerry, Vote Nader, Vote."
orals and values took center stage in
the 2004 presidential election. As
controversial issues hit the bal-
lots this year, voting trends veered
d the morality of these topics. Issues like
economy, terrorism and Iraq, although still
native, were placed on back burner. Two
e most controversial issues on the ballot-
ion and same sex marriage-played a large
in the decision making of many voters.
On the issue of abortion, the Repub-
j and Democratic presidential candidates
>tood on two very different ends. Bush, feeliiiL
that partial birth abortion is a brutal practice,
basically said that we as a society must make a
place for the unborn child. Kerry on the other
hand took the more Constitutional route for this)
particular issue. Kerry felt that his own per-
I
sonal faith should not interfere with the deci-
sions people choose to make. Bush chose to
protect unborn life with this issue; Kerry chose
to protect the Constitutional rights of individu-
als. Faith-based voters were more inclined
to lean in Bush's direction. One of the more
controversial issues facing America today, sam
sex-marriages has caused a clash of opinion
between all parties.
28 Election
taot Marie Dominguez-Gasson
Both candidates fought a tough battle against each other in the "culture war" at home over the diverse matter of marriage,
ish, implementing his personal ethics, was not supportive of same sex marriage. Kerry, while agreeing with Bush's stand, had
)re of a liberal proposal for the topic. Meanwhile our country dealt with the issue by placing it on 11 state ballots. Each of the 1
1
ites vowed to amend their individual constitutions to ban gay marriages. Kerry, adhering to the Constitution, fought this war on the
xmds that same-sex partnership rights should be considered fundamental human rights. Bush, however, used the weapon of mass
nservativeness to uphold the ideology that marriage should be restricted to a man and a woman. Senior Justin Hammar's opinion
marriage is that, "marriage and civil unions are matters that the government should not be regulating in any way. This is really
natter of the government trying to intervene in a personal institution, which I believe should never happen." In regards to the 1
1
ites voting to change their constitutions to prohibit same-sex marriages a vast majority of individuals from these states sided with
ish's ideology for marriage. Same sex marriage, seen as a radical way of life for some, did not get America's seal of approval,
hen looking at the individual candidates positions with war and terror we once again face a diverse trend of opinion.
In the "war on terror" department, Bush has chosen to fight a battle that involves offensive tactics and homeland security,
ish reminds voters that the world is now a less dangerous environment with Saddam Hussein sitting in a prison cell. Bush has
sled federal funding for homeland security since 2001 . Kerry, however, tackled the terror war with a defensive approach. Feeling
it the U.S. does not have enough intelligence to counter terrorism, Kerry urged voters that it is vital to bring 40,000 new troops into
q. Kerry also feels that it is necessary to strengthen borders and ports in defense of any further attacks. Freshmen Fatima Franco
;ls, "War is never a good thing because lives are lost. But I do support the president and his decision to go to war, and I think the
iddle East is much better for it. I think we hear far too many negative messages about the war, which discourages troops. There
: in actuality many good things happening over there which are not being exposed. There is life emerging in Iraq, not just death."
riile many people feel that the causalities in Iraq are growing far too quickly for an uncertain cause, a majority still feel that the
S. should keep forces in Iraq until the country is stabilized.
Looking across the nation one can see that Kerry won a vast majority of big liberal states, while Bush took tons of tiny
nservative sates in the 2004 presidential election. According to the November 15th edition of Newsweek, an article entitled, "How
: Did It," stated that Bush won by just 5% in Nevada, Ohio, and Florida. The same article statistically showed that Kerry only won
5% in Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Massachusetts. As far as voter turnout, Newsweek stated that this was
: heaviest voter turnout since 1968. While the importance of voting is clear to most, Senior Marie Dominguez-Gasson sums it up
i to them. It gives us a voice!"
:: Rockin the Vote
ients Amy Chan and Annie Selak dressed to impress
leir November 2nd attire, hosted the Rock the
; night in the Bronco. Republicans, Liberals, and
nocrats alike gathered here to discuss the power of
r
Election 29
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BUCK SHAW STADIUM
:)N IE WORK PLAC
Are collegiate football games and all their glory the main source of fan support and energized spirit on
college campuses? Well, obviously not if the college ceases to have a football program to speak of.For
years Santa Clara has been proving that spirit can also be found on the soccer field, the basketball and
volleyball courts, and within each and every athletic team on campus. However, fans are almost as important
to any sport as the athletes themselves, so finding new ways to attract fans to the events is always on the tables.
This year, under the direction of the new athletic director, Dan Coonan, the university has been making an even
more concentrated effort to increase the school spirit level for all sporting events. At the beginning of the year,
Coonan talked with all of the athletes about his goal of raising the number of students attending the athletic
events throughout the year. He asked the athletes to put forth the effort to inform and excite the student body
about their upcoming matches. The first portion of Fall quarter, the first ever Bronco Bash was launched in the
Leavey Center. The Bronco Bash was designed to bring the fans and the athletes together for a night of games,
music, and various performances by the athletes themselves. The event prompted the student body to show their
Bronco pride while also being given the opportunity to win some awesome prizes. Overall, the event was a suc-
cess and is possibly something we can expect to see in the years to come.
Another change made by Coonan was moving the student section in the Leavey Center from the far
right-hand side to the center of the bleachers. This change brought student "Roughriders" to the center of the
action in the gymnasium and also allowed for more room in the stands for the fans to fill. The energy and
excitement that are provided by a spirited student crowd has worked as fuel for the athletes on many occasions.
Between the efforts of Dan Coonan and of the athletes themselves, fan support has definitely increased this aca-
demic year. The spirited student body has demanded public recognition of Santa Clara, and it is inevitable that
our Bronco pride will continue to grow stronger with each new year.
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Above: Getting Into the Game. Ruff Rider
Ross Nelson and Sophomre AJ Perry cheer
on the Womens Soccer team during their fall
season.
Right: Ready... OK! The Santa Clara varsity
cheer squad performs a dance routine at the
first ever Bronco Bash.
Stop, Drop...
_eft: Rising Up! A nearly full stadium of fans
were brought to their feet in the excitement
of a Men's Soccer game. The Broncos are
all supportive of their student athletes. Most
events held on the Bronco home turf draw an
impressive crowd . These games are a good
time to come out and see how supportive and
energized our Bronco fans can be.
Left: In the Spirit of the Dance. The
Women's Softball team represented in
this years Bronco Bash with a dance they
choreographed themselves. The Softball
ladies were not the only team to impress the
crowd. The Bash also consisted of various
performances by the Women's Water Polo,
Men's Baseball and Men's Basketball teams.
Many students attended the Bronco Bash.
some even walked away with prizes.
Shut 'Em Down, Open Up Shop.
Just this year, president Paul Locatelli appointed Dan Coonan to the position director
of athletics and recreation. Coonan, former executive associate athletic director at California,
Berkeley, was by far the most eligible candidate for the position. Coonan has signed a six year
contract with Santa Clara University, and is sure to bring success and enthusiasm to the athletic
program at SCU. Father Locatelli described Coonan as "a person of integrity who will use his
vision and talent to take our athletic program to an even higher level of quality. He will bring
a strong, positive, and competitive presence for our sports at the local, regional and national
levels." Coonan is the fifth director of athletics at Santa Clara, and his responsibilities will entail
overseeing all aspects of operating the departments seventeen NCAA Division I intercollegiate
sports as well as all recreation, intramural and club sports programs. All preexisting staff in the
athletic department here at Santa Clara were excited about the addition of Coonan as their direc-
tor and new member of their team.
Junior, Ross Nelson is currently serving as co-president of the official student booster club of
ianta Clara University Athletics, less formally known as The Ruff Riders. The Ruff Riders are
the largest student organization on campus with over 1600 members. The goals of this group
/students is to increase school spirit on campus and at all athletic events. However, the group
also provides an excellent social opportunity to meet tons of new people through a common
interest: athletics. Nelson does his part to support our school and show his Bronco pride by
/ing to be at as many student athletic events as possible. Nelson also works hard at getting his
>eers excited about the matches and aims to bring as many fans to the events as he can gather.
His love for athletics and most importantly his high level of school spirit is inspiring to many
tudents. Together, the Ruff Riders have created a fun, exciting and positive atmosphere for all
Bronco fans that helps solidify home court/field advantages.
diversity. It's an issue that is ever-
present at Santa Clara University.
Whether it's a celebration of
diversity that we have on campus
or efforts to change the lack there of, it's
an issue that students and faculty alike face
everyday.
•
diversity
Celebrating Diversity. Students fill the Bronco late one
night for a concert. Orchestrated by the MCC, Love
Jones performs and students enjoy the good time and
good company.
Is there really diversity on the SCU
campus? Many would argue that there is
not enough diversity and that Santa Clara
attracts a common group of people that have
similar backgrounds and ethnicities. This is
an issue that many struggle with, but when
we delve into it, we will see that diversity on
this campus is much more apparent than we
may realize.
Thirty-two percent of SCU students
are of color and nine clubs are represented
by the Multicultural Center (MCC). These
clubs include the Arab Cultural Society,
Asian Pacific Student Union, Barkada,
Chinese Student Association, Igwebuike,
Intandesh, Ka Mana 'o O Hawaii, Latino
Student Union, and the Vietnamese Student
Association. Each individual club hosts a
cultural event each year; and the Multicul-
tural Center hosts a major event every year
called "Global Villiage," an outdoor festival,
which is open to all. The MCC collaborates
with other clubs to provide campus events
that appeal to all students.
Further, diversity goes beyond biological differ-
ences. It goes into other areas that we may be blind to al
first. As a renowned collegiate institution, Santa Clara
attracts students from all over the world. Our campus is
flooded with students from extremely diverse upbring-
34 Diversity
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Santa Clara also educates students
m various financial situations. Over
Jo of enrolled students rely on finan-
1 aid and/or University scholarships.
Santa Clara acknowledges every
person's differences and embraces their
fresh opinions and thoughts inside and
outside the classroom. No matter how we
look at it, the students at SCU are diverse
and the various backgrounds and expe-
riences contribute to a unique learning
environment.
Diversity 35
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Santa Clara cherishes our
diverse community
and the roots that sustain it:
shared values
midst diversity,
relationships,
communication,
respect and
concern for the
common good.
-SCU, Strategic Plan
Above: The MCC hosts an annual Awards
dinner called MCC Bearys tor the Officers
of the Center. They announce new positions
and honor those who have done outstanding
work during the reception.
Left: Center Stage. A performer holds the
audience's attention at the concert, held
in The Bronco, to support the MCC and
celebrate diversity.
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Jght: Endless Opportunities. Junior, Justin
lingson, poses with a fellow abroad student
outside of the Coloseum . Although Justin was
studying in Madrid, Spain, the program allowed
for travel time so he was able to tour many parts
of Europe.
at-
Students Bring Their Experiences Abroad
£1 °^ x •£
Take Me There.
Taking time away from the typi-
cal life as a student at Santa Clara, many
choose to adventure overseas to enhance
their college experience. Students who chose
to study abroad are positively affected by
the experience of learning in and about a
foreign country. Many report of gaining a
profound worldly knowledge, and a new-
found respect for their life and the oppor-
tunities given to them. Christina Fialho
was invloved in the Summer Program at
the University of Durham. She was able
to reflect upon her travels through North-
ern Europe in a Travel Writing course:
Reverently, I walk down to the green
grass plane that rests underneath these
remarkable edifices. The smell of wet dew
permeates the air. I approach the small,
mystical building first It was used by the
abbey's patrons, nobility, and wool mer-
chants. Sitting upon a ledge of an arched
window, I feel at home in this Cistercian
abbey as if God is cradling me in his loving
arms. Hearing the faint trickling of a creek,
I turn behind me. To my left, a blue-bel-
lied bird alightsupon a greying stone bridge
that cun'es over the narrow stream. I watch
as if I have never seen water flow over
small rocks and through growing weeds.
But seemingly insignificant moments
like these are much more spiritual here.
The Study Abroad program offered
through the University is an amazing way to
travel across theworld without falling behind
on your education. Rather, it advances
it in unexpected and irreplaceable ways.
Many students decide to go abroad
during their Junior Year. The University
offers several programs overseas that are
direct exchange with Santa Clara, and also
accepts credit from numerous programs in
cities across the world. For students look-
ing to expand their education by study-
ing abroad, the opportunities are endless.
38
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Far Left: Appreciating; Architecture!
During her experience overseas,
Senior Erin Pate traveled around the
United Kingdom. Her trip ended in
front of the historic cathedral along
the Royal Mile of Ediobuorough,
Scotland.
Left: Opportunity Knocks!
During her Summer studies
at the University of Durham,
Junior Christie Genochio took
advantage of the amazing tour-
ing that lay before her.
Left: When in Rome. For Junior
Melissa Aconito during the Fall
of 2004, Rome became her
home. Melissa took full advan-
tage of the amazing architecture
this country has to offer, includ-
ing the Wellington Arch.
39
pandimomum
^ interactions between scpd
and scu students at a low.
for
many students, college is a time for explo-
ration and meeting new people. It is a time to
become socially immersed in your surround-
ings and leave it behind having no regrets.
For these reasons it is safe to say that parties
are a highly prominent component of college culture.
Students at Santa Clara are no differ-
ent, and over the course of the academic year will
attend parties of every size theme and intensity.
Anytime you combine massive amounts of
people with loud music and alcohol, minor prob-
lems are bound to occur. Due to the fact that the
University lies right within the heart of the Santa
Clara community, police enforcement is a necessity.
Given the circumstances, student/police relations
are remarkably good. Within the last few years the
police department has enforced the First Response
Policy, which allows for a warning period before
fining or ticketing students for party disruptions..
Despite the few memorable encounters with
the police that occurred earlier this Fall, incidents
involving the police have been statistically lower
the past couple of years. Presently Santa Clara is
not notably considered a "party school;' and is
becoming increasingly more academically driven.
A Santa Clara alumni reported that "Santa Clara
is not nearly the party school it was when I
attended. The students seem driven and focused!'
As time goes by college will change in many
ways, but in the past, present, and future there
was and always will be parties. Thanks to these
social gatherings students will leave this year
with many fun, crazy and memorable experi-
ences to add to their overall collegiate journey.
Did You Know...
• The Santa Clara PD deals directly with approxi-
mately 200 students a year. This is only about 4% of
the total undergraduate population.
• The police receive an average of 275-300 calls
per month from the neighboring community and
Santa Clara students combined.
• Recent demographics show that student involve-
ment with the police spikes at the beginning and
end of each quarter.
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Game Time. Small social
gatherings are typical of
Santa Clara, and rarely
require police involvement.
Party Patrol. A local Santa
Clara officer patrols the
streets on a Saturday
night.
Shake It! Sophomore, Kevin
Leary, enjoys a police free
party with his friends and
fellow students.
Break It Up! Noise complaints
are the most common reason for
cops being called on weekend
nights.
Tag Team. Most cops show
up at parties in pairs, and
simply ask students to clear
the premises. 41
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bving Faith is Key
Iet
us begin in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit... It's beginning we all
know quite well after attending mass. The subject of each mass holds various unique meanings to every
individual. Some view mass as a place where they can share their faith with the community; others look at
mass as a spiritual journey to embark upon while exploring their own personal faith. Santa Clara University take:
pride in holding these traditional faith gatherings mainly because of the impact they have on students. Whatever
one's attitude towards mass may be, the community welcomes everyone to try it out.
Spiritually, mass can be a rewarding experience for a number of reasons. The mission where our massei
are held, named after St. Clare of Assisi, is a place for the community to engage in not only Catholic religious
services, but also services of other religions and faiths. Students are given a chance to explore, examine, and
strengthen their religious character. Mass allows students to develop the "whole person" and in doing so become
a person for others.
Students are called to mass for different reasons, Senior Paige Chant feels that "one of the biggest
strengths of the student masses are that they are student masses - students lecture, students serve as Eucharistic
ministers, students comprise the choir. Additionally, I think the Jesuits attract a good number of students who
perhaps otherwise wouldn't find mass such a meaningful experience. A lot of the Jesuits give amazing homilies
that speak directly to us as students that meet us where we are right now in our lives."
Left: Opening our hearts. Rev. Michael McCarthy S.J. welcomes students
and the entire community to the IOpm Sunday mass.
Upper Left: Joined in spirit. Together students and community join hands,
spirit, and faith as they recite the Our Father. This prayer is usually said
before the sacrament of Communion in Catholic masses, and is followed
by an offering of peace. These offerings usually take the form of a hand-
shake or hug.
Lower Left: The Word of the Lord. Senior Laura Billingsley reads a pas-
sage from the Bible. One of the best aspects of mass here is the student
involvement. Students are able to follow their vocation and become part
of the mass.
Below: Light Showers. Rev. Michael McCarthy S.J. lightly showers stu-
dents with holy water. The water is symbolic for a rebirth that occurs « ith
the sacrament of Baptism.
Masses at SCU certainly speak to the students and the whole
community in various ways. However, some feel that mass here is a bit
too informal in comparison to masses elsewhere. Yet in the spirit of open
mindedness, we are called to embrace diversity where ever it may grow.
Many individuals rejoice in the abstract aspect of these student-custom-
ized ceremonies. Attending mass can be a wonderful way to experience
spiritual growth.
We as a community should look at mass as a tool that allows for
an exploration of faith. Senior Tessa Carter points out that with mass, like
anything else new, "Just go to give it a chance! I can't think of a student
've talked to who hasn't gotten something out of mass. If you don't like
the 10pm, try the 7pm or 10am. ..they all offer something a little different.'
So in the spirit of being different, give mass a shot. You will never know
what you're capable of learning until the heart and mind are opened to
something new.
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Mirror, Mirror on the Wall.
This student evaluates her
image while keeping in
mind her own inner beauty.
tEnduring the Affects.
Exploring the Assistance.
oday people are concerned with their image. Whether influenced by emaciated blonde haired
Barbie dolls as children, or bombarded by the latest body build workouts as adults, image
impacts society. Last spring a self-report study was done on 8 1 2 undergraduate Santa Clara
students to get an approximation of how students view their image. The self-report examination was very
straightforward and asked the students direct questions. The students taking the exam, if suffering from an
eating disorder, would first have to identify with having a disorder. Unfortunately most people who do in fact
have an eating disorder simply do not identify. The test showed that 2% or about 17 students identified with having
an eating disorder. These numbers are consistent with universities across the nation. These numbers aren't large, but
there is still a problem. Although eating disorders are usually classified as either anorexia or bulimia, it is important to keep
in mind that there are other destructive forms of eating behavior. These behaviors can range from starvation to overeating to
obsessive exercising. It is important to know yourself and know what a healthy balance is for you. Two students-a freshman and
a senior- were asked the question what does body image mean to you? To freshman Narsai Tailo, "body image doesn't mean much, 1
don't really care all that much what people think...! workout and run for sports not to impress people." Senior Elizabeth Budd feels that,
"you have to own your body image. Inner strength and confidence are the two strongest positive factors in my mind." Body image is dif-
ferent for everyone and it is important to know and recognize good nutritional habits for yourself. Eating disorders can develop as attempts to
cope with stress, and we all can attest that college can be a very stressful time. Eating disorders also develop in times of transition, such as begin-
An Apple a Day.
Healthy food is one of Dr. Zeam-
ba's keys to proper nutrition.
Muscles in Malley.
Students exercise in the Malley Fitness Center. Whether pumping
iron or running a mile, students can get a good workout here.
Benson Dining.
Freshman students Hillary Feybush and Stephanie Coy sip a warm cup of
coffee. From ice cream to vegetarian sandwiches. Benson offers a variety
of food.
ning college, graduating from college, or getting married. This is not to say that everyone is destined to develop an eating disorder, but
rather to show that it is important to deal with these difficult times appropriately.
Unfortunately obsessive body image behavior has started to increase in men. The numbers for eating disorders in men
has grown nationally. Today 10% of diagnosed eating disorders develop in men. These numbers are increasing due to more
emphasis on body image for men. Men today are bombarded with body build workouts, supplements, shakes, and get-
ting that 6 pack. Today the latest diet people have been buying into has been the low-carb, no bread on my hamburger
please, protein laden method of losing weight. Is this necessarily healthy? You can be the judge of that. However
Dr. Zeamba of the Wellness Center has her own diet plan. Zeamba says, "It is important to consider the whole
mind and body when considering health and wellness, sleep, good nutrition, and social balance. As far as nu-
trition, don't ascribe to fad diets. Proper nutrition and exercise are the keys!" Santa Clara University offers
^k a lot of assistance for students struggling with their body image. The Wellness Center has an abundance
of information on the topic. If you think you are struggling with your image or you know of some-
one who is it would be vital to get help. Santa Clara also has Emergency Medical Technicians
on staff waiting to assist students. It is ultimately your image and choice. If you see the signs
^^ explore the help!
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dance, music, theater
on stage at Mayer
fhe Center of Performing Arts here at Santa Clara University
believes that essential to the cultivation of the body, mind, and
spirit are the studies of dance, music, and theatre. Each year the
Center of Performing arts puts together an exciting season full of dance,
music, and theatre events that show off the amazing talents of the SCU
community. In addition to entertaining the audience, the shows push the
community to continue to think outside of the box by challenging them
with concepts that exist in the plays or music pieces it presents. This year
the Center opened its theater season with David Edgar's Pentecost. With
practices six days a week for two and a half hours each day, the cast defi-
netly spent a lot of time piecing together this play that covers so much in
just a few hours. Set in an abandoned Eastern European Church where an
ancient painting has been discovered, the characthers debate heavily on
the topics of art, humanity, religion, and capitalism. The complexity of
Pentecost challenges, on all levels, the audience to think of society's take
on all that is religious and capitalistic. With King Lear being performed
in the spring, the Center of Performing Arts has picked excellent plays for
this year's theater season at SCU.
Above: Central to Pentecost is the historic painting found on an abandoned church's wall. The refu-
gees and hostages gather around the priest, played by Joseph O'Malley, as he explains the importance
of the artwork.
Right: An ongoing debate throughout Pentecost is the authenticity of the painting as well as the dif-
ferences that people of different backgrounds have. Josh Sabine, Joseph O'Malley, James Drisco, and
Claire Larson discuss their ideas of what the appropriate plans are for the painting.
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The world needs artists who are not
afraid to confront the deep questions
- the role of art, politics, war, science,
technology, and religion in a world
growing ever smaller"
-Aldo Billingslea, Director
Left: The church being taken over by refugees who have decided to hold
those inside hostage sets the stage for many intense and dramatic moments.
A suspenseful moment towards the end of the play, the refugees played
by Kathryn Lum, Jason Sarnol, Mary Kalst-Lakara, and Carolina Morales,
realizing that they are trapped inside the church, decide to burn the paint-
ing while the priest, played by Joseph O'Malley, tries to persuade them to
spare the painting.
&t
Left: Members of the Images cast
perform to a medley of Rat Pack
fmages is the largest dance production of the University put together each year by the students and faculty. Participants display their dancing
abilities in a variety of styles of dance, such as ballet and modem. Each show proves to be a truly memorable experience as these dedicated
mcers show to the audience time and time again their passion for performing.
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Associated Students of Santa Clara University
(ASSCU) started out this year on
rfire, literally! Welcoming students
;ot to know "s'more about AS" at kickoff: AS
members organized a bonfire complete with
s'mores and plenty ofAS info. The momentum
kept going through freshmen elections with an
unprecedented amount of candidates running for
freshmen class office and senate.
Making the student voice heard on a
variety of issues ranging from alcohol sanctions
in residence halls to the relationship of students
with the administration, AS has represented the
student body through a variety of venues. Class
officers worked to unite each class through study
breaks, pizza nights, and
Senior Ball.
Improving student
life is one of the main goals
of the organization. SafeCar
Services, a nationwide Safe
Ride program, was a new
service brought to the student
body this year. The class justices continued serving the students
through the free legal advice program. The senate, judicial
branch, and class officers all unite to form a cohesive group of
diverse students.
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K
ive: Group bonding. All members of AS meet for
lecial weekend-long retreat. The retreat was held
on campus and included food, fun and games with
returning and new AS members.
Right: High-style. AS members Bianca Napoleon-
Ally, Becky Regan, Amy Chan, Annie Selak,
Abraham Andrade, Ben Tate and James LaCamp
attend The President's Club Dinner following a
personal invitation by Father Locatelli.
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It's Your AS!"
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Executive Board Class Officers Freshmen Officers Senate
Annie
Amy Chan
Ben Tate
James LaCamp
Bianca
Napoleon-Ally
Iheier
Mike Harrey
Peter Beyer
Toriana Holmes
Chris Willett
Ben Johnson
Kristen Harrey
Kristen Cornell
Ariana Khan
Brad Speers
Alyssa Lu
Laura
Castaneda-Castro
Austin Woddy
Trisha Hall
Caty Erker
Jamie Nally
Becky Regan
Marie Domin
quez-Gasson
Anna Jarzab
Lance Dvvyer
Liz Scott
Barbara Ruggiero
Daniel
Andy Western
Jasper Seldin
Mike Rhodes
Victor Gonzalez-
Vitale
Aroba Hafeez
Mike Amato
Kristen Stokes
Victoria Soto
Jenny Moody
Patrick Amos
Judicial Branch
Christina Sweeny
Abraham Andrad
Jared Pool
Brigid Eckhart
Jared Abercromb
LThe magazine's design and artwork were
/e-catching and many of the pieces revealed a
arker tone, creating a degree of coherence that isn't
sually present in the literary magazine.
The staff set many goals at the beginning
f the school year. For one, they wanted to make
le Review a valuable resource for student writers,
he section editors met with individual students
) workshop their pieces. Though thankful for the
lenitude of off-campus submissions, the staff was
practicum discussion course by using a new online
submission database to give students more exposure
to the quality and range of literature.
Each staffmember on staff contributed
amazing and creative ideas to the Review's
direction this year. Proudly, the staff put their ideas
into play. Their hope is to continue helping students
publish, and also provide an avenue for everyone to
enjoy literature.
Editor-in-Chief: Adrianne Anderson
Associate Editor: Anna Jarzab
Operations & Technology Director: Mike Duyn
Public Relations Coordinator: Julie Gabelein
Marketing Director: Lauren Karp
Poetry Editor: Mike Gustie
Fiction Editor: Ben Swanson
Non-Fiction Editor: Erin Pate
Art Editor: Ashley Ator
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MultiCultural Center
referred to as the "MCC," the center brings
together students and community members interested in cultural
awareness and education. People involved in the MCC have num-
bers commitments to educate, program, represent, and unite.
The MCC is entirely student run - something that makes
this already rare organizations ever more unique. To date, there
are only a couple of student-run cultural centers among American
Universities. The MCC brings educations enrichment through
events like MCC Week, and also celebrates diversity with festivi-
ties like Global Village.
Of course, members of the MCC have a lot of fun too.
With nine resident clubs to choose from, how can one not make
friends? From early in the morning to late at night, at least a
couple
of MCC
"Coming Soon: MCC Week!" The E^.
Board of MCC and the Presidents of the nine
resident cultural clubs meet to discuss current
issues, and plan the upcoming well-known MCC
Week.
a weeKena away, i ne i
weekend off from other activities to attend an MCC
retreat. Members had the opportunity to get to know
each other better and create exciting plans for the new
school year.
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Mayka Mei: Director
Michelle Rodriguez: Assistant Director
Michelle Victorio: Office Manager
Helen Liou: Finance Manager
Stephanie Camoroda: Advocacy Programs Coordinator
Erin Ashford: Social/Cultural Programs Coordinator
Neeraj Miglani: Public Relations Coordinator
Victoria Duran: Youth Empowerment Program Director
Cristelda Gutierrez: Historian
Evelyn Sanchez: Board Secretary
Kareem Raad: Arab Cultural Society Representative
Victor Chen: Asian Pacific Islander Student Association Rep.
Bernice Aguas: Barkada Rep.
Richard Tsai: Chinese Student Association Rep.
Samantha Sandoval: Igwebuike Rep.
Sarita Kamath: Intandesh Rep.
David Young: Ka Mana'o O Hawai*i Rep.
Virginia Suarez: MEChA-El Frente Rep.
Albert Russell: Vietnamese Student Assocation Rep.
Sliana Cievett: At-Large Representative
Yasemin Kimyacioglu: At-Large Rep,
Griselda Renteria: At-Large Rep.
Jenevieve Francisco: At-Large Rep.
Mary Pat Lee: At-Large Rep.
Matthew Lokhin Lee: At-Large Rep.
Asha Wilkerson: At-Large Rep.
Santa Clara Community Action Program
\ 4?
•
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(SCCAP) has been one of
the largest organizations since it began
in the 1960's. The student-run organi-
zation works to break down boundar-
ies in social, cultural, and economic
areas. Through civic engagement, the
organization socially serves and edu-
cates those who may be less fortunate
in diverse communities both on and
off campus. Members are encouraged
to explore the various social systems
and create solutions to correct under-
lying problems and provide aid when
needed. Members work together to
create goals that guide them to fulfill
this
Left; A Sun Franeiso treat. Active
members of SCCAP spent a weekend
retreat in the citv.
Director: Heidi Kallen
CSL Staff Advisor: Erin Lovette
Labor Empowerment Coordinator: Joshua Crosson
Homelessness Action Coordinator: Shannon Flanagan
Mentoring Coordinator: Mary McClain
Environmental Awareness Coordinator: Sarah Tarpley
Education and Tutorins Coordinator: Azuri Williams
Yearbook Staff
leginning as a literary publication, 1
1
_^ transformed over the last hundred-plus years into a record of
memories for SCU students. Long hours and stressful deadlines best
describe the life of a yearbook staff member, but the rewards of pro-
ducing a quality product outweigh the difficulties of being part of this
organization.
This year's staff is working even harder than before on trans-
forming the book into a more serious publication. Topics covered
included gay rights and the war in Iraq, among others. In the midst
of printing, Editor-in-Chief Krista McNamara feels confident abou
the changes, stating, "It will be interesting to seJhow people reali
j
this book considering that books in the past havJbeen more fun an
friendly. We've put a lot of time into it and are rmlly ho|)in
good response from students and faculty."
jxigm. creative Juices. The
Redwood staff spends many
hours a week in their office
preparting each year's book.
Above: Crunch Time. Tracy
Flecky puts the finishing
touches on her spreads as the
deadline nears.
Editor in Chief: Krista McNamara
Head Copy Editor: Harry Beckwilh
Head Photoraphy Editor: Erin Pate
Head Design Editor: Jessica
Johnson
Marketing Direction Paul Jockisch
Business Manager: Elif Soyarslan
Personalities Editor: Alison Norman
Designers: Katie Fahrer. Tracy
Flecky. Patricia Lunjaro, Ashley
Beriolin
Photographers: CarolineSyke.
Meghan Donovan. Seena Kailingal,
Daniel Stadulis
Volunteer: Katherine Hernandez
JWMfci.
-Activities Programming Board
Br School Newspaper
Iished in 1<
The Santa G
is the universi
undergraduate nevvspa
Published every Thursday
(except for holidays
exam periods), you
always find a student \,
.
the paper in hand. As an
award-winning and nati
ally recognized newspa
The Santa Clara strives ..
connect students to impor-
tant issues on campus. But
more importantly, says
Jack Gillum, the paper's
editor-in-chief, strives
to "bring the debate to
the table." From sport-
ing events, protests, world news, controversies, to student
life, you can always spot a TSC photographer getting the
perfect angle for every picture to bring their stories to life.
With over 28 dedicated staff members, The Santa Clara
always works hard to keep students up-to-date with news
and information.
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Editors ReDorters PhotosraDhers Codv Desk
News: Liz Weeker Allison Fleck KiysttaPrzepiorski Rachel Falkner
Scene: Jane Muhlstein Nicole LaPrade Taylor Alexander Stavros Conom
Sports: Erin Hussey Ryan Groshong Shawn Hanna Timithie Gould
Editorial: Koren Temple Lindsey Hart Design Desk Advisers
Entertainment: Emily Ryan Brian Witter Kristin Swensop Gordon Young
Photo: Patrick Semansky Andrea Ragni Mallorie Kumpf Charles Barry
Graphics: Alexander Aragon Tanya Landsberger Dan McSweeney
Online: Nathan Manoosos
Business Staff Distribution Manager Editor In Chief: Jack Gillum
Ad Manager Christopher Christopher Wall Managing Editor: Brian Betz
DaCosta
Business manager: Andrew
Auerbach .
Above: Getting it done. Editor-in-chief Jack Gillum gets the inside information
makes The Santa Clara is a nationally recognized newspaper.
Top: Teamwork. Liz Weeker and Jack Gillum discuss- ideas for their next publica
tion. The Santa Clara staff had to collaborate their efforts in order to produce the
quality work that they do each year.
hat's located in the basement of Swig Residence Hall
/ besides the laundry room? The campus radio station,
w
of course! Towering over Santa Clara, the antennas
protruding from the top of Swig provide a 30-mile broadcast-
ing radius for a truly unique radio station. KSCU, dubbed "The
Underground Sound," is a 50-watt non-commercial radio sta-
:
~n operated by Santa Clara University students. KSCU's DJs
ly only independent music, varying from indie rock, punk,
ska, jazz, blues, reggae, and others. KSCU, though the name
has changed, has been a radio station for over 50 years. KSCU
not only plays music over the radio waves, but also brings
bands to play intimate concerts for students in The Bronco
and The Brass Rail. "The Underground Sound" strives to play
good music unrecognized by mainstream radio, which makes
the station appreciated even more by students and many loyal
Campus Radio Station
General Manager: Dominic Guzzetti
Human Resources Director: Nathan Baklerrama
Training Director: Lulu Martinez
Program Director: Ryan Schmidt
Business Manager Jessica Rauff
Music Directors: Nicole Coxe, Eidelyn Gon/ales. Pat Sullivan
Fundraising Directors: Eric Olsen, Jocelyn Tran
Marketing Directors: Amy Street. Mary Kolesnikova, Danielle
Polk. Andrew Colrales. Daniel Jacinto
"Being part of the RLC's has been a great
experience. Since I am in Delphi (the Arts and
Communications RLC) we've been able to
participate in Art shows, Lounge Acts, Immer-
sion trips and museum excursions. The RLC's
provide us with the opportunity to get to know
each other through exciting activities."
-Allie Perazzelli, CF
Delphi RLC
"Students usually love the classes that are
linked to the RLC's because they get to know
people on a different level. They see each other
in class, in the halls, at the weekly socials or
DISCOVER groups, and can create communi-
ties and relationships that are long-lasting and
meaningful."
-Amanda Seguin, RD
Communitas & Xavier RLC's
"I really think that the
RLCs are working. At least
in my own residence hall,
I notice that the Delphi
students have developed
a corporate identity and
spirit, and are benefitting
from the process in terms
of spirit, studies and lifestyle."
-Frederick Tollini, S.J.
Delphi
.,„,,.i^^r
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Above Left: Sky-high Swig. Residents of the
infamous Swig residence hall enjoy the sun in the
quad.
Far Left: Communitas unites. Members of the RLC
that resides in Campisi proudly display their "C"s
for Communitas.
Left: Studying up. One of the major benefits of
RLCs is that students in the same residence halls
can study w ith their classmates in the privacy and
comfort of their own rooms.
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Right: If these walls could talk. RLC's
offer an outlet for students to work
together in many more arenas than the
classroom and residence halls.
Below: Fine Dining. Students enjoy
dinner at Benson while discussing the
events of the day.
I
m.
'•;ti
cypress modern perspectives
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Above: Cozy in! Xavier Community
Facilitators David Freddolino, Brittney
Salvatore and Abraham Andrade get
comfy in their residence hall,«San
Fillipo.
Right: Live and learn. RLCs offer students
the opportunity to work with those they
live with and share classes with. These
two students collaborate to figure out a
project.
Left: Reaching new heights. Xavier members Seena
Kallingal and Julie Gabelein traveled to Mexico
over winter break to aid those who are less fortu-
nate. The group of students and faculty members
built homes for their new international friends.
Below: Working together. The RLCs welcome
members of all majors. These business students take a
break outside of Kenna Hall to glance over some last
minute material.
Living on campus can be an abrupt change for most first year students. Adapting to a new environment and new people can be
very challenging. The relatively new Residential Learning Communities, commonly referred to as RLCs, ease this transition as they unite
students with common interests by placing students in the same classes and in the same residence halls. According to Prof. Philip Kesten,
Director of RLCs, "There are two overarching goals of the RLC program. First is to form closer, more supportive communities among
students. The second is to find ways to help integrate students' academic, social, and residential environments." RLCs accomplish this
by housing RLC members in common residence halls, and offering special classes to members of specific RLCs. "By taking classes
with other students in their living group during the fall of their first year, freshmen are more quickly brought into the community of the
RLC." Long-lasting relationships are immediately established and the coursework, which is centered on the theme of the community,
allows students to intertwine their academic and social lives.
Included in the nine campus-wide RLCs are the following: ALPHA, which is created for students interested in Art History.
Literature, Philosophy, and History; Communitas is for students to "explore the themes of individualism, community, and citizen-
ship"; Cypress students strive to increase global and local environmental awareness; members of da Vinci are interested in the scie-
nces; Delphi is associated with the arts and media; Loyola was created for those —-. . . ~
who are interested in integrating faith and justice with their formal education; M£^ /if'~>irTY",| IT£^
Far Left: and
classes at Benson.
enjoy a break between
Left: From the inside out. Xavier members
James Hanold, JC Hinsley and Alyssa
O'Brien make lasting impressions as the
home they build for the homeless will
remain their shelter for many years.
Above: Safety First. Two students work
together in the chemistry lab. Becuase
of RLC's they are able to go back to the
dorms and study together as well.
Right: Family meal. Every week, faculty
resident of Swig, Father Fred, S.J,
graciously hosts spaghetti dinners for
those who live in Swig. "These dinners
really made the donn life feel like
home." said a Delphi member.
daCvInci xavier
.a home away from home.
Modern Perspectives, which chal-
lenges students with questions of the
21st century; Unity, which is the RL(
that focuses on diversity and civic
engagement; and Xavier, which strives to create a just world and advocates "educating the whole person." All the RLCs are
open to students of all majors and they offer classes that relate to these common interests.
RLCs offer events outside of the classroom as well. Field trips, special shows, films, and other social events with th
faculty members of the RLC that incorporate the common interests are regular occurrences.
So do the RLCs really achieve these goals? While there are still students that may disagree to RLCs' effectiveness,
there are many—faculty members as well as students—who show support for the program. Extensive surveys show that ovei
the years, enthusiasm for RLCs has grown and many support the integrated academic and social program.
RLCs provide students with the opportunity to create meaningful relationships with their classmates as well as
faculty in and outside the classroom. Prof. Philip Keston notes that "students get a tangible benefit from getting to know thei
faculty outside the classroom. Students get to see us as people as well as instructors—it's great- for them and great for us!"
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Left: Think fast! and
find Graham an enjoyable and fes-
tive second home as they compete in
a friendly game of frisbee.
Left: Taking care of business. Members
of Cypress, the RLC that works to edu-
cate people about environmental issues,
gather to discuss issues and events
on the Sky Lounge of Swig. The Sky
Lounge offers a place for meetings as
well as a comfortable place for students
to relax, play games, watch movies and
study.
communitas
py Halloween! Freshman Robert
zerald participates in the RLC
lsered floor decorating contest in
J Hall.
RLC members join into one community. Communitas Faculty Director
Shelby Melntyre notes that "the bonding and community-building with these
inspiring young people was the center of the trip to Mexico."
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College Republicans
Future Educators of SCU
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Rock Climbing
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rican Marketing Association
rican Society of Civil Engineers
tropology Club
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Bisexual, Gay, Questioning and Lesbian Alli-
ance (GALA)
International Club
Italian Club
Jewish Student Union
Korean Student Association
Latino Business Student Association
Management Association
Math/Computer Science Society
Men's Lacrosse Team
Men's Club Volleyball Team
National Society of Collegiate Scholars
(NSCS)
OMIS Student Network (OSN)
PiMuEpsilon(PME)
Political Science Student Association
Pre-Health Club
Pro- Life
Retail Studies Student Association
Sailing
Santa Clarans Involved in Socially Responsible
Solutions
Society of Music
Society for Promotion of Arts and Mayhem
(SPAM)
Sociology Student Association
Student Association for Solidarity with Salva-
dorans
Students in Free Enterprise
Swim Team
Tae Kwon Do
Tempura Anime
Women's Lacrosse
Women's Rugby
Women's Volleyball
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A Business
Breakthrough
Exciting new endeav-
ors are on the horizon for the
Leavey School of Business.
Just this year students have
been able to become members
of Santa Clara's first inter-
national business Fraternity,
Alpha Kappa Psi. The club has
gained popularity amongst
the undergraduate students
and already has an impressive
membership count. Unlike
the common characteristics
of a fraternity, Alpha Kappa
Psi is open to both male and
female students. The frater-
nity started out this academic
year in the colony status and
as of January 2005, has been
installed as a chapter. The
main goals of the fraternity
are to promote brotherhood,
guide you on a path to life-
long learning, and implement
ethical standards in everyday
actions while improving your
community and school. Vice
President Eduardo Lerma
Right: Keeping Busy! Senior
member of Alpha Kappa
Psi, Elif Soyarslan, attends a
weekly meeting.
Far Right: Freshmen students
of the School of Business attend
a Business 40 seminar, the first
business class for many.
commented that "As found-
ing fathers for Alpha Kappa
Psi, it is our duty to become
professional citizens within
our community here at Santa
Clara." MoldingAlpha Kappa
Psi around the three fun-
damental values that Santa
Clara promotes, Conscious,
Compassion, and Commu-
nity will allow both the mem-
bers of AKPsi as well as the
general community of Santa
Clara to benefit from the
installment of the new chap-
ter. The President of the new
fraternity is Richard Gobea.
The addition of Alpha
Kappa Psi has been an excit-
ing breakthrough for the
school of business and proves
that the school will continue to
advance as new opportunities
surface with each new year.
The Leavey School ofBusiness
continues to gain more and
more public recognition for
the success of its programs.
Top: Down to Business.
Freshmen Business students
show their hard work early
on.
Middle: The Place of Busi-
ness. Kenna Hall is recog-
nized as the undergraduate
center for business classes.
Left: Speaking Out!
Student members of the
business fraternity. Alpha
Kappa Psi, listen to a guest
speaker.
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olor Wheel
Stanton, a beginning art
student, paints a landscape picture.
Her assignment was to paint a
picture of an earthly element mixed
with a piece of architecture.
•"*
he College ofArts and Sciences
demands students who are critical
thinkers, to challenge themselves to
/go beyond their current knowledge.
; school offers over 1,500 courses in
nanities, arts, social sciences, and natural
:nces. It provides students with the
lortunity to focus on areas of knowledge
:
mirror their own personal interests and
nts.
Santa Clara^tourages the student
iying philosophy^pink outside the
.. Ethics at Noon, established by the
U Markkula Center for Applied Ethics,
vides students with the opportunity to
k at issues like education, health care,
iness, technology, and public policy out-
p of the classroom. The mission of this
gram is to increase ethical awareness and
ighten people so that they can make ethi-
decisions in their everyday lives. Ethics
*Ioon calls students to use a humanitarian
iroach when looking at various issues that
b society today.
For the starving artist studying art,
de Saisset Museum brings diverse pieces
irtwork composed by various artists to
campus. The de Saisset Museum held
libits by Matt Phillips and Hisako Hibi.
majors were given the opportunity to
k deep into the monoprints, monotypes,
)cuts, drypoints, and sketchbooks of Matt
Hips. Art majors were also able to see
t hand 30 paintings produced by a first-
leration female Japanese-American artist,
iako Hibi.
In the Art Department Gallery an
libit by a Santa Cruz photographer, R.R.
les, displayed various prints of photos
t can only be described as being both
thly and spiritual.
Recently a professor from Har-
d University, Lani Guiner, held an open
ture reaching out to political science
jors. Her topic was based on the book,
b Miner s Canary. Professor Guiner
led students to not only examine current
nocracy, but to review current injustices
licted upon various races.
The school ofArts and Sciences
•vides students with a chance to learn
m people who are experienced in their
Sessions. It allows students to explore
at interests them, and helps to navigate
fir aspirations.
Lab Work
Junior Alex Nichel and sophomore
I'M lain Schegg attempt to test
the purity of a substance. Alex is
majoring in Chemistry. Tiffany is
majoring in Biology. Both students
have a love for science, anil are
interested in medical school.
Beauty in the Eye of the Beholder
Student art work is hung on the
walls in this art builiding.
Arts and Sciences "I
school of engineering
build
Right: Battle bots. Dan Jordan and Patrick Baldwin maneu-
ver their robot to pick up a mine in front of onlookers as
they compete against other teams of their region . This
design team won the regional competition and advanced to
nationals.
Below: This is a test, this is only a test. Francisco Prado-
Cervantes gets strapped in as he demos a device in the engi-
neering lab. Students spent hours testing out their projects
and tuning them to perfection.
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Right: Watch out smart carts. As a design project a group of
Santa Clara engineers built a dune buggy, complete with the
Santa Clara logo on the side.
feJ
What could you build with a
few popsickle sticks and
a bottle of glue? A shack,
a square raft, a stick man? Well the
engineers at Santa Clara University
could probably wield a dune buggy
out of these materials if you gave them
a few hours. With upper division math
courses, complicated labs, mountains
of homework, intricate sketches,
and possible extra years of college,
engineers at Santa Clara University
posses the work ethic needed to be
successful. Many students graduating
from Santa Clara's Engineering school
will go on to be engineers, managers,
entrepreneurs, presidents, and even
executive vice presidents of Silicon
Valley technology giants like Intel or
Hewlett-Packard.
The students take advantage
of studying in the heart of Silicon
Valley through internships, co-ops,
employment, research opportunities,
and valuable alumni networking.
Along with these experiences, students
learn effective teamwork as they
work closely with other engineering
students to develop junior and senior
design projects. These design teams
are made up of approximately five
students and go on to compete with
other schools at the regional, and pos-
sibly national, level. With hard work,
hands-on experiences, and passion,
students of Santa Clara's Engineering
school can do anything they set their
minds to, even build a dune buggy out
of popsickle sticks.
Top: Minor adjustments. Alfredo
Cuaresma prepared his design team's
cart to pick up mines for a competition.
Bottom: Passing Period. Students walk
through the outdoor corridor in the
engineering quad
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Taking Control
The Broncos searched the sky for the soccer
ball that sailed into the air. They played a
tough game against San Diego at the West
Coast Conference Match. The final score
was a tough loss 2-1.
A Moment of Victory
The Broncos beat UC Berkeley. These
teammates grouped together out on the field
with smiles and sheer joy after their win 2-1.
76 Women's Soccer
Teaming Up, Staying Strong
V ^^^ anta Clara's women's soccer team, the 2001 National Champions and 2002 College Cup linal-
^^^B ^ ists, have been working hard this year in the NCAA Women's Soccer Championship. These
^^
V Broncos, playing with determination and a love for soccer, were victorious over Stanford.
l^^^r University of North Carolina, and UC Berkeley, rhe Bronco's win over the Stanford Cardinal
was made possible by an assist, from senior Megan Kakadelas, to sophomore Tina Estrada. Estrada ended
up scoring the winning goal for her team during overtime. After Santa Clara's win over Stanford, senior
Leslie Osborne felt her team was ready to challenge University of North Carolina. "The entire team wanted
to go through Carolina again." She said, "We're going to give them the best game we can give them but we're
ready." Santa Clara was once again victorious. The team played a tough game against University of North
Carolina. Senior forward Megan Kakadelas, scored the winning goal with the help of her teammate, Estrada.
Estrada took control of the ball and delivered Kakadelas the pass; which resulted in a win. Kakadelas remem-
bers her winning goal, "In the back of my mind, I thought 'don't miss this.' She (UNC goalkeeper Aly Winget)
gave me some room on the near post side and I saw that, so I just put it in." Along with the many strong victo-
ries Santa Clara has experienced, the West Coast Conference recognized a few of the teams most outstanding
players.
Leslie Osborne, senior midfielder, was recently honored as Defensive Player of the Year by the WCC
for her hard work in assisting her team's six consecutive wins to complete their regular season. Head coach
Jerry Smith commented on Osborne's award, "We're especially happy for Leslie. ..becoming the first player in
WCC history to win both the Player of the Year award, which she won last year, and now the Defensive Player
of the Year. For her to pick up the slack after our two center backs went down earlier this year, just shows the
well-rounded and complete team player that she is." Leslie Osborne, Megan Kakadelas, Marian Dalmy, and
Julie Ryder were all named to the All-WCC first team. Estrada was named to the second team, and honorable
mentions were given to Jordan Angeli. Bree Horvath, and Tiffany Roberts. These women have worked hard,
played hard, and showed us all that practice really does make perfect.
Broncos Beat the Bears
Another sweet victory for the Broncos, this
win against UC Berkeley put Santa Clara
ahead in then first NCAA game.
Huddle Up
Discussing strategies and learning from
mistakes is part of playing as a team. Every
step counted as the Broncos shifted towards
another win.
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Front Row: C. Schuler, M. Snell, C. Pleas, B. Klein, B. Horvath, M. Esquivel. K. Giddings, and T Estrada.
Middle Row: Head Coach Jerry Smith, Assistant Coach Curtis McAlister, E. Shelger, L. Zealear, J. Ryder, A.
Sobolik, C. Amiral, J. Ballweg, K. Doherty, Assistant Coach Mike Smith, and Assistant Coach Erin Hussey.
Top Row: C. Sigler. L. Osborne, L. Bowen, T. Roberts, J. Angeli, M. Sola, B. Bowman, M. Dalmy, and M.
Kakadelas.
Strong Vibes
Sophomore Tina Estrada had total control
of the ball as she advanced from midfteld
looking for an open teammate.
Women's Soccer 77
Qace again, SCU Mens soccer Team has given their school something to be
proud of after finishing the 2004 season, winning fifteen of their twenty one games
played. The Broncos held the upper hand in many of their conference matches,
although competition this year was tight forcing the men have to work for each and
every win. With many close matches, spectators were always assured to enjoy a good
game of soccer with remarkable athletic performances.
This year eight Bronco men received recognition by the West Coast Confer-
ence for their exceptional athleticism. Senior and Co-captain Will Weatherly and
teammate Medhi Ballouchy were each named to the All-WCC First Team. Senior
Jason Pan was named to the All-WCC second team, while Freshmen Peter Lowry,
Sophomores Keith DeVey and Hector Guzman and Junior Ryan Purtell each received
WCC Honorable Mention. Lowry and Matthew Hatzke were named to the All-Fresh-
men Team. The season ended with a 2- 1 defeat to California in the first round of the
NCAA Championship. Head Coach Cameron Rast comments, "I see this season as a
great period of growth for our team. We got off to such a great start. Then we ran into
some teams in our conference, where we had to figure ourselves out. I think we solved
a lot of problems and gained a lot of maturity. "
Left: On the Move. Freshmen Peler Lowry
leaves his opponents in the dust as lie makes
a breakaway past center field.
Below: Heating Things Up. Freshmen Mat-
thew Hat/ke warms up his legs before being
substituted in to play. Hatzke received recog-
nition by being named to the All-Freshmen
Team this fall.
CLARA UNIVERSITY
HtN'S SOCCER
2004
)ve: Sneak Attack! Freshmen Midfielder Peter Lowry attacks the ball in an attempt to regain
session. Lowry was named to the All-Freshmen team.
t: Out ot Reach! Junior Forward Kelechi Igwe maintains control as a California player makes
iled attempt to strip him of the ball.
Back Row ( L to R ) Jason Pan. Brian Curry. Chris Clark. Joseph Buttitta. Christopher Moreo, Ryan
Wodd. Kent Harkness, Matt Biggam, Zach Knight, Ryan Purtell. Alex Tablin-Wolf. Jeff Scott
Middle Row (L to R) Scott Sweeney. Erik Ustruck. Devin Skrade. Hector Guzman, Eric Irvine.
Kelechi Igwe, Matthew Hat/ke. Ryan Wolfe. Jason Cunliffe, Keith DeVey, Medhi Ballouchy
Front Row (L to Rl Stephen Zipprich, Cardiff Schmitz, Peter Lowry. Will Weatherly. Jamil
Roberts, Jonathan Barbarin, Anton Hooker.Stryker Matthews
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Xhe future looks bright for Santa Clara Volleyball as the young and talented team
finished the 2004-2005 season in the Top 25. The women were initially ranked 19th in the
country and soared as high as 12th, combining their tight-knit returnees and promising
freshman class to create a very cohesive team. With no real senior leaders the team felt
closer and could mesh on the same level. Red shirt junior Jac Heler explained, "Unlike a lot
of teams who enforce 'seniority rights,' we made it a point not to belittle the freshman. As
a result our team is like a family...and many of the girls are my best friends." From eating
pre-game meals at beach volleyball legend Mike Dodd's restaurant, to getting a kick out
of their teammates getting beamed in the head by balls at practice, the team truly was a
family.
The lack of official captains was not an issue, as many girls stepped up and became
leaders on the court. Playing with passion, unselfishness, and hard work the team accom-
plished many feats including upsetting Cal in three straight games at home, and coming
back from two games down to beat Peperdine on their home court. Although very young,
the team proved its maturity as they overcame an injury-plagued season, including the loss
of their starting middle Annalisa Muratore to a knee injury.
With the return of all but one player (T. Muratore), Santa Clara Volleyball is a pro-
gram on its way to the top. A strong recruiting class combined with the talent and chemistry
of the young team means that things can only get better for next season.
Below: Defense. Kim McGiven focuses on the
ball as she prepares for the perfect pass.
Above: Looking for an ace. Crystal Matich keeps her
eye on the ball as she prepares to serve.
Above Middle: Putting up a wall. Anna Cmaylo and
Jac Heler go up for a block.
Top Row: Assistant Coach Dustin Moore. Assistant
Coach Sam Crosson, Alyssa Lantz. Kim McGiven.
Anna Cmaylo, Nora Miller, Toni Muratore, Annal-
isa Muratore, Jac Heler, Head Coach Jon Wallace.
Bottom Row: Megan Pura. Chelsea Reilley. Rachel
Greenberg. Kristen Luxton. Lexie Bothman. Caroline
Walters, Crystal Matich. Cassie Perret.
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Left: Like family. The team prepares for agood
play by coming together as one. Working as one
unit contributed to the young team's success.
Above: Net play. Freshman middle Anna Cmaylo signals to her teamates. The young team
performed well and found it very easy to mesh with the returning players.
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)ove: Kill! Sophomore outside hitter Kim McGiven places the ball perfectly between her
ponenfs hands. Kim was a pick for the First Team All-WCC in 2004-2005.
teams winning the Bronco Invitational. Both teams each had eight runners place
in the top 15 with Jessica Baldwin-Philippi winning the women's 5,000 meter race.
Though many people recognize only the individual's importance in cross country
because of the lack of interaction during meets between runners, it is the collabora-
tive effort of the team members that makes the teams be successful at meets. It is
the close knit friendships that the runners make with each other that reinforce the
group effort needed during meets to push pass the other teams. The teams ended
the season with the men placing 3rd and the women placing 4th at the WCC Cham-
pionships and the NCAA West Regional with the men placing 19th and the women
placing 25th.
Mens & Womens
Cross Country
Top: Managing to move away from the pack of
runners, Tara Rooney is able to focus her atten-
tion on maintaining her speed as she is quickly
approaching the finish.
Above: The women stretch as well as set their
watches and get into a starting position while pre-
paring themselves mentally for the run ahead.
Right: The start of the run is signaled and the men
take off in hopes of obtaining an early lead.
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We are not
just teammates.
There is nothing
we wouldn't do
for each other"
- Katie Hansen
Top: Huddled together before the start of the
race, the men greet and introduce themselves
to members of the other teams.
Left: At the beginning ofthe raceTara Rooney
paces herself in order to reserve her energy
for the length of the run.
lead Coach Tom Service, Carrie Pogorelc, Robin Bell, Blossom Manmpietri, Erin Davis,
.auren Swigart, Katie Hansen, Kristen Morse, Sarah Scott. Ann Thomas, Shannon Bell, Jes-
ica Baldwin-Philippi, Lauren Verilli, Tara Rooney, Adriane Puetz, Kiley Strong, Assistant
'oach JT Service, Assistant Coach Pete Cushman.
Back Row: Assistant Coach Pete Cushman, Assistant Coach JT Service, Nick Arcelona, John
Paul Thyken, Chris Doerhoff. John Hinman, Taylor Graham, Daniel Bettencourt, Omar Ah-
mad, Head Coach Tom Service Front Row: Chris Furnari, Andrew Blumel. Charles Flexman.
Michael Delaurenti, Michael Hannon, Christen Gumbs, Brady Pivirotto.
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The men's water polo team started off the season ranked 19th by the College Water Polo Association. The season proved to bd
hectic for the men with several matches every weekend, many of which involved traveling. The young team, under third-yeai
Head Coach Keith Wilbur, played very well together this year with high hopes of improving themselves further in the upcom-
ing seasons. Stepping up as leaders this year were five returning seniors. These vereteran upperclassmen were players that
the new members of the team could look to for advice as they are just beginning their collegiate water polo experience. These
include players such as Peter Moore and Kenny Flanagan-De La Hoz, both ofwhom had great seasons. The men wrapped up
their season with the Western Water Polo Championships where they played a great four games, which included a win over
University of California at Santa Cruz. They finished posting a 10-23 record.
Mens
Back Row: Head Coach Keith Wilbur, Peter Moore, Austin
Brizgys, Grant Allison, Robert Callahan, JonYoung, Patrick
Noack, Dylan Knee, Assistant Coach Matt Sanchez
Middle Row: Kenny Flanagan-De la Hoz, Whit Gilfillan,
Danny Soares, Mark Oda, Jon Greco, Mark Perlite, Kevin
Starry Front Row: Charlie Moore, Mike Detoy, Thomas
Kelly, Josh Early, Chris Parolin, Matthew Martin, Luke
Oda.
Top Opposite Page: Kenny Flanagan-De La Hoz is successful
at fighting off the opposing player's attempt to sink him in hopes
of stealing the ball.
Right: Ready to throw the ball back into the game, goalie Peter
Moore scans the pool for an open teammate.
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tie entire team and coaching staff gather together during a timeout to re-cap the game so far
id to plan out the strategy for the rest of the game.
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wThe women of the SCU Water Polo team return this year after finishing fifth in last year's Western Water Polo Association
Championship. Within just a few short weeks of the beginning of this year's season, the women obtained their first ever
national ranking in the history of SCU Womens Water Polo. They then went on to sweep a triple header against Sonoma
State, Cal State Monterey Bay, and UC Santa Cruz.
With many great players returning this year, including last year's top four scorers, the women definitely have experience I
on their side. It is with this experience that they hope to finish this season by placing in the top three of the Western Water Polo
Assocation Championship. According to Head Coach Keith Wilbur, the strengths of the team this year is their experience, depth,
and speed. Being together during practices and games creates bonds which help bring the team closer, therefore making the game
all the more fun and enjoyable. This tight knit team comes together before each game to do what they call 'inspiration" A differ-
ent player each game will bring something, like Gatorade or Powerbars, for each member of the team. In addition
|
/^PO^^r^C to trns ' me player will also have something motivating to say for each member of the team. This type of team unity
on top of their strengths is what
Water Polo
makes this year's team so strong.
Above: After making a save, Freshman Goalkeeper
Christina Malley looks for an open teammate so that
she can throw the ball back into play.
Above Right: As her opponent closely follows her,
Sophomore Driver Mele Rehder dribbles the ball
quickly away.
Right: As her opponent tries to shake the ball from her
grasp, Freshman Utility Elizabeth Perry is quick to release
the ball into the direction of her teammate.
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Left: Proving that they belong in the top 20, the women
quickly join together in a group tocongratulate each other
after playing a successful game against CS Monterey Bay
where they won 17-4.
Below: Sophomore Driver Katie Radvayani quickly looks
for an open teammate before members of the opposing
team, CS Monterey Bay, reach her from behind.
Back Row: Head Coach Keith Wilbur, Alanna Simpkins, Katie Radvanyi, Catherine
Flynn, Kathleen Hamm, Erin Scollin, Andrea Evans, Danielle Mansfield Middle Row:
Kristin Barnes, Christina Malley, Elizabeth Perry, Kelsey Caulum, Lindsey Bacolini,
Randahl Capurro, Christie Miller Front Row: Kaylie Pezzuto, Emily Bonk, Kendra
Betke, Kellie Dunn, Bryn Asher, Mele Rehder
we: Head Coach Keith Wilbur calls the women together during a time-out to talk
tegy against their opponent.
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The men's basketball team, coming off a 12-10 overall record last year, had an
outstanding 2004-2005 season. With wins over North Carolina, the 4th best team in
the country at the time, Stanford, and conference-leading St. Mary's, Santa Clara was
a force to be reckoned with.
Head Coach Dick Davey has been at the helm of the men's team for 13 sea-
sons now. In his first 12 seasons, Davey led the Broncos to a 202-148 record, setting
him apart from the rest as the winningest active coach in the West Coast Conference.
During that time, Santa Clara teams have compiled a 100-68 record in WCC competi-
tion. And Davey has bragging rights: Three NCAA Tournament appearances; three
West Coast Conference regular season championships; one WCC Tournament title;
four wins over Top 25 teams; and three conference coach of the year awards. To top it
all off, he is a member of the prestigious board of directors for the National Associa-
tion of Basketball Coaches.
Needless to say, when you are beating up on teams like the Stanford Cardinal
and the North Carolina Tar Heels, you tend to keep your job.
Top Row: Ethan Rhode, Travis Niesen, Tristan Parham, Okechukwu Mbanugo, Sean Denison,Jordan Legge, Scott
Borchart, Mitch Henke
BotfomRow:Doron Perkins, BrodyAngley,ScottDougherty,KyleBailey,BrandonRohe,JohnBurke,GrahamNeu-
burger
LeftiSchool'sinsession.SeniorDoronPerkins
drives to the hoop, exploiting the weak op-
position defense. Coach Davey has said that
"Doron is probably our best athleteand best
on-ball defender... He is pretty good."
Below: Eyeontheprize.JuniorTravisNiesen
takesittoGonzaga.DespitetheSantaClaraat
home loss,N iesen scored 1 7 points. Look for
Niesen to lead the Bronco charge next year.
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Abo\'e: Fighting for position. J unior Tristan Parham jostles for position against Gonzaga's
center. Parham hasbeen vital toSanta Clara'ssuccesstliispastyear.Heprovidesa dominant
presence in the post, and his 6-foot-8 frame can scare offanyone wanting to drive the ball
into the lane.
e:Hudlesdon'ttakeplaceonlyinfootball.reammatesDoronPerkins,ScottBorchart,Tristan
m,EthanRohde,andBrodyAnglevmeetoneanotheratmid-courtforapeptalk.Fiveplay-
orking as one unit is difficult. Not for the Broncos, though.
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It was a breakthrough year for the Santa Clara women's basketball team. And
with almost the entire team returning for the 2005-2006 season, the West Coast Con-
ference will have its eye on Santa Clara for some time.
With only five returning players from the year before, the young team has put
up veteran numbers. Head coach Michelle Bento-Jackson has molded the squad into
three-point shooting assassins, leading the NCAA with nine per game. One of the key
elements to the SCU women's arsenal is medical red shirt junior guard Kayla Huss.
Huss is described by her coach as an "unbelievable" outside shooter. Of course, as
with any great team, everyone on the team contributes to its victories.
While the women's team suffered a loss in their opener against Gonzaga, they
battled their way back into second place during the first half of their WCC conference
games.
Bento-Jackson, in her third season at the head of the SCU women's basketball
program, is setting the young women's team up for years of continued success. With
everyone returning next year, the girls will be stronger than ever.
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Top Row: Lauren Michalski, Michelle Cozad, Megan Foy, Ashley Gonnerman, Tori Markey, Kasey Monteith, Sara Majors.
Bottom Row: Quinn Thomas, Kayla Huss, Tracey Walker, Chandice Cronk, Ashley Graham, Yasemin Kimyacioglu, Anna
Martin
Left: A warrior in the paint. Sophomore
guard Yasemin Kimyacioglu drives past
an LMU defender on her way to the hoop.
Kimyacioglu is a tenacious defender and
provides a team-rallying spark whenever she
is one the floor.
Below: Focusing in. Junior Kayla Huss's
concentration and court sense make her
one of the best players in the West Coast
Conference. Huss is also the team's leading
three-point shooter.
^^\ ii iim MlBf
Above: D-fense! A McDonald's All-American nominee in high school, sophomore forward
Kasey Monteith was voted Most Improved Player by her teammates last year, and it showed
this year. Her height makes opponents second guess a lay up opportunity.
Left: Hot off the press. Sophomore guard Ashley Graham's ball handling ability creates open-
ings in any defense. Graham is also an outstanding perimeter shooter, and will continue to
be a key to SCU's domination of WCC teams.
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tRight: A job well done. The team comes together after
a victory to wrap up their win. The Broncos had great
chemistry on their team this year,
he softball team stands on the brink of a very important season, a season that will say a lot about the program.
Below: Bring it on. Junior outfielder Jessica Clee stares
As defending Pacific Coast Softball Conference champions, the Broncos look to hold their title as confer- down home plate as she waits on second base to score a
ence champions and advance to Regionals in the NCAA tournament for the first time in history. Starting the
season ranked 67th in the nation, the team has worked hard in the preseason to accomplish their goals. Head coach
and former player Jaime Forman-Lau scheduled a tough pre-season for the girls, playing teams ranked in the top
25 to 50. Such experiences have given the girls a lot of confidence going into conference play. The team started
the season on a good foot, beating long-standing rival San Jose State 4-2 and 8-3. Other games that the girls look
forward to are Saint Mary's, Sacramento State, and LMU.
Under the leadership of a young coach, the equally-young team gels well together. Junior Jessica Clee
comments. "Although we are a young team, we posses a lot of chemistry that we will use to take us to the next
level. We need a leader to step up and encourage us to stay mentally tough, especially through close games." It is
this mental toughness that will advance Santa Clara to the NCAA tournament and help them overcome setbacks
such as losing their starting center-fielder to an injury.
The women hope for more support from students and an on-campus field to encourage this fan support.
That is why this season is so crucial for the future of Santa Clara softball. They have a better chance than ever to
advance to the tournament, gaining the team respect and recognition that they highly deserve and will get in due
time.
Above left: On the prowl. Junior catcher Kate Goethals
prepares to throw out a runner stealing a base.
Above middle: Support on the sideline. The team
looks on as their teammates round the bases at Marsalli
Park, their home field.
Above right: Focus. Second baseman Jenny Brown
keeps her eye on the ball as she prepares to make
contact.
Back Row: Assistant Coach Laurie Gillis, Assistant Coach Hannah Owings, Jerrica Castagno, Valerie Mock, Eliza-
beth Courier, Shannon Linerud, Head Coach Jamie Forman-Lau. Middle Row: Maggie Godfrey, Kelly Johnson,
Daisey Mettlach, Sabrina Franks, Ashley Blier, Kate Goethals. Front Row: Jillian Cassel, Sara Overmier, Meghan
Chavez, Jessica Clee, Angie Kabanuck, Jenny Brown, Vannessa Werner.
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Above: Easy single. Junior shortstop Shannon Linerud
sprints to first as the opponents field the ball.
Left: And the wind-up. Freshman pitcher Jerrica
Castagno winds-up as freshman Ashley Blier antici-
pates the hit.
Below: Making plans. Sophomore JillianCassel, senior
Keri Reisinger, and junior Jessica Clee convene in the
outfield, sizing up their opponents.
Above: Home tree. Junior second baseman Jenny Brown runs happily for home as her
teammates watch on with excitement.
Left: Warming up. Senior first baseman Kelley Johnson warms up before the inning. gi\ ing
her teammate a ground ball. The Broncos were well-prepared for a successful season.
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Something would be missing if an afternoon stroll around the parameter of Buckshaw stadium wasn't accompanied by the
familiar clinking sound of aluminum bats or the inning play-by-play resounding from the stadium speakers. At Santa Clara
it's safe to say that life would not be the same without the excitement and energy that the baseball season brings to cam-
puslife. This year the Broncos welcomed 1 1 freshmen, two four-year transfers and a junior college transfer to join the
already sound and skillful returnees to create a squad full of determination and talent. Many of the opening games set the tone for
the season, demanding the men to set goals and realize the potential that lay within them. Senior transfer Adam Sanabria remarked,
"We were matched up against some great competition from game one. We were able to learn quickly what we needed to do to break
our opponents It was probably the best way to start things off."
One of the major milestones of the 2005 season was the retirement of the long standing home field, Buck Shaw Stadium, and
the opening of the new Stephen Schott Stadium. The Buck Shaw stadium, which has been home to the Bronco's since 1962 will continue
to hold the memories of the past, but overall, the team as well as head coach Mike O'Brien, were pleased with the transition. Now that
the field is no longer in the center of campus, fans will have to make more of an effort to satisfy their spring-time desires for peanuts
and cracker jacks, but with the new stadium the short walk is well worth the time.
Above Center: Pratice makes Perfect,
Sophomre Ian Frost helps pick up the
equipment after a pre-gsme warm up.
Above Right: every Play Counts. A Santa
Clara catcher attempts to end the fifth
inning by picking a runner off second base
Right: Strick Three! Senior right hand
pitcher, Kellan McConnell, made a tremen
dous contribution to the Bronco's success.
Left: In the Zone. Junior infielder, Dustin Realini scoops up
a ground ball and prepares to throw it to homeplate tor the
second out. Realini transfered to Santa Clara from Washington
State after his freshmen year. He has been an asset to the team
defensivly and offensively.
Below: Down in the Dug Out. The Bronco's prepare to hit, after
returning from the field with a quick three outs. Their homefield
dug-out in Buck Shaw Stadium will be retired this year.
.
y. Ready for action! Returning for his second season with the Broncos, sophomore Nathan
ner prooved his talent at bat. Faulkner made some crucial plays from his position in the
Id, to help lead the men to victory on several occasions.
Above: The 2005 Men's Baseball Team. Front Row (L to R): Kevin Drever, Brian Bimek.
Daniel DeMarco, Anthony Rea, Deke Dormer, Kyle Jensen, Robert Perry, Ian Frost, Stephen
Passagno Second Row: Adam Sanabria. Jason Matteucci, Mike Stutes, Kevin Davey, Kris
Watts, Patrick Overholt, David Hoffmire, Ryan Chiarelli, Michael Lange Third Row: Head
Coach Mark O'Brien. Asst. Coach Mike Oakland, Asst. Coach Matt Mueller, Matt McColgan,
Mark Folgner, Dustin Realini, Brian Neault. Brian Murphy, Shawn Epidendio, Eric Newton,
Nic Crosta, Ryan Conan, Tyler Duran Top Row: Asst. Coach Mike Zirelli, Michael Thompson.
Bryan Fleming, Chris Stansbury, Thomas Van Buskirk, Scott Lonergan. Kellan McConnell,
Donald Brandt
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b
oston, MA: Head of the Charles Regatta. Santa Clara men's crew walk the streets of downtown Boston and spot the
rowers of the Harvard eight, who subsequently will be competing in the championship eight race in the coming days. Below: Getting the feeling. Novice rowers Steve Shaney
Adam Fox, Rob Flores, and Chris Lee send their shell
The Harvard men tower over them and sport their blazers passed down from hundreds of years of tradition and excel- through the water with every stroke.
lence. The Santa Clara men jokingly dismiss the Harvard crew by saying with great courage, "Well I guess we'll see you in the
Champ Eight on Sunday." The hulk-like Harvard men stare in disbelief as the men walkaway, dawning no blazers, or comparable
size, competing at the Charles for the first time in Santa Clara's history.
Although the men's crew team is far from competing in the finals at the Head of the Charles, they have made great
strides on the West Coast, and the best is yet to come. Training rigorously on land and water twice a day, six times a week, the
men look to win the WCC championship and compete for a podium finish at WIRA's. The men are also returning to Newport for
the first time in five years for the Newport Invitational.
Under Head Coach Tony Barcia. his second year as the Varsity men's coach, the crew hopes to translate their hard
work into success. Senior Dan Jordan comments, "Coach Barcia is really driven to make us a fast crew and is willing to do
everything he can to help, including getting us the best equipment possible and pushing us past our limits." Because the men
push themselves, rowing before dawn every morning, a major obstacle that every crew must overcome is a significant number of
rowers quitting each year. Captain Tony Johnson explains, "We had several big guys quit after Christmas break. Rowers quitting
is always something we have to deal with and is something we'll overcome again this year." Pushing through agony with unity,
conquering adversity with passion, forging friendships for life, Santa Clara Crew will continue to grow stronger on the West
Coast.
Above: Going lengths. Ben Johnson, Tony Gugleani, Mike
Rhodes, Clayton Heoffer, Alex Willbanks, Ned Matthews,
Jon Jon Zeffenberger and Trevor Grey propel the varsity eight
through the water at Lexington Reservoir.
Right: Down by the bay. The varsity men rest between pieces
in the San Francisco Bay. The men often row mile after mile
in the bay to prepare for racing season.
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Home field. The Santa Clara Men's Crew Team poses in front of their oars tor a picture at Lexington Reservoir The team practices here si\ days a week
norning at 6am. The men's team is made up of 20 novice rowers and 14 varstij rowers, each racing multiple 8-man and 4-men boats.
Above: Giving some pointers. The novice men learn the fundementals of rowing from their
coach Dan Plaine riding alongside in the launch.
Above Top: Fearless leaders. Seniors and varstiy captains Ned Matthews and Tony Johnson
strut their stuff after practice. Under thsee four-year oarsmen, the team finds leadership.
:: Home sweet home. The boathouse sits atop a hill overlooking Lexington Reservoir and
s numerous racing shells and extensive equiptment. The shirts hanging above the boats are a
tent of Santa Clara victories. They are literally taken off the backs of their opponents.
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a
day in the life of a Women's rower can, at times, be more than challenging. Devoting countless hours to an excruciating practice regime,
and sacrificing Friday nights and Spring Break for four years may not exactly be the epitome of "fun" for the average college student,
fact, just the simple task of waking up before 6 a.m., six days out of the week may be enough to detour any person from the sport before
even learning what it is all about. Crew is truly a test of physical and mental strength. Despite the ease of which the sport appears to spectators,
the actual art of rowing demands complete concentration and total exertion of the body's capabilities.
So what is it exactly that makes it all worthwhile? The answer lies in a single word: Passion. Its eight rowers moving in perfect synchro-
j
nization with each other, generating enough power to allow the 300 pound boat to glide gracefully beneath them. Knowing that the many hours
'
spent training and preparing will pay off for them on the water. Trusting that with every stroke they have complete commitment and devotion from
their entire team. Challenging them to become stronger, exceed their goals and set new standards with old rivalries. Discovering that the bonds
that exist within their own team will sustain and grow into lifelong friendships. It is the passion of rowing that drives the women's team at Santa
Clara. Senior, four year rower, Erin Hussey was able to put her passion into words, "Crew pushes you, both physically and mentally to places
you never thought you could go. You wake up early, you practice twice a day, and no one even knows what your sport is. But you continue. You
]
continue because of your teammates, you continue for yourself, and you continue for that sweet, incredible feeling you get when you cross the
finish line a split second before your opponent, completely exhausted, completely drained, completely victorious."
The Women's Crew program has been growing tremendously. This year the Varsity team of 16 is the biggest it has ever been. Head
Coach Stephanie Shepherd has worked hard to create a competitive and well trained team of rowers. The Women's Crew program is expected to
see growth and strength while continuing to establish a name for themselves in the West Coast Conference.
Above Center: Bon-Fire Bonding. The team
was able to travel to San Diego to compete
against Crews from all over the country.
Above Right: Traditions Hold Strong. Sopho-
more Molly Hagen and Senior Laura Hel-
lenthal were paired together through the
tradition of Big sis/Lil sis within the team.
Left: Perfect Unison. TheWomen's Varsity eight competed in
a Regatta in Redwood City. This race course can be one of ihe
most exciting tor rowers. A huge bridge overlooks the course
providing an amazing aerial view for spectators.
Top Below: Rise and Shine! Senior starboard Allison Fleck
was always up with the sun and determined to keep things
interesting during the early morning practices.
Bottom Below: A Long Lasting Tradition. The oars of the
Santa Clara Rowing team have all been painted with a
symbolic star. The white star is not only a symbol for SCU
crew, but also the astrological symbol for hie.
:: Re-charging. Sophomores Tracy Flecky, Gabriela Grijalva, Molly Hagen and Katie
find time to catch up on some much needed sleep after a race.
towering Through It. Combining their strength both mentally and physically, the Var-
snien work together, improving with every stroke. The Women Practice six mornings a
an Lexington Reservoir.
Above: The 2005 Women's Crew Team. Top Row (L to R): Katie Taska. Melissa Poplaski.
Gabriela Grijalva, Natasha Lindstrom, Laura Hellenthal, Carrie Clark, Allison Fleck, Kristin
Siem. Shannon Costentino-Roush, Piper Phillips. Second Row: Citlalli Gon/alez. LailaCorrea.
Brianna Hussey, Kendal Flatley, Sarah Erker, Jenny O'Neill, Emily Fette, Elizabeth Godsey
Front Row: Molly Hagen. Katie Fahrer. Carien Hughes. Erin Hussey. Cassie Heinbockel, Tracy
Flecky, Ashley Krotje, Ashely Tomberline.
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men's Tennis is off to another great start this year. The team played adoubleheader and defeated U.C. Santa Cruz and U.C. Davis with a
score of 6-1 against both teams. Senior Ben Hidalgo said "...that was
a long day and definitely mentally draining. Practices and conditioning
really helped us get through it." The team has yet to play other matches, however their goal for
the future is to be seeded in the top three at the WCC. Senior Francisco Zepponi feels the key to
achieving their goal would be to "win the matches we know we can win. We can't mess up there,
and the ones that are border line we need to just try our best." Everyone on the team really sup-
ports each other; they are buddies on and off the tennis courts. The Men's Tennis team is a unique
blend of talent and strength, and that aspect, along with hard work, has helped them succeed in
the past. The team also has a strong Head Coach George Husack. Ben Hidalgo states, "Our Head
Coach is always looking out for our best interest." The team really seems to admire and value
Husack. Senior Taylor Bedilion stated, "He (Husack) is a good little ping-pong player."
Top: All About Swing. Senior Eric Kochan-
ski wins in a consolation singles bracket at
the Wilson/Intercollegiate Tennis Associa-
tion Northwest Regional Championship.
Far Right: Determination. Senior Franscisco
Zepponi leads the Men's Tennis team. He
enters the season only 12 wins away from
having the most wins for a singles player in
SCU Tennis history.
Right: Bronco Classic. Senior Ben Hidalgo
advances to the semifinals in the SCU
Bronco Classic Tournament. Hidalgo and
doubles partner Sophomore Bobby Rasmus-
sen advance with an 8-1 win.
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Front Row: Team Manager Stephan Vernaelde, Chris Iwamura. Blane Shields, A. J. Kerin, Taylor Bedilion. Ben Hidalgo. Francisco Zepponi, and Team
Manager Brendan Duda.
Back Row: Assistant Coach Erich Chen, Tyler Wilson, Kevin McQuaid. Eric Kochanski. Jan Macek. Bobby Rasmussen. Assistant Coach Brian Eagie. and
Head Coach George Husack .
Top Left: Quick Dash. Senior Ben Hidalgo runs across the
court at practice.
Top Right: Prepared. Freshmen Chris Iwamura, although a
bit exhausted, prepares to receive the ball
Bottom Lett: Practice Pays OH. Sophomore Jan Macek
practices with the team. Macek won his singles match
against UCSB. and the team defeated Santa Barbara 5-2.
Bottom Right: Sweet Victory. Senior Talyor Bedilion leads
the Broncos to another glorious win. The Broncos beat
the Banana Slugs (UCSC) 6-1. Bedilion competes with
Zepponi; he is only 16 wins shy of having the most wins as
a singles player.
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Top Left: Senior Style. Showing off in her
crazy basketball jersey Senior Janalle Kaloi
prepares to serve the ball. All of the seniors
were dressed in jerseys for the crazy t-shirt
scrimmage.
Top Right: Setting Up. Sophomore Kimberly
Daniel competes in a singles match practice.
Bottom Left: Crazy Clothes. Sophomore Kelly
Leathers competes in the wild t-shirt intra-
squad scrimmage.
Bottom Right: Undefeated. Sophomore Jessie
Strunk upholds her undefeated singles record
of 3-0. She achieved a straight-set victory after
competing against Fresno State.
>
Women's Tennis
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the
SCU Women's Tennis Team has set their mark in SCU tennis history. The women are proud to be ranked nationally for
the first time ever. The team was ranked 70th and couldn't be more happy to see all their effort and work pay off nation-
ally. The players are very excited about their new Head Coach Damon Coupe as well. Senior Catherine Cochrane stated,
"This is an exciting year because of our new head coach. We love him and are excited to have such a great coach!" The
earn so far has competed and beat Cal Poly and CS Fullerton. Sophomore Kelly Leathers says the most exciting moment for her
luring the Cal Poly match was "coming back with Janalle in the doubles. We beat a team that was ranked 37th nationally. All of
he hard work we did paid off; I can't really describe it. It was just exciting
—
getting the win for the team." The women, having
ichieved their first goal of ranking nationally, now hope to place in the NCAA Championships. The team is composed of various
alents, who may appear passive, but don't be deceived—these women strive for the best. They are a competitive and hard working
earn. Senior Janalle Kaloi says, "We are competitive on the inside, and strong as a team. Support from the players on the side-lines
s what makes our team unique. They believe in us and encourage us. Their support makes this individual sport more team-like."
rhe women's team has succeeded and made SCU Tennis history. What will happen in future matches for the team is hard to say.
however, Senior Catherine Cochrane makes one thing clear "We are a pretty close family, and we get along really well. We go out
)n the courts as a team and in life as a team. Our goal, of course, is always going to be to win."
Far Left: Going the Distance. Junior
Kristen Ruso lobs the ball across the ten-
nis courts.
Left: Strength in the Swing. Sophomore
Erika Barnes" singles win secured SCU's
4-2 victory over Hawaii.
?ront Row: Kelly Leathers. Flavia Miracle, Myra Davoudi. Jessie Strunk. Chelsea Strunk. and Erika Barnes.
Jack Row: Head Coach Damon Coupe. Casey Knutson. Kimberly Daniel. Kristen Ruso. Cathrine Cochrane. Janalle Kaloi, and Assistant
Toaeh Tricia Guidace.
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Mens & Womens
Golf
WW
Being a Bronco is more than
just wearing the logo on a col-
lared shirt; it is a way of life"
-Courtney Dimpel-Composti
Senior Team Captain
Right: Before taking her actual shot, Candice
Palmer takes a few practice swings before
sending her ball down the fairway.
Below Right: Deciding on how to go about
this hole, Samantha Trask discusses with Head
Coach Polly Schulze on which club to use.
Below Left: It is the last hole of the day and
Sophomore Jong Yoon makes sure to places
a lot of power into his last drive down the
fairway.
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Above Left: Placing a lot of power into his drive, Senior John Colyar
makes sure to follow through on his shot.
Above Right: At the first hole of the day, Senior Jonathan Edwards keeps
his eye on the ball as he estimates the distance of his shot.
With both a fall and spring season, the mens and womens golf team have been working all year on perfecing their stroke.
Invitations are held at various golf courses all over northern California and even to other states, which makes traveling a big
part of their schedule. Though both teams play at varioius school invitationals, one of the mens most successful finishes was
at SCU's very own invitational which was hosted at Silver Creek Valley Country Club. Here the team divided into two quads. White and
Red, with the White squad finishing fifth and the Red squad finishing first to win the overall invitational. The women were also successful
at opening their fall season by finishing second at the Sacramento State Invitational.
In addition to their work on the green, the women have been active members of the community through the Make-A-Wish Founda-
tion with their Birdies for Wishes Program. In this program the team collects pledges for every birdie a player makes during competition.
They are so dedicated to their involvement with Make-A-Wish that they have renamed birdies, wishes, in honor of the young people whose
wishes they are helping to make come true. At this year's Meet the Team night, the women presented a check to the Make-A-Wish Founda-
tion of all the pledges they had collected throughout the season. Even while the team was split into two groups, one playing in Hawaii and
the remaining in Santa Clara, they women made it a point to celebrate National Make A Difference Day in both states by making donations
to local Food Banks. The men and women bring a lot of pride to SCU both on and off the course.
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t"*he
intensity of a combative sport, together with the skill and precision of a fine art unite
in lacrosse. After hours spent practicing on Santa Clara's own Bellomy Field, it's no
wonder that the season outlook was good for the men's team. A confident group of guys
'worked towards improving their 4-9 record from last season, and continued to make a
name for themselves within their division.
Games against rivalries, such as CAL and Stanford, played important roles for the
men this season, and also were built up to be a few of the guys most anticipated and exciting
match ups. The men were trained to deliver come game day. Pre-season energy grew quickly
as Spring approached. Junior midfielder William Boyce stated, "This year optimism is key,
and the outlook is good for the 2005 season." The team's goal included various improvements
on technique and hopes to make the division playoffs.
The team dynamic was also important to the men's success on the field. Working
towards a common goal, the men were able to establish bonds through hard work and deter-
mination. Many will leave Santa Clara with stories and lifelong friendships that will remain
in their memories and their lives due to the experiences they are having now, as part of the
lacrosse team here at SCU.
Below: On the Move. A Santa Clara player hustles down th
field to partipate in a play. The Santa Clara men work hard
maintain good conditioning throughout the season.
Above: Defense! A Santa Clara player shadows
the opposing team down the field.
Above Center: Hard Hits. A Santa Clara player
goes in hard and takes a hit from the opposing
team while scrambling for the ball.
Above Right: Pump it Up! Junior attacker Wil-
liam Boyce tries to get his teammates going with
some praise for their hardwork.
Right: Quick Hands. A Santa Clara player
participates in a jump ball to try and gain posses-
sion for his team.
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Left: Face Off! Freshman midfielder Katie Erker strikes
down her competition. Erker was just one ofthe many strong
newcommers to the women's team this season.
Below: Ready... Break! The women's pre-game rituals
included circling up, raising their sticks preparing to cheer
then take their positions on the Held.
CJJkS
Above: First Row: Kate Platonova, Katy Erker, Suzanne Replinger, Caroline Bonaf'ede, Megan
Steck, Karen Hendersen, Jenny Lee. Second Row: Caitlin Bliss, Jamie Weaver, Jessie Reimer,
Katie Simpkins, Lauren Kida, Kirsten Tang, Jenni Rushin, Jaync Pimentel, Defensive Coach
Lauren Russel. Third Row: Goalie Coach Drew Whyte. Kendall Reedy, Stacy Trumble, Julia
Schmidt, Hayley Hartstein, Raffinee Eller, Lindsay Campbell, Natalie Melo, Jennifer Otto.
Fourth Row: Head Coach Brendan O'Brien (head coach), Clair Metcalfe, Laurie Sherry, Katy
Powers, Kara Taylor, Chanelle Takemoto, Brenna Sweeny, Lauren Follett, Traci Brinkman,
Defensive Coach Al Torabi.
ith the prospect of a national championship within their reach last year, the women's lacrosse team had even higher hopes and goals
Wfor their 2005 season. The team as a whole was much tighter and more skillful than SCU has seen in past years. Many new freshmen
joined the team, creating a strong line of support for the large number of seniors the team will be losing next year. The girls showed
domination early on with wins over University of Pacific and UCLA, proving that no opponent was going to have it easy when com-
peting with them. Throughout the season the girls had tunnel vision, with hope for an invitation to Nationals inspiring them to maintain their focus.
Head coach Brendan O'Brien spent hours of practice preparing the girls for obstacles which they would have to overcome, and the hard
work paid off. The team was led by senior captions Jenni Rushin, Lauren Follett, and Kendall Reedy. Early on in the season the girls were already
enthusiastic and energized for what the season would bring to them. Senior captain Jenni Rushin commented, "We're really going to get off the bus
this year, and go all the way!" It's obvious that the respect and friendships between the team is present both on and off the field. "We have a lot of
fun, at the end of the day that's what's most important. We wouldn't be here if we didn't love the game," stated sophomore Raffinee Eller.
The success of the women's team has drawn the attention and devotion of a large student fan base, making the games a social commodity on campus.
The team has set high standards after this season, and is expected to remain at the top of the rankings in future years.
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the
men's rugby team is undefeated; that is, they have never lost a boat race. And no, a boat race does not take place on
the water. A boat race is a tradition that occurs after rugby matches when the teams line up facing each other, one on
one. The first pair chug a cup of beer, and when they are through, they place the empty cup on their head and the next
man in their line chugs, and so on, until the last player is through. With traditions such as these and ample time spent together
on and off the field, Santa Clara Men's Rugby is a club sport providing its members with an experience of a lifetime. Senior
captain Greg Mohrman testifies, "Rugby has given me the chance to meet so many loyal, genuine, and generally great friends
and brothers I'll remember forever."
As Division II members of the Northern California Rugby Union, Santa Clara faces rivals such as Santa Cruz,
Humboldt, and Santa Rosa. Starting their season after Thanksgiving break the men have overcome many obstacles including
losing eight of their starters to injuries, something not too uncommon in rugby. As senior flanker/lock Andrew Whiteman
says, "The injuries are part of the fun!" Because of this loss of experienced players, the team had to take on many young and
inexperienced men that had to learn the sport quickly. Four-year veteran and senior Kevin Baer explains. "One of the good
things about this season is the good, young players that showed a lot of heart and potential. SCUTS will have a bright future."
And indeed they will have a bright future as they build on their youth and continue to foster great memories, or maybe not,
because as team motto says. "Little is known about the rugby after party, but the fun goes on forever."
Above left: Engage! Bob Heinck prepares to face the other team in
a scrum. Although rugby is a full-contact sport, the players do not
wear helmets or pads to protect their bodies.
Above middle: Going for the tri. Mitch Ryan runs the footie in
hopes of scoring a tri. The men played through many painfu
injuries and played many games with just a few, if any, subs on the
sidelines.
Above right: Take-down. Seniors Pat McCarthy and Greg
Mohrman work together to tackle an opponent. The team will miss
a number of seniors who have stayed with the program all four
years.
Above: Representing. The men of Santa Clara Rugby pose in front of the Leavy Center for a team shot after their
first victory of the 2004/2005 season. Thirty men are members of this club sport along with two coaches.
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Tough love. Jen Ha. Leslie Rice, and Stephanie Young maul their opponents. The girls' bodies
rd hits and abuse every game.
Back row: Katie Toliao, Domanique Norton, Wendy Jensen, Joany Simon, Jen Ha. Kristen
Quinones, Freida Nordlund, Jaclyn Hector. Middle row: Maddison Wood, Jack Latten.
Stephanie Young. Morgan Parker. Bottom row: Coach Allison Kelis. Meg Balicki, Ari
Valsco, Leslie Rice. Head Coach Neil Chaterji, Sarah Claments, Anna Portalis.
Women's Rugby
blood, sweat, exhaustion, pain. What is it about this brutal sport that
the women of Santa Clara's rugby team love so much? People don't
commonly picture girls mauling opponents, diving for balls, adorning
jerseys layered with blood and mud, and wearing smiles on their faces all the
while. Senior captain Katie Toliao explains, "The girls who play are so unique
because the sport is so demanding, but making friendships and forging strong
bonds make rugby what it is for us."
Santa Clara Rugby is a Division II member of the Collegiate Rugby Union
and competes with many teams on the West Coast, including rivals Monterrey
Bay whom they will face at a tournament in Santa Barbara. The girls hope to gain
more experience and understanding of the game as the majority of the team is
made up of seniors who are playing for their first season ever. Toliao comments,
"We have so many seniors this year who help the freshman meet a lot of people.
Our team has the perfect mix of age and experience."
Santa ClaraWomen's Rugby hopes to finish the season with a winning record, and
when they do. Head Coach Neil Chatterji has promised to shave his legs. With a
fun atmosphere and a drive to win, women's rugby will always be a club sport at
Santa Clara that will add great memories to the girls' college experience.
'e: Lending a hand. Jumper Meg Balicki gets hoisted up to catch the footie in a line-out. Rugby
nly requires bruit strength, but teamwork also.
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Men's Volleybal
the
Men's Volleyball team knows how to serve it up! The men are off to a great start
this season. So far they have competed against and defeated: Fresno State, San Fran-
cisco State, and UC Davis. They have had four matches and lost only one to Cal Poly.
The win against Davis was quite an accomplishment for the team. For Senior Thomas
O'Keefe the most exciting moment of the season has been, "Beating Davis! We haven't had
a very good history against them, so it was really exciting to gain the win. We did really well
and beat them in 3 out of the 5 matches played." The team has been working hard and prac-
ticing a lot. By the looks of things it seems that all of their efforts have certainly paid off.
The team has accomplished their first goal by ranking under Division 1 in nationals. The
men were proud to have placed 3rd out of a total 20 teams for the Far Western Tournament.
Senior Scott Almassy stated, "It's our first year as Division 1. Our goal now for this year is
to finish in the top 16 of that Division. To achieve our goal ultimately we have to continue
practicing. We need to just look at the season as a whole; not just as individual matches."
The men have done well this season, and have worked together to accomplish their goals.
All of the effort and determination the team has put into the season has carried them a long
way. Senior Thomas O'Keefe said. "We would like now to win league or nationals." What an
Upper Right: Serve it Up. Junior Brian Bol-
linger and Senior James Ritchey prepared to
receive a serve from UC Davis.
Lower Right: Reaching Great Heights. The
Men's Volleyball team practiced blocking drills
to improve their defense.
Center: Defeating UC Davis. The match wins
were tied 2-2 as SCU prepared to serve. The
men have had a hard time beating Davis in the
past, but were able to surpass the team this
season. The men ended up winning 3 of the 5
matches played.
Front Row: Dan Daugherty. Jamce Kaiser. Michael Strockis, Cody Morse. Scott Almassy. and Jason Kennedy
Back Row: Robert Stamps. Mark Almassy. Brian Bollinger. James Ritchey. Scott Clark. Tyler Zick, Thomas O" Keefe. and
Sean Flaherty.
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SCU Cheer
the
Cheer team brings spirit and motivation to any athletic event
on campus. We've all been there and know that it doesn't take
long for the girls rouse a crowd of Rough Riders. However, most
of us probably don't recognize how much work and dedication
Jes into the cheers we hear. Senior Michelle Candoo makes the point
it cheer is very team oriented. If one person is missing from a rou-
te they practiced it won't work. It is very easy to become injured, as
h stunts they do are extremely complicated. Cheer requires physical
ength, endurance, and flexibility. Sophomore Allegra Eslick states,
fhe physical aspect of cheer is difficult because it requires your mind
d body." Despite the risks, the team is composed of a unique blend
ability. Freshman Darleen Macanan states, "We all have a variety of
ent," and her teammate Sophomore Kate Katri adds that "everyone
ings different experiences and strengths to the team." Cheer loves to
d excitement to any Bronco crowd. Senior Michelle Candoo states,
'he aspect of cheer that I enjoy most is the adrenaline rush from the
awd. You feel like cheering for the team is actually inspiring the
3yers." The team feels that crowd spirit is an important aspect to
eer. The positive ambiance created by a Bronco crowd really seems
motivate the team. Michelle says, "It's really great to see everyone
t to support our team, and it creates an awesome atmosphere which
akes the players actually play better!"
Top Right: Concentration. The team uses
strength and grace as they perform this very
difficult stunt lift.
Top Left: Pompons Up. The girls cheer for
the Broncos.
Bottom Left: The Scorpion. The girls
perform two scorpion stunts and one full.
Performing the full is Freshmen Darleen
Macanan. Sophomores Christy Candoo and
Kate Katri perform the two scorpion stunts.
Bottom Right: Splits. The Cheer team
performs a very difficult split stunt.
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Abbott Joseph Arthur
Abercrombie Jared Edmund
Aboitiz Juan Ignacio
Abram Tyrus Conor
Acuff Pierce Cotlrell
Adachi Lealynn Kei
Adams Taylor Watson
Adriano Derick Richard
Agrawal Ruchit Kumar
Aguas Bemice Cinco
Aguilar Raquel Alanna
Ahlenng Nicholas Christopher
Ahmed Yasnun Frances
Ahuja Neha
Aieilo David Rosario
Albnght Bnan Nolen
Alcala Laisa
Alcantar Carissa Lynn
Alcantar Gabnel Jose
Aldama Monica Lauren
Alemu Yamrot
Alepin Alexandre Talmage
Alexander Danielle Frances
Alfaro-Martell Camille
Jacqueline
Allawala Maheen Baker
Allieu Stephanie M.
Allison Ashley Jetta
Allnutt Ian McCauley
Almassy Mark Stephen
Altamura Frank Carl
Alvarez Regino
Alvarez Maricela
Alvarez Nicholas Espulgar
Alvarez Ramirez Arturo
Ambauen Matthew Joseph
Amezcua Osvaldo
Amiral Canssa Pauline
Anderson Kevin Laurence
Anderson Brian R
Anderson Vanessa Marie
Andrews Paul Mark
Andry Christine Lauren
Angeli Jordan Leigh
Angley Brody Jensen
Anthony Kathleen Nicole
Ardell Caitlin Elizabeth
Arellano Mayra
Amaut Selma
Arnold John Scott Caldwell
Amoldy Christine Marie
Amot-Copenhaver Athena Eva
Arlington Chnstina Lynn Mane
Ascunsion Michael John
Asngarraga-Lopez Uxua
Aubuchon Jason Michael
Axholt Andreas Lars Johan
Ayalde Ryan Knstopher
Ayres Emily Saunders
Babbel Jillian Nichole
Baines Lauren Ashely
Baker Ashley Noelle
Baker Daryn Philip
Baker Samuel Ross
Balagia Sarah Louise
Baldasty Anna Elizabeth
Balicki Mary-Etta Gill
Bancroft Kathryn Aubrey
Bansil Carmella
Banzon Tiffany Mauricio
Bao Aylene
Barbann Jonathan Paul
Barbieri Steven Lawrence
Barich Jennifer Anne
Barnes Colette Mane
Ban-era Carlos Eduardo
Bautista Daniel Elias
Beach Alexis Nicole
Beach Kelsey Jean
Beardsley John Michael
Beaudoin Lauren Solveig
Beaulauner Michelle Jane
Beeson Bnttney Danielle
Befort Patrick Michael
Behrens Maria Victoria
Palanca
Behrouzi Neda
Belanger Nicole LeBlond
Belasco Jessica Carson
Bellings Aaron Murray
Bender Talia Judith
Berber Katherine Beatriz
Berkenmeier Erin Miyuki
Bertolin Ashley Brynn
Betke Kendra Jannelle
Beugniez Aurehen
Bhatnagar Rishi
Bianchi Kevin Raymond
Bichsel Theresa Johnson
Bickford James Hayes
Biffar Brannan Elizabeth
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Biniek lin.in Thomas
Black rravis Wayne
Blanco Juan Antonio
Blier Ashley Lynn
Bliss Caitlin Victoria
Bloomberg Amanda
Blumel Andrew Joseph
Both Kristen Marie
Bogehold Alix Anne
Boitano Gary Vincent
Bonafede ( Caroline
Bondoc Brandon Blake
Bonk Emil) Jean
Bordelove Donald foshua
Boriotti Adam Harrison
Bowers Eugenio Antonio
Bowlhy Kelsey Anne
Boyd Nicholas Alexander
Boytchev Tchemio
Bracked Ashleigh Lynne
Bracken Jason Michael
Braich Ragbir Singh
Bramell Brittany Michelle
Brandt Donald Paul
Braverman David Charles
Bravo Karla Zuniga
Bravo Ryan William
Brennan (Catherine Whitney
Briand Clementine Marie
Brinkman Ttaci Ryan
Brooks Stephanie Allene
Brown Laura Kathleen
Brueggeman Elizabeth Serie
Burgarl Bonnie Marie
Burke John Christopher
Bui khard Carl David
Burnetle Jylynne Michelle
Buselh Giacomina
Butera Christina Hilario
Butler Paul John
Buttitta Joseph Anthony
Butts Ashley Melissa
But/berger Casey Marie
Byrnes Patrick Leonard
Cabot Kristi Leanna
Cahill William Thomas
Calderon Alan Roberto
Callaghan Gregory Thomas
Calvo Francesca Martina
Calvo Tyler Sebastian
Camacho Joseph Eduardo
Camilh Brandon Matthew
Campbell Lindsay Fox
Campos Jon Frederick
Campos Kenneth Joseph
Capoccia Joseph Lucas
Capule Sara Christine
Capurro-Reeve Randan!
Carabelli Michael Stuart
Cardella Nicolas Reno
Cardema Kevin Michael
Cardenas Christopher Vicente
Cardona Marisela
Carey Connor C
Carlson Mallory Anne
Carlton Ryan Christopher
Carolan Peter Giorgio
Carrasco Vanessa
Camllo Daniel Jose
Carroll Alyssa Mane
Carter Kevin Erik
Carter Marisa Rose
Casanova Andrew
Casselberry Jodi Ann
Cassingham Grant Jeffrey
Castagno Jerrica Jean
Castaneda-Castro Laura
Casterson Kristin Mia
Castro Steffany Maria
Catalya Stephen Lloyd
Cate Reinhard Joseph
Cattermole Kyle Gregory
Cei Alessio
Centeno Karina
Cervantes Mana
Cesena Jacob Vidal
Chalison David John
Chamberlain Forrest Scott
Chamorro Diana Alysia
Chan Lilee
Chang Jodie Oi Jun
Chang Timothy Leon
Chao Erina Lyping
Chao Jeffrey Haiwei
Chapman Silas Howe
Chatley Ryan Christopher
Chavez Jupiter
Chavez Meghan Michelle
Chee Wai Ying
Chehrehsa Anan
Chen Cheng-I Jacqueline
Cheung Meagan Yen
Chi Chiaming
Chidambaram Senthil An-
namalai
Chigazola Anthony Michael
Chin Carolyn Sue
Chiu Cindy M
Chiu Harmony
Chiu Raymond 115
Chow Rosie Je-Way
Chnstian Cannon Mark
Chu Jeffrey David
Cichon Francois
Clark Bryan Jonathan
Clark Christopher Lee
Clark Jason Daniel
Clark Regina Laurain
Clarkson Christopher Scott
Cleinente Mariel Beverly Arteche
Clendeninn Anderson Bakari
Clise Sarah McKenzie
Cmaylo Anna Mahala
Coblentz Jessica Marie
Cojuangco Paola Schulze
Colello Anthony Joseph
Coleman Neela Rose
Collopy Lauren Patricia
Coluccio Megan Maria
Combs Jennifer Ann
Conan Ryan James
Conching Cassie Lynn
Conner Andrew Edward
Connolly Caitlyn Claire
Conte Alison Bea
Cook Sarah Elisabeth
Cope Stephanie Marie
Corley Caitlin Merete
Correa Laila Marie
Cost Alexander Steven
Counter James Nicholas
Courtney Lauren Carson
Cowan Laura Jeanette
Cownie Suzanne Alycea
Coy Stephanie Jeanne
Crawford Daniel Mark
Cmkovich Amanda Victoria
Cronk Chandice Renae
Crooks Lauren Elizabeth
Crowell David Lalit
Cruz Celine Locsin
Cu John Nicholas
Cummings Juliana Lija
Cummins Natalie Rae
Cummock Ashley Michelle
Cunha Kevin Walter
Curry Brian William
Cushing Jennifer Anne
Cuyegkeng Maria Anna Teresa Roxas
Cyr Jessica Mane
Czapla Elizabeth Anne
Dafforn Christine Elizabeth
Dalby Adele Kathleen
Daley Andrea Piazza
Daley Briana Meaghan
Daligcon Sharlene Bautista
Dallosta Slacey Renee
Dalmy Marian Antal
DangTrinh Ngoc
Danielson Peter Evan
Daugherty Daniel James
Dauner Steven James
Davey Kevin Joseph
Davoudi Myra
Day Lindsey Michelle
De Alba Mariana
De La Peza Efrain Andres
De La Rosa Aceves Aurelia Mane
Deanda Eric Gonzalo
DeBolt Jessica Anne
Dee Anne
Degel Trisha
DeJesus Stuart Jon
Delaurenti Michael Louis
DeMarco Daniel David
DeNatale Thomas Daniel
Depew Jennifer Lynn
Derleth Jennifer Diane
DeRosa Michael Anthony
Derrama Ryann Cordova
Detoy Michael Philip
Devany Genevieve Lorraine
DeVoe Catherine
Diaz Crystal Rose
DiCarlo Vanessa Elizabeth
Dick Christopher Walhs
Dickson Mollie McBreen
Diddie Megan Rebekah
Diers Kale Elizabeth
Dijulio Alexa Dori
Dinh Tarn Thanh
Doan Jenifer Quyen Huu
Dodd Amy Lynn
Doerhoff Elizabeth Ann
Doherty Kendall Nicole
Doi SaraTomiko
Dollar Matthew Paul
Dollarhide Erin Elizabeth
Dominguez Dean Paul Casas
Donohoe Christine Mahealani
Donough Ryan Christopher
Dormer Donald Kenneth
Doss-Antoun Joseph Elias
Doty Dominic Michael
Dougherty Jane Mane
Drake Emily Ann
Driscoll James Haight
Driscoll-Luttringer Malley Kaitlin
116 Drocco Brian Edward
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Duenas Erika T
Dugan Kelly
Dunbar Ashk-v Lorraine
I hum ( aitlin Elizabeth
Durkm Carleen Ann
DuRoss Thomas Michael
Duthoy Julms Simon
I )\k/cul Theodore John
I ally Joshua Todd
Early Michael Alan
Easterday Ashton Nicole
I brahimiari Elena Marie
I dwards Hilary Tess
Egan Elizabeth Ann
Eisen-Meyers Julia Leah
Eitelbach David Alexander
Elgamal Sharii Taher
I Mr-. I levon Andrew
Elouche Akram Sahm
Endo Tasia Nonko
Eng Erica Kalherine
Engel Andrew Jacob
Erickson Julie Christine
Erker Catherine Marie
Erker Sarah Christine
Eslick Allegra Chanae
Esposo Wilfrengerard Pizarro
Esquivel Juan Carlos
Estrada Christina Marie
Estrada Ricardo Javier
Etzl Matthew Joseph
Evans Andrea Marie
Faghiri Omid
Fahey Magdalena Teresa
Fancier Shane Vincent
Fargas Marianne Isabel
Farnsworth Devin Paul
Fatemi Falon Roz
Faulkner Nathan Todd
Felton Peter Lim
Ferdinandi Stephen Charles
Ferrari Nicholas James
Ferreira Anthony John
Ferrero Gina Marie
Fette Emily Virginia
Feybush Hilary Erin
Filipponi Craig Thomas
Finfer Daniel Harris
Fini Ashley Shahla
Fmigan Catherine Mina
Fischer Trisha Kristine
Fitch Andrew Michael
Fitzgerald Garrett Christopher
Fitzgerald Margaret McNeely
Fitzgerald Robert Lewis
Rahavan Kevin Patrick
Flanagan Patrick Larkin
Flatley Kendal Marie
Fleming Bryan Christopher
Fleming Samantha Louise
Flexman Charles Hight
Flint Kellie Alicia
Flores Robert John
Flores Robert Joseph
Flores Vanessa
Flores-Fernandez Joaquina
Folse Megan Marie
Fonseca Eduardo
Fonts Aguslin
Fonts Alberto
Forsler David Richard
Fortune Molly Kathleen
Foster Christopher Michael
Fouts Hilaire Gurkas
Fowler Amanda Beth
Fowler Laura Ashley
Fox Adam Thomas
Fox Jason Robert
Fox Jessica Mauree
Franco Fatima Susanna
Franco Rachel Deanne
Frankovic Knsta Lee
Fraser Victoria Claire
FreierAmy Elizabeth
Fnesen Cristal Rochelle
Frost Ian Nathaniel
Fuller Edward William
Furnari Chris C
Furugori Ayumi
Gacusan Jovi Rondans
Gagel Christian Hardt
Galindo Raquel Andrea
Gallagher Kathryn Eyre
Gallardo Sarah Ann
Gallegos Beddow Jamie Louise
Gambee Enn Kathleen
Gambino Nicole Ann
Garcia Annabelle Velasco
Garcia Blanca Margarita
Garcia Sara
Gardner Daniele Mane
Gardner Mandela Arceo
Garvey Allison Barbara
Gaynor Kimberly Knsline
Gebhardt Jordan John
Gehrki Sarah Jane
George Emily Mullen
( lO'iLX Ki,k Manohaii
Georgette Andrew
Giacchetti Danielle Elise \\J
Giannini-Covanubias Gabriel
Gieblcr Kathryn Ann
Ginotti Gregory Anthony
Ginzburg Ilya
Girgis Zackary Magdy
Girn Herman Singh
Giusti Valentina Rose
Gladden Jacqueline
Glass Taylor Jordan
Gleeson Kelly Jeanne
Glover Rebecca Eileen
Godfrey Margaret Elise
Godsey Elizabeth Anne
Godwin Gabriel McKone
Goldin Eugene
Gomez Gustavo
Gomez Natalie Patricia
Gonzalez Chanelle Mane
Gonzalez Citlalli
Gonzalez Rosalina
Gores Carissa Lynn
Gotthelf Eric Anthony
Gottschalk Jennifer Dwight
Gouw Daniel Gie-Kian
Grass Caroline Nicole
Gray Michael Edwin
Greenhall Rachel Eva
Greve Maike Liv Palmer
Grogan Patrick McShane
Groh Moira Gini
Groshong Ryan J
Grudskaya Anna
Guglielmi Andrew Vincent
Gumbs Christen Mark Anthony
Guttadauro Nicholas Leslie
Guy Julia Diane
Haase Brent Ryan
Hacking Rose Mari
Haennger Gerard Marc
Hagen Colleen Kasey Sullivan
Hagerty Alexandra Mane
Hailey Jesse Jonathan
Hall Norman Elliott
Hall Trisha Man
Hallett Derek George
Halloran Alicia Mane
Hammond Gardiner Greene
Han Stephanie
Hanna Sarah Emi
Hanna-Anansi Tammara Nicole
Hanneman Lindsey Kate
Hannon Michael Henry
Hannum Kate Allison
Hanold James John
Hanson Jamie Pomaika'i
Haque Irene Kay
Haraguchi Randall Tomijiro Noheka
Harami Ryan Justin
Harding Scott Anthony
Harris Drexel Bernard
Hart Curran Blackwell
Hart Elizabeth Senia
Hartnett William Patnck
Hartsock Chnstine Marie
Harworth Anna Ruth
Hasting Gregory Alexander
Hatcher Neiman Marcel
Hatzke Matthew William
Hausen Diogo Busato
Hayes Laura Corinne
Hays Nathaniel Thomas
Healy Robert Lawrence
Hector Jaclyn Alexandra
Heilman Raymond Jeffrey
Heim Travis Blake
Heinbockel Cathleen Sara
Heler Jean-Michel Abraham
Helfrich Lindsey Kay
Henderson Karen G;
Hendnckson Nora Ruth
Henke Mitchell Bradley
Herb Jeremy Michael
Hergert Ingnd Anne
Hergert Natalie Victoria
Hernandez Aftan Rachel
Hernandez Kathenne Baxa
Hernandez Roberto Ray
Herrera Philip Herrera
Hen-era Yesenia Isabi
Hess Kai
Ho Kuan Ju
Hoang Tuan Cong
Hoffman Bailey Alexandra
Hoffmann Dana Gilbert
Hofstra Kristofer Dixon
Hohl Timothy Mario
Holleran Kevin Patrick
Horn Michelle S
Hoo Kimberly Mee Yoong
Hooker Anton Julian
Horiuchi Anna Marie
Horvilleur Genevieve
Hotchkiss Joseph Richard
Hotchkiss Patrick John
Houghton Kathryn Corinne
How Heather Woods
Howell Stephanie Ann
Hoy Emily Marie
Hua Patricia
Ho Huang Kuan-Lin
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Hughes Kimbcrly Brooke
Mm ei Brell Cavanaugh
Hunt Evelyn Louise
Hum Melissa Anne
Hussey Brianna Kae
Huston Laura Helena
Hwung ( !ah in
Hyde John Aiexandei
Hygelund Anna Christine
lino Bradley Joseph
[ten An, i Elizabeth
Iwamura Christophei Ifuku
lyama Karri Kendra
l/ei.i Andres Maider
Jackson Kristen Miyuki
Jauoho Daniela Claudia
Jacobson Lindsay Dale
l.idha\ Anirudha Rajh
lagei liisim Miehael
Jao Richard Vincent
Jara Alexandre Jesus
lams Stefan Laurent
Jauregui Kerry Rose
Javid Munazzah Sara
k-nsen Kyle Robert
Jensen Mary Rose
lessen Kyle Jonathan
Jessick Jacob Roy
Jewell Tommy Edward
ligoui Julianne Robin
John Jason Solouki Wolcott
Johnson Christine Joanna
Johnson Jessica Ashley
Johnson Jo'juan DeSha
Johnson Julianna Lauren
Johnson Lydia Christine
Johnson Maxwell Henry
Johnson Melissa Kinuko
Johnson Samuel Mernman
Jones Nicole Christina
Jordan Martin Christopher
Justo Andrea Janyl
Kabanuck Angela Dawn
KaempfAbraham
Kaiser Jayce Ryan
Kaizawa-Miyata Mara Mie
Kamoto Kirsten Kimie
Kaneshiro Ricky Yasunobu
Karg Miehele Knstin
Karras Efthimios Athanasios
Kassai Alexander Kourosh
Kato Derek Ichiro
Katzen Daniel Alan
Keating Peter Joseph
Keck Brian Christopher
Kecdy Amanda Elizabeth
Keesling Melissa Marie
Kehrh Catherine Margaret Mary
Keirns Hannah Marie
Keller Kanann Caitlin
Kelly Patrick Allen
Kelly Thomas Francis
Kelly Yvonne Marie
Kenworthy Erica Ashley
Kenn Anthony John
Kerr Breena Elyse
Kcrsien Caroline
Key Charles Grigore
Khan Juliana Akhtar
Khun Monica Lor
Kiely Kathleen Marie
Kienzle Karen Patricia
Killoran Jonathan David
Kinslow Lisa Michelle
Kirchhoff Kyle Edward
Kirk Scott Gerald
Kirst Monica Jane
Klein Bnttany Michelle
Klepacki Lauren Ashley
Knee Dylan Christian
Knight Shari Christine
Kobayashi Grace Mami
Kollerer Claire Elise
Korte Sarah Elizabeth
Kovacevich Nicholas Michael
Kozas Anna Athanasios
Kramer Courtney Louise
Krawczyk Matthew
Krotje Ashley Alison
Kubisiak Ehse Marie
Kumar Rithika Udaya
Kumar Shebreen Anshma
Kuo Judy Lori
Kurt/ Stephanie Rae
Kute Casey Elizabeth
Kwesele Mutanda
Lacey Camille Evanne
Lai Anita Yeh-Wei
Lai Richard Brian
Laing Dominic Vincent
Lairon Darsie Marie
Lalji Natasha
Lain Leslie Ann
Lam Raymond
Lam Rcbekah Christine
Lam Thomas Lee
Lane Christopher James
Lane Kendall Alice
Lane Louis Charles
Ldfigdon Elise Lenae
Langiry Kiley Kathleen
Lanham Matthew Charles
Larremore Michael Alexander
Larson Troy T.
Larson William Hancock
Lasater Nicholas Clark
Lash Jason Daniel
Lau Ronald Vince
Laubenthal Michael Henry
Laumann Kevin Christopher
Lavaroni Kuitlyn Leigh
Lawless Stephanie Teresa
Layne Casey St. John
Lazzarini Benjamin Paul
Leary Kevin Daniel
Leary Ryan Timothy
Leavens Kareen Suzuki
Leaverton Mary Charlotte
Ledbetter Stephanie Pamela
Lee Alanna Noelle
Lee Christoffer
Lee Mary Pat Fook Yin
Lee Matthew LokHm
Lee So Hyun
Leisses Nicola Kathryn
Leone Christina Mane
Leong Nicholas Greggory
Lester Ashley Hill
Leunis Alison Claire
Levi Judith
Levy Michael Philip
Lewandowski Marcianne
Lewis Jonathan Price
Lewis Nicola Anne
Li Meiyi Cici
Lieu Amanda
Lim Jeremy Thomas
Lindsley Jessica Rose
Lmdstrom Natasha Mane
Linetsky Diana Rachel
Linsley Tera Felice
Lintott Rachel Elizabeth
Lio David Anthony
Lising Laura Lynn
Litke Brian James
Lodha Neha
Lomele Steven Mark
Long Ashley Christina
Long Jonathan Stephen
Long Kristina Marie
Lopez Oscar
Loredo Roxana
Loughran Evelyn Hernandez
Louie Craig Masaki
Loveland Hillary Ann
Lovgren Hayiey Ann
Loving-Roberts Kyle Anthony
Low Jennifer Mane
Low Jessica Leiilima
Lowder Kelly Lauren
Lowrey Amanda Mane
Lowry Peter Joseph
Lu Alyssa Brenda
Lucas Renee Lorraine
Lucini Maryann Kathleen
Luckey Gregory Chase
Lucyshyn Alana Carol
Ludwig-Montoya Jill Elizabeth
Lugliani Tamara Maria
Lugo Perez Veronica
Lum Taryn Emi Kanani
Lungaro Patricia Laura
Lupu Julian
Ly Malica
Ly Stephenie Minh Trang
Lybrartd Ashley Lane
Lynch Timothy John
Lyons Megan Morris
Mabry Tara Elizabeth
Mabubay Danelle Menez
Macanan Darlene Mane
Macapmlac Sweet Faith Achacoso
Macasieb Christine
Maccalli Emanuele
Macedon Angelica Kara
Macho Jenna Marie Anne
Machu Diane Mane-Pierre
Magallanes Alfred
Magana Mayra Alejandra
Magill Amy Davis
Magner Courtney Taylor
Magrisso Jason I
Mahaffy Katherine Anne
Mahan Marilena Pasquina
Maitoza Laura Anne
Majors Sara Fay
Malik Mehrunisu
Mallari Jeffrey Thomas
Malley Christina Ann
Manawil Lorraine Mary
Mangels Scott Andrew
Marchese Christopher Joseph
Marquez Stephanie Angela
Marquez Tomas Antonio
Marrone Nicholas Davis
Marshall Lauren Ann
Martin Amanda Nicole
Martin Ashante Sharise
l^U Martin Christopher
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Martinez Raul
Martinez Sergio
Martinez-] lorta I >aniela Andrea
Massie Melanie Lynn
Mata Adrian Robert
Matich Crystal Marcelle
Matlock Jeffrey John
Matthews William Stryker
Mattson Mark Andrew
Matulich Knsim.i Michelle
Mayo Sydnie Elizabeth
Mbanugo ( >kechukwu
McAteer Marjorie McLeod
McCabe-O'Donnell Jake Forest
McCann Gavin A
McCarthy Hannah Clare
McCormuk Meghan Frances
McCormick Summei Lynn
McCoy David Hunter
McCoy Tianna Eileen
McDonald Jonathan Michael
McGee Michael James
McGlynn Patricia
Mclsaac Angela Jordan
McKenzie Maureen Ann
McKinlay Mich.id Gary
McKinney Rachel Ashley
McManus Timothy Washburn
McNaughton Alyssa Mane
McNulty Helena Ann
McNulty Parker
McPherson Scott Andrew
McQuaid Kevin John
McRoskey Matthew Coffey
McSurdy Elizabeth Jane
Meeks Jeffrey Norman
Meier Courtney Elizabeth
Mekis Kathleen Florence
Melo Lisete Marie
Melwani Natasha Manu
Menchaca Samuel Jesus
Mendell Yvetle Therese
Mendoza Carla Celta
Mendoza Kara Bianca Tutor
Merchant Farhad Salim
Meriano Kelly Warren Silva
Merselis David James
Mertes Kayla Marie
Metzger Stephanie Christine
Meuleman Laura Karen
Meyer Jessica Rose
Meyer Melanie Suzanne
Meyer Tara Ashley
Miglam Neeraj
Miller Christie Michelle
Miller Hayden Andrew
Miller Nora Evelyn
Mills Genevieve Lee Anne
Minnis Shane Austin
Miracle Flavia
Mitchell Johanna Jeanne
Miyamoto Christina May
Mizrahi Lauren Elizabeth
Moeller William Francis
Mohaghegh-Yazdi Eli Taghi
Mohsin Sara Lynn
Molutore Chantel Marie
Moles Justin Robert
Montgomery Scoit Charles
Monzures Timothy Peter
Moody Christopher Dalmar
Moore Charles Vincent
Moore Danielle Marie
Moore Matthew Keith
Moore Michael Gregory
Moore William Chandler
Mora Melissa Anne
Morales Monica Cristina Santos
Moran Amy Jennifer
Moran Caitlin Monica
Moreo Christopher Gerald
Morishige Shon
Mont/ Jeanette Marie
Moss Christopher Andrew
Moss Kcllen James
Movshovich Inna Aleksandra
Mozafiarimehr Roujin
Mulholland Brendan Peter
Muratore Annalisa Elizabeth
Murphy III Russell William
Murphy Lan Michele
Murphy Morgan Catherine
Murphy Sheila Bawn
Murray David John
Muto Ayako
Mwengela Bie Isange
Myers Blair Nicholas
Myers Jenna Michelle
Nagele David
Nagle Ethan Justin
Nakano Melissa Chiemi
Nakashima Matthew Adam
Nakasone Mansa Sae
Nally Jamie Lynn
Navarrete Veronica Yael
Naylor Scott
Neele> Christopher Michael
Neilson Michael David
Nelson Jennnifer Elysse 121
Neogi Reena
Neuhoff Sarah Elizabeth
"Newman Alea Chani
Ngo Jeremy Dung
Nguyen Anh Tu Do
Nguyen Cathy Linh
Nguyen Christopher Ha
Nguyen Dat Tien
Nguyen Donna i
Nguyen Han Vu Ngoc
Nguyen Henry Huy
Nguyen Minh Huy
Nguyen Ngoc-Tuan Le
Nicchitta Andrew Steven
Nichols Kristin Hillary
Nicoli Daniel Patrick
Nill Jessica Suzanne
Nimmons Benjamin David
Nishiura Nicholas George
Nojadera Gabriel Levy
Nordlund Fnda
Noren John Arthur
Norona Jeffrey Allen
Norton James John
Nose Kiely Sueno
Nowak Natalie Chang
Nugent Jody Marie
Nunez Angela Sophia
Obeso Leanne Marie
Obot Kyle James
O'Brien Kelly Marie
O'Brien Laura Alyssa
Ochoa Christian Albert
O'Connell Jerred Palmer
O'Connor Chelsea Marie
O'Connor Kevin Edward
Oda Luke Stephen Yoshito
Ogle Kyle Alvin
O'Hara Mary Higgins
O'Keefe Caitlin Colleen
Okposo Kendra Oghenemaero
Okubo Kelli Sachiko
Olague-Garcia Christopher Paul
Oldenburg Jaclyn Louise Clare
Olin Sarah Payne
O'Neill David Leo
Ongman Kelly Amanda
Oseguera Yocupitzia
Osorio Cecilia
Ostertag Katnna Marie
Otake Scott Isami
OToole Kerry Adele
Owen Hayley Alexandra
Ozawa Kyle Tatsuo Yamada
Padovani Jared Michael
Page Brianna Erin
PallaMisbah Yousuf
Palomo R Graciela Pan Taleon
Panchasarp Chanita Mary
Pandya Priya G
Pappano Carlo Anthony
Parayno Mimelanie P
Parish Billie Anne
Park Caroline Na Eun
Park Sarah Sunhae
Parker Morgan Jabeth
Parolin Christopher Jude
Parsons Angelique Mane
Pascuzzi Matthew Michael
Pasquinelli Rachel Ann
Pate I Robert
Patnacca Ben Robert
Pattas Gianni
Paulus Stephanie Christine
Paver Matthew Robert
Paz-Rangel Ana Luisa
Pedelty Andrew Ryan
Pedisich Brett Knstopher
Pelton Briana Lynn
Penick Shannon Jean
Pentecost Bngitte E
Perez Villalobos Christian Martin
Perez Alejandra Carriedo
Perez Juliette Christine
Perez Michael David
Perezalonso Silvia Elena
Perng Kelley K
Perrone Dominic Vincent
Perry Elizabeth Rose
Perry Robert Leonard
Pessango Stephen Louis
Peterson Joshua Michael
Peterson Scott Rand
Petrucci Kathryn Mardell
Pettigrew Briana Mane
Peverini Justin Lee
Pezzaniti Stefania A
Pezzuto Kaylie Monahan
Philbrook Robert Lundy
Piermattei Jill Marie
Pierotti Margaret Weldon
Pimentel Jayne Leigh
Pimentel Jenna Lyn
Pisanski Michal Zbigniew
Pivirotto Braden John
Platko Rachel Robyn
Pleas Casey Kathleen
Polk Danielle Therese
Pomerantz Shoshana Meira
Pontrelli Domenico
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Poon Kendrick
Poulsen Amanda Robin
Poulter Stuart I ristan
Powers Kathleen Ann
Prasopsook Nonglak
Proctor Brett Austin
Propcrsi Brett Matthew
Puetz Adriane Mariah
Pugh Pheodora DeWitt
Pura Megan I lizabeth
Purdy Ryan James
Puster Madelaine Grinnan
Quinonez Monica Isabel
Raabe Shelby Lynn
Radich Marija
Rahbar Muhammad
Rahman Sarah Mahmud
Rajpal Twinkle
Ramatici Ross Michael
Ramer Alyssa Marie
Ramirez Aaron MicheaJ
Ramirez Griselda Denise
Ramirez Kan ( irace
Ramirez Rafael Torres
Ramirez Veronica Segura
Ramos Annie Rose
Rankin Matthew Ryan
Ransom Natasha Alexandra
Rastegar-Panah Navid
RatclifFStuart Mackay
Ratto Diane Marie
RazAdi
Reasner Krishna Lynn
Reavis James Brandon Jang
Redona Michael Joseph
Reese Landon Terrell
Reft Brian George
Reichert Andrea Marie
Reilley Chelsea Marie
Reimer Jessica Nicole
Reinhardt Christine Marie
Reis Jarret Scott
Reudy Raeanna Patricia
Reyes Julian (iabriel
Reynolds Marcella Antonette
Reynolds-Boswell Alexander Edward
Riccoboni Lauren Lynn
Richmond Kelly Frantz
Rife Hayley Elizabeth
Riggs Johnathon Michael
Rinegar Matthew Carl
Rios Pablo Ivan
Rizzo Natalie Gatto
Roan Erin Solomon
Roberts Emily Wilson
Roberts Jamil Najja
Robertson Hillary Jane
Robinson Caroline Ashley
Robles Maria D
Rock Rochelle Cherie
Rodriguez Angelica Maria
Rodriguez Marcela J.
Rodriguez Natalia
Rodriguez Samuel Jesus
Romanchuk Ryan John
Romero Wilver Daniel
Roon Lauren Elizabeth
Root Daniel Edwin
Rosa Michelle Lynn
Rosas Leandro Rico
Ross Brian Patrick
Ross Rebecca Elizabeth
Rosshirt Michael Andrew
Rossi Lauren Elizabeth
Roth Nicholas Maxim
Rubenson Zachary Emil Kai
Rubio Duenas Elizabeth
Ruiz Jordan Matthew
Runge Knstme Marie
Ruparel Nimit Haresh
Russell Kristin Alicia
Russi Lauren Nicole
Russo Timothy Daniel
Ryan Joseph Lanting
Ryan Katherine Jane
Ryan Mitchell Brandon
Ryder Julie Joyelle
Saginaw Lauren Anne
Saldivar Matthew Lawrence
Saluta Christian Agustin
Sambeat Marisa Anne
Sanchez Fred Joseph
Sanchez Maria Delia
Sanidad Cnstina Elise
Santikian Leslie Ann
Sarkisian Evan Paul Bowman
Sarmento Marcus J
Sasaki Robert Christopher
Satre-Meloy Liam Henry
Satumo Rafferty Jason
Schall Kendal Marie
Schauwecker Lacey Mae
Schlossmacher Ava Josseau
Schmidt Kevin John
Schmidt Peter Soren
Schneider Colin Andrew Thomas
Schreiber Richard Shannon
Schulz Ryan Matthew
Schwartz Cassandra
Schwartz Emily Elizabeth i
->o
Scott Richard Leslie Arthur
Searles James Brian
Sebastiani Christopher Samuel
Seber Alexander Anthony
Secula Nicole Rochclle
Seibert Conrad Ryan
Senner Jordan Scott
Sennott Timothy Burke
Serikaku Michele Lee
Severson Tyler John
Shalavi Alexander
Shariat Salman
Shaw Elizabeth Caitlin
Shaw Kellen Mallory
Shelger Elyse Rebecca
Sherman David Jeffrey
Shields Blane Ryan
Shiffiett Augusta Marie
Shih Chandra Ke Hsin
Shih Kevin
Shin Lucy Yi
Shinstrom Daniel Clayton
Shoven James Brayton
Shrawagi Rohit Suresh
Shukla Rishi Kant
Shumsky Joshua David
Shumway Brian Alan
Siegel Marcus Kenyon
Silva Cristina Nelia
Silva Hillary Lynn
Silvani Sacha Antonio
Silverwood Katelyn Danielle
Sima Katharine Anne
Simms Andrew Christopher
Sinclair McDonnell Rory Alan
Singh Balrit Kaur
Singh Simran Kaur
Siordia Scott Edwar
Siri Lauren Angi
Sloan Jacey Alexandra
Sloan Matthew Martinez
Sloane Meaghan Elizabeth
Smialowicz Sarah Anne
Smith Adam Alexander
Smith Kimberly Michelle
Snell Meagan Leigh
Snider Sean Edward
Snyder-Diffin Diannah Lynn
So Kimberly Janelle
Sobczak Benjamin Donald
Soliemannjad Ronak
Solomon Daniel Lee
Soo Samantha P
Sorell Olivia Judith
Sosa Erika Janette
Soult Michelle Mane
Speers Bradford Even
Spiller Matthew Stephen
Spires Robert Charles
Spisiak Peter Jan
Stadulis Daniel Martin
Stanislawski Elizabeth Jean
Stanton David Joseph En Suk
Stark-Modlm Judith Jane
Starry Kevin Joseph
Stasun Kevin Louis
Sled Carolyn Lee
Steele Casey Lynne
Steinwascher Kelly Kamalei
Stevens Andrew Hunter
Stewart Christopher Byron
Stille Stephanie Anne
Stocker Shawn David
Stoddard Stacey Lauren
Stonhaus Gina Rae
Storey Brittany Noelle
Stringer Karen Lee
Strobel Benjamin Bristow
Strockis Michael Ross
Strunk Chelsea Anne
Stutes Michael Christopher
Suarez Virginia Berenice
Sujohn Haig Armen
Sullivan Caitlin Rose
Sullivan Peter Robert
Sultan Emily Caroline
Summers Ryan Patrick
Sun Jennifer Marie
Sundaram Allison Tara
Sutherland Stephen Nicholas
Sweeney Scott Edward
Sweidan Alexander Jacob
Swig Adam Irwin
Swindells Whitney Ann
Swoboda Amy Kathleen
Swope Kevin William
Syme William Feeney
Szabatura Jill Mane
Tahbazof Yosef Sia
Tai Alvin James
Tailo Narsai George
Tail James Olson
Tak Janice
Tallman Blake Smith
Tan Andrea Nazarene
Tan Ian Songbai
Tanaka Kristen Ellen
Tang Beverly In Pin
Tang Kirsten Ming Tzu
124 Tang Valerie Lan Yean
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ramus Eleanor Kateri
Tantoco Joanne Lee Mariano
Tarolli Stephanie Anne
Tarver Hilary Jane
rash Jacqueline Elizabeth
liit Lana Rose
Tavarez Louis-Jon Maximilian
Tavelli Lauren Margaret
Taylor Erin Gamble
Taylor Kara Leigh
1. 1//, i ( nstin.i Marie
Tchaga Gabriela Grigorieva
Telles John Rainei
Tenikin Gabriel Warren
Tennis Aaron Scotl
Teschke Michael Tyler
Texeira Sean Kahaiali'i
I hamei Petei Daniel
1 hayei Patrick James
Thorn Aaron Michael
Thomas Ann ( Heason
Thomas, Ashley Elizabeth
Thomas Julia Mane
Thomas Lauren Sullivan
Thompson Theresa Nicole
Thorn Taylor Bisignano
Thurtle Deborah Mary
Tierney Maureen Anne
Tiu Gerald Steven Lim
Tokars Michelle Malia
Tomberlin Ashley Carole
Tomich Ashley Marie
Toney Sarah Michelle
Torres Anthony Michael
Torres Carlos Alberto
Toscano Veronica Sanchez
Tosh Alexandra Elizabeth
Tran Christine
Tran Thanh Thi Mai
Traube Elizabeth Rachel
Trefethen Hailcy Elizabeth
Trieu Quoc Kim
Trinh Ann My
Tripled Raymond Colin
Truettner Michael William
Trumble Stacey Ann
Truong Anthony Tuan Ann
Truong Bryant Hoa
Tschabold Lynette
Tudor Joshua James
Tully John Christian
Turcotte Nicole Marie
Turnbull Rileigh Erin
Tynan Angela Rose
Tynan Patrick Can
Uhl Melissa Mariko
Ustruck Erik John
litsurogi Corey Sachie
Uyehara Evan Kasei
Valdez Antonio Serrano
Valdivia Amber Kristine
Valencia Ana Rosa Maldonado
Valente Adrian Teixeira
Valentine Spencer Cade
Van Dorn Margaret Ann
Van Groningen Nicole Jamie
Van Michael Stephen
vanBrenk Christopher Michael
Vane Patrick Joseph
Vann Kerry Kristine
Varsanyi Catherine Julia
Vazquez Victor Manuel
Velasquez Gene Anthony
Verma Mala
Vernlli Lauren Elizabeth
Vigil Luz Maria Arredondo
Villarreal Monies Carla Cecilia
Villongco Christopher Tirona
Vimond Philippe Antoine Nicolas
Viola Whitney Marie
Virga Natalie Ann
Vo Christina H
Voelker Brandon L
Vogel Kenneth Robert
\on Boecklin Matthew Christopher
Vowell Cori Elizabeth
Wackerman Michael Anthony
Fullalove
Wahl Megan Michelle
Waile Catherine Eileen
Walls Amy June
Walls Taylor Caithn
Walsh Ryan Patrick
Walters Caroline Ames
Wang Christopher
Wang Yuexin Sarah
Ward Ryan Scott
Weeks Kristian Nikolaj
Weerpass Joshua George
Wegman Stephanie Graziella
Wels Tannen John- Kirk
Welly Patrick
Wenger Lindsay Michelle
Whalen Jessica Rose
Whelan Taylor John
Whincup-Duran Tyler Sean
Whitfield Roy Alexander
Whiimire Matthew Ryan
Whitmore Martha Elizabeth
Wiggin Theodore Kelle 125
Williams Asher Arthur
WillingharrfAndrew Dennis
Willis Kimberly Paige
Wilson Caroline Paige
Wilson Tyler Jerad
Wiser Jennifer Mane
Wisman Kaitlyn Ann
Witanowski Christopher Sumida
Witten Candace Damans
Woitte Stephanie Jocelyn
Woldu Aida Sara
Wonderly Nathaniel Joseph
Wong Curtis Alan
Wong Kevin Fong
Wong Miehael David
Wong Seale Shee
Wong Thomas Giechaung
Wong Warren Ren Gie
Wood Madison Clair
Woods Katie Lynn
Woody Austin Hamilton
Worrier Mark Harrison
Wyatl Aislinn Shane
Wyatt Joanna Christine
Yadgar Laya Rosanna
Yamada Masayo
Yamaguehi Kelh
Yamazaki Sho Jefferson
Yanez Jesus
Yang Chengkai
Yeung Allen Lee
Yip Joseph Andrew
Yip Justin Arthur
Yoon Jong Kyun
Young Jennifer Micbiko
Young Matthew Mun Gom
Yuan Stephanie
Zabriskie Mary Cathenne
Zanfini Joseph Christopher
Zanger Megan Ann
Zapata Xavier Adolph
Zapien Mayra Alejandra
Zeal Ashley Morgan
Zelek Kailey Kendall
Zellerbach Joseph William
Zhao Michelle Mei Xin
Zilis Michelle Mane
Zippnch Stephen Michael
Zuback Mary Susannah
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Abellera Pia Lizza
Ackerman Kclan Eli/ahelh
Adams Jennifer Mary McDon-
nell
Admolli Catherine Nora
Agnew Michael Seamus
Ahmad Omar A/im
Ahrens Rebecca Lynn
AJcasaki Candace Joy
Albers Daniel Edward
Alcantara Stephanie Ann C
Alexander Jennifer Clare
Alexander Taylor Lawrence
Alflcn Chesaray
Allawala Maria Baker
Alvarez Jose Guadalupe
Amalo Michael Arcangelo
Amos Patrick McGuire
Amoyen Stan David Gacutan
Anderson Tanya Lynette
Andresen Nicholas Christian
Anello Marcy Elizabeth
Angeles Ronald Emmanuel
Angelos Kelly Joy
Antonini Michael J
Antonopoulos Jaclyn Nicole
Arafa Victoria
Arcelona Nicholas Emil
Anas Sharon
Arnold Angela Sue
Ashkenazi Ari Benjamin
Askannam David
Aspe Sebastian
Atkinson Mira Lynn
Attwood Sarah Elizabeth
Aumack Kathryn Carol
Austin Alexander John
Austin Kelsey Michelle
Austria Katrina Rose
Ayorinde Esther Adetokunboh
Ayyoub Majd Issa
Azar Chnstopher Farid
Azedillo Janelle Marie
Backes David Livingston
Backherms Kasey Neal
Bacler Matthew Wojciech
Bacolini Lindsey Jean
Badal Christine Jenny
Baez Paula Espiritu
Bagga Suneil
Bajania Ami Bipin
Ballouchy Mehdi
Bamattre Jacob William
Banchero Mary Kathenne
Barnes Erika Lynn
Bames Kristin Ashley
arnidge John Bakewell
Barrango Alicia Elizabeth
Barrios Gabriela Tabarez
Basta Trevor Colin
Bates Christopher Andrew
Battaglia Neal Francis
Beckman Jennifer Michele
Beckwith Harry George
Beddow Jenai Alicia
Shannon Barbien
Bender Scott Andrew
Benjamin Sherrie Louise
Benna Mary Kathryn
Bennett Sarah Linnea
Berbey Alysa Lorena
Bernard Dionisialynn
Biermger Michael Lee
Blasingame Brett Duncan
Block Ashley Allison
Blue Taylor Catherine
Bolger Andrew Patrick
Bona Kathenne Regina
Bonilla Guadalupe Maria
Bonnel Sarah Elizabeth
Bossenmaier Kelly Ann
Bourque Nathan Jacob
Bovino Jessica Dawn
Bowdoin Jamie Marie
Boyce Jenna Christine
BoydHalinaG. C.
Bradley Alexander Robert
rady Christine Nicole
Brady Rachel Herzig
Brand-Cousy Nicole Marie
BrarAnupreet Kaur
Braughton Caroline Kathleen
Brazil Darren Michael
Brecht Carrie Jean
Briggs James Francis
Brittain Scott Patrick
Brothers Ashley Elizabeth
Brown Catherine Marie
Brown Laura Meagan
Brown Megan Renee
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Bru ft Astra Ellen Louvame
Bugarin Elizabeth
Burbach Jordan Bradley
Burgoon Amanda Kalen
Burke Mairead Teresa
Burkland Scott William
Bums Krishna Mae
Bussey Jessica Jane
Bustos Angela Elena
Butcher Bryce Carter
Cacao Anthony Felarca
Cafiero Tessa Mary Dorothy
Calalo Claire Mane Anne
Calderon Jessica LaChelle
Calderon Sandra Chnstine
Cali Elizabeth Anne
Callahan Robert Charles
Callister Brent Thomas
Campbell Grace Emma
Campbell Robert Sean
Campion Heather Elizabeth
Candoo Christine Lindsay
Canivel Raymond Benedict
Cannon Rhead Scott
Carey Catherine Marie
Carmean Monica
Carr Colleen Man
Carroll Anna Christine
Carrow Jessica Marin
Carter Tyler Hawkins
Cassel Jillian Therese
Cassell Daniel Joseph
Castell Christopher Michael
Castellano Michael Christopher
Castelli Colleen Elizabeth
Castillo Irenerose Pentecostes
Castillo Melissa Arlene
Catalano Lisa Faye
Caulum Kelsey Justine
Cavagnaro Christopher David
Cerna Oswaldo G.
Cha Arnold Wonwoo
Chaidez Aldo Agustm
Chamroeun Mony
Chance Daniel Paul
Chartier Alfonso Munoz de Laborde
Chase Kara Jayne
Chavez Cynthia
Chavez Raul U.
Chen Linda Kim
Chen Shengyu
Chen Victor
Cherrstrom Kevin Patrick
Cherry Matthew Alan
Chew Kellie Sue
Chiaradia Isabelle Myriam
Ching Camille Lynne
Choi Yohan
Chun Stephanie Mun-Yee
Clark Alexandra Krystine
Clark Carrie Lyndsay
Clark Lauren Elizabeth
Clark Scott Patrick
Clause Luke
Geary George Anthony
Clifford Slephani Joan
Comerford Stefani M
Conlon Niamh Sarah
Conner Alison Blair
Conom Dmitri
Conrey James Richard
Cooke Katherine Rose
Cornell Kirsten Taylor
Coronado Helena C
Corpuz Alana Kai
Cortez Ricardo Antonio
Cosentino-Roush Shannon Paige
Cote Jeannette Suzanne
Courier Elizabeth Jean
Crank Medley Jane
Cruciano Chiara Elem
Culver Taylor Christy
Curry Michael Andrew
Da Costa Jacqueline Anne
Dai Heyward
Dakin Ross Thomas
Dal Canto Patrick Michael
Dalby Elizabeth Joy
Daniel Kimberly Ellen
Dao Thally Anh-Thu
Dauzat Jennifer Lynn
Davila Jennifer
Davis Colin Brynmor
Daw Cara F
Day Karri L
Demaray Sara Diane
Denison Sean Morgan
Deogirikar Michael Arvind
Deraspe-Bolles McKenzie Kane
DeVincenzi Monica Beth
Dhillon Revinder Kaur
Dhingra Natasha
Dicarlo Paul James
Dickinson Aileen Marie
Dinh Roger Hoang Phuong
Direito Christopher Joseph
DiRocco Thomas Victor Nguyen
Doluca Ceylan
,
Domenick Jessica Elizabeth
Donovan Meghan Marie
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Dorc Caillin Mam
Dove Brittany Elizabeth
Drever Bryan Paul
I )uc ,i I is, i Nicole
I iiul.i Brendan I ran< is
Due Roxane < an ii
Dulaney Alana Eve
Dulleck Nicolas Lee
)uncan Lisa Nicole
)unn Kellie Ami
Dunne Michael Andrew
Duong Diana Hanh My
Duran Victoria Isabel
I lye William loseph
Dyer Caillin Mane
I i kharl Brigid Rose
Eissa Ahmed larek
Eklund Eric Raymond
Elfving Mark Wisnom
Eller Raffinee Leigh
El-ziq Osama Yacoub
Enos Miehele Jon
Enriquez Fidencio
Essa Nenveh Gabriel
Essen Kimberly Kathleen
Estrada Yuridia
Euler Jennilci Lynn
Evans Natalie Brook
Evans Natalie Jean
Fahrer Kathleen Marie
Falvcy Sean Kenneth
Fane Meghan Allison
Farguson Nicholas Dale
Farrell Joseph Cannon
Feeney Lauren Anne
Feldmar Megan Elizabeth
Feltz Grant Michael
Ferber Jennifer Lee
Ferreira Kelly Lynn
Fir! Nathan Stephan
Flaherty Sean Donovan
Flecky Tracy Marie
Flores Veronica
Floretta Mary Teresa
Flowers Gabrieia Dantas
Flynn Marietta Marie
Flynn Zane Zachary
Foley Elizabeth Marie
Foley William John
Follyn Laura Samantha
Foreman Patrick Cory
Forrester Sara Helen
Foster Jerrod LeVon
Foy Megan Victoria
Francisco Jenevieve Marie
Franks Sabnna Lupe-Rose
Frazier Jeffery Ross
I reddolino ! >a\ id I >amel
Fredkin Leah Anne
Fularon Alizon Custodio
Fullerton Elizabeth Renee
Gabelein Julie Marie
Gabrys Lauren Elisabeth
Gadson Olivia Lejune
Gagann Ricky Sana
Gaines James Edward
Gaines Melvin Earl
Galindo Giancarlo Antonio
Galindo Laura Maria
Gambee Michael Jude
Gamboa Michael Joseph
Garaventa Silvio John
Garcia Annabel S
Garcia David Adrian
Garcia-Gonz.ale/ Vanessa
Gardella Lillian Margaret
Gardner Christopher Patrick
George Noel Peter
Gilfillan Charles Whitney
Gilford Kacey Jane
Gill Scott Christopher
Glad Eli Matthew
Glattly Brittany Ann
Goethals Catherine Elizabeth
Gonnennan Ashley Brooke
Gonyea Christopher Patrick
Gonzales Jeffrey Michael
Gonzalez Anthony Daniel
Gonzalez Michael Ryan
Gorjanc Alexis Christine
Grace Brendan Timothy
( iracia Carlos Alexander
Graham Ashley Leina'ala
Graham Corbin Peter
Graham Taylor Bell
Grameri Danielle Naomi
Gray Alicia Emmalme
Green Alece Carolyn
Gregorian Aris
Gregory Carolyn Michelle
Gregory Matthew James
Grewal Jessica K
Grijalva Gabrieia Susanna
Grimaldo Grace Joanna
Grube Cole Raymond
Guerrero Erin Marie
Gummow Angela Kay
Gupta Arun Shekhar
Guzman-Segura Hector
Hafner Gaylen Dorothy 129
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Hagen Molly Ann
Haider Erum
Hammond Madison Shiffrin
Hamrick Mark Carver
Hanna Shawn Philip
Hannagan Gillian Robin
Hansen Trevor Curtis
Hanson (Catherine Rose
Harper Brendan Da
Harper Mallory Anne
Harrington Angela Rosemary
Harrington John Kirwan
Harter Brady Christopher
Harty John William
Harvey Kristen Raylene
Hayduk Evan Anthony
Haynes Valerie Jean
Heieck Robert John
Heldt Ben McCoubrey
Hendardy Amelia Josephine
Henninger Diana Mane Miles
Hennon Brooke Marie
Herawaty Herawaty
Hernandez Diana Michelle
Hernandez Hugo
Hernandez Wi Ifredo Alonso
Hickey Dylan Mark
Hill John Robert
Hill Julie Christine
Hilton Heather Lynn
Hjelmeir Cory Andresen
Ho Felicia Genchen
Ho Kwan Ting
Hoefer Clayton Thomas
Hoffmire David Chamberlain
Hohnbaum Kellyn Ruth Ann
Holbrook Kevin Alan
Holsle Nathan James
Holtz Amanda Marie
Homayoun Allia Ida
Horan-Walker Christopher Eugene
Hosirup Michelle Nicole
Houdeshell Emily Elizabeth
Howe Kasey Lucille
Howells Andrew Stephen
Hsu Karen Chen-Huei
Huang I-Chuan
Hudson Tara Elizabeth
Huey Matthew Calvin
Huflhines Garrett James
Hull Alicia Marie
Huml Jason Eric
Hunter Adrian Jean Philippe
Hurchanik Christopher Noah
Huynh Doan Trang Thi
Huynh Quoc Khanh
Huynh Richard Viet
Ibarra Milynne Gail
Igwe Anihony Kelechi
lino Sara Allison
Illowsky Matthew Philip
Imben Jenny Elizabeth
Ince Stacey Litton
Jaber Kristen Nicole
Jafri Alay Raza
Jalaan Mercedes Lourdes
Jameson John Brian
Janda Kevin Singh
Janjua Sarah
Jaworski Paul Robert
Jensen Wendy Jasmine
Joe Jonathan Michael
Johns Scott Robert
Johnson Dale Brenard
Johnson Jessica Montgomery
Johnson LaMont Elliot
Johnson Ryan Paul
Joo Hyukmin
Ka Astou
Kaempf Joseph Thomas
Kallingal Seena Thomas
Kang Deborah Mihyun
Karp Lauren Nicole
Katin Darren Steven
Katn Katherine Louise
Kaur Harkiran
Kavalans Alexandria Catherine
Keaton Jennifer Anne
Keeling Brian Patrick Geary
Keil Natalie
Kelley Karen Nicole
Kelly Brian Patrick
Kelly Kaitlin Shawn
Kennedy Jason Edward
Khan Ariana Yasmine
Kim Jane Hae
Kim Jong Woo
Kim Steve Ji Hoon
Kimball Geoffrey Charles
Kimbrell Joshua Rylan
Kimyacioglu Yasemin
King Rosa Linda
King Tara Kathleen
King Tyrone Kerwin Tan
Kinser Kristen Nicole
Klausner Scott Matthew
Knowles Thomas John
Kolev Zdravko Nikolaev
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Koo Rebecca Jeung-Hun
Korn Caillin Anne
Koshal Arun
Kovacich Harper Katherine Marie
Krassilnikoff Katherine Anne
Kumar Sonal M
Kumas.ika Daniel ( ioh'.t I )c.ni
Kunse Erin Leland
Klinz James Caswell
Kwei Stephen Jyh-Guard
Lacey Margol Kienan
Lackey Kathleen Marie
Lam Nho Quan
I ang l >ylan I [ickethier
Lange Michael Anthony
.mm Sean Christopher
.ant/ Alyssa Marie
.ash Nicholas Richard
aiiennaii Mary Claire
&zaro Ruth Adriana
Le Anh Lan
I e Holl) Hue
Le Jennifer Hang
LePhi
Le Quyen
Le Tai Thanh
Leathers Kelly Dorothy
Leconte Tnsha Tatyana
Ledesma Michael Daniel
Leduc Jessica Catherine
Lee Zan Carlton
Legarreta Edgar
Legere Elizabeth Jean
Lent Katherine Demain
Leon Everardo
Leung Jacob
Leys William Anthony
Liberatore Janet Elizabeth
Lietzke John Louis
Lillibridge Eric Ray
Lipan Jennifer Marie
Litchman Mark Arthur
Little Malorie Ann
Litvinova Anastasiya
Liu Bradley Hikiau Halemanu
Lo Amy
Lopez Jr Timothy
Lopez Christian
Lopez Gloria
Lopez Raquel Michelle
Lu Deborah Kwang-Hwa
Lugar Blake Thomas
Lum Kathryn Victoria
Lund Tanner Moss
Luther Emily Claire
Lybrand Erin Gray
Lynam Todd Parks
Lynch Christina Marie
Lynch Emory Clare
Ma Lome Fan Fei
Ma Sana
Maas Abigail Dayna
Maciel Samantha Nicole
Maciel Sarah Marie
Madhvani Bhavit K
Madnz Pablo Omar
Maghano Melissa Andrea
Maglione Leslie Doreen
Maguire Patrick Kevin
Mahasiri Vant Benjamin
Maher Kalyn Ashley
Main Carol Morgan
Malonga Lungusu-Matondo Alberta
Mangan Virginia Eileen
Mangat Jasdeep Singh
Mansfield Danielle Adeline
Mares Ashley Antonietie
Marimpietn Blossom Kate
Markey Victoria Ingnd
Marshall William Francis
Martin Anna Danielle
Martinez Lauren Elizabeth
Masenga Michael Ignatius
Masterman Christine Margaret
Mastroieni Joseph Leo
Masunaga Bryce Kazuo Fook Kim
MathisTherese
Maurano Stephen Paul
McBnde Stephanie Mane
McCarthy Meagan Marie
McClenahen Sean David
McColgan Matthew Michael
McCoy Megan Lee
McElhiney Robyn Alys
McEvoy Mark David
McGrath Amy Patricia
McKee Kristen Ashley
McKenna Aaron Joesph
McLaughlin Evan Michael
McMullen Emily Anne
McNally Harry Nelson
McNamara Kevin Michael
McNulty Tara Robin
McTeague Shaylyn Kathleen
Medaglia Michelle Mane
Medina Brian Scott
Medvedev Maria
Meehan Nicole Alexis
Melo Joseph Carlos
Melone Denise Mane \3\
Mendoza Christina Rice
Mendoza Cnstian
Mendoza Fernando Fabian
Mendoza Luis Alonso
Mershon Zachary Oliver
Meskers Jacinth Mana
Metcalfe Clair Manann
Mezger Kaelyn Michelle
Michalski Lauren Linne
Miller Margaret Meagher
Minahan Michael Clemens
Minobe Ryan Kei
Miranda Filipe Mendes Pereira De
Mixon Lance Ladelle
Miyasato Kara Ayako
Mock Valerie June
Mogren Christina Loraine
Mohammadnejad Milad
Molinari Timothy James
Momboisse Robin Ann
Monteilh Kasey Lynn
Monterrey Julio Cesar
Moody Jennifer Elizabeth
Moreharl Sydney Frances-Claire
Moreno Christian Jesus
Moreno Lisa Christine
Moreno Marcos
Moriarty Michael James
Morse Edgar Leroy
Morse Kristen Irene
Moses Jessica Erin
Mueller Jason John
Mueller Michael Thomas
Muh Jessica Ping
Munoz Christian Mauricio
Murphy Jennifer Lee
Nabhan Michelle Sara
Naccarato Cynthia Mary
Namvar Atria
Nauman Emily Lorraine
Neault Brian Christopher
Nelson Brian Gregory
Nelson Kyle O'Melveny
Newton Eric Richard
Nguyen Hong An Thi
Nguyen Huy Viet
Nguyen Laura Trang
Nguyen Vy T
Nguyenchan Elizabeth
Nicholson Andrea Rose
Nicholson Parker Cameron
Niesen Travis Jeffrey
Niles Julia Mane
Nissly Peter Elliot
Noack Patrick David
Nojopranoto Lia Nuswantan
Noonan Patrick Robert
Norman Allison Marie
Novita Nancy
Novotny Joseph Michael
Oberst Loraelin Faye Hatsune
Oberto Stephen James
Obranovich Cherie Pauline
O'Brien Amanda Treat
O'Brien Maureen Margaret
O' Byrne Kaylan Marie
Ocampo Carlo Castrence
( tehoa Maria Guadalupe
O'Connor Jennifer Riann
O'Connor Megan Margaret
O'Donncll Megan Marie
Ohkawa Kenji Inthawong
Ojeda Elizabeth Haydee
Okamoto Alana Aiko Uilani
Olazabal Lisette
Oliver Vinicio
Olsen Adam Stanley
Oluwole Ibironke Vivian
Omori Kohei
Omura Katharine Elizabeth Akiko
O'Neill Jennifer Kathleen
Opel Patrick Scott
Orbe Katnna Isabel llumin
Ordonez Heather Sabrine
Oride David Hoku-Loa
Orlicky Daniel Stephen
Oropeza Ruben
Overmier Sara Ellen
Pads Kara Lee
Pal Michael Rajiv
Palla Blake Joseph
Paquet Christian Alexander
Parham Tristan R
Panneh Katayoon
Park Melody Jean
Parthasarathy Girija B
Patel Beja!
Peck Deborah Judith
Pelton Annemarie Lee
Pelzel Michael Raymond
Penn Alexander Taggart
Perez Edgar
Perez Erin Kristin
Perez Joel David
Perez Melissa Varela
Perko Kevin Joseph
Perry Anthony James
Peterson Jennifer Lynn
Petrini Robert Frank
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Phan Cherry Thi
Phan Ly Hoang
Phelan Christina Rose
Philippi Jessica Anne
Phipps Greg Koberi
Pi< ,i/c Yoana
Piccetti Dominic John
Picon Anne Marie
Pimcnicl Rose Mary Jo Daigdigan
Pinkerton Elisabeth lane
Pioli Christopher Foseph
Pitts Elizabeth Karen
Plaza Zachary Elliott
Pogorele Caroline
Ponce Jessica
Porter Lisa Marie
Potter Amy Beth
Powell Zachary Thomas
Pratt-Hendrick Sarah Marie
Proctor Christopher John
Qaqundah Nicole-l.ee Saliba
Quintanilla Clarissa
Raab Ana Mahan
Radvany i ( aihennc Rose
Ragan-Kclley Benjamin Lee
Ragni Andrea Elizabeth
Rahmil Roey Ze'ev
Rai Simranjeet Kaur
Raimondi Megan Elizabeth
Ramnani Anna Katrina Maureen
Rancadore Salvatore Gian-Domenico
Randhawa Paramvir Singh
Ranes Lauren Ashley
Rasmussen Robert Joseph
Rauckhorst William Brent
Raven Kylie Elizabeth
Raymer Breanna Lee
Realini Dustin John
Rechenmacher Matthew Stephen
Reed Jordan Xavier
Reed Kathryn Marjorie
Reese Robert Ricardo
Rehder Mele Tomeo
Reid Katharine Elizabeth
Reilly Alyssa Erin
Renteria Gnselda Garcia
Revulsky Maria
Reyes Jasmine Joy San Agustin
Reyes Loren Gabnela
Rhodes Lauren Anderson
Ribera Elizabeth Seton
Riccomini Christopher Nicholas
RichardJ Jennifer Lauren
Ridley Brandon J
Riley Maeve Susan
Rimicci Fabrizio Giorgio
Ritchey Joseph Michael
Rivera Carmen Esther
Rivera Daniel Richard
Roberts Tiffany Marie
Robinson Kelly Diane
Rodriguez Athena Nichole
Roget Leyna Paloma
Roozen Andrea Michele
Rosario Maryan Doctolero
Rosiles Nicholas HB
Rozakis Lisa Marie
Rugo Patrick John
Ruiz Kathleen Maria
Russell Alberto
Ruvaleaba Karina
Ryan John Michael
Sabine John Michael
Salazar Christopher Anthony
Salemi Sebastiano
Salha Nathan Christopher
Salmastlian Vigen
Salzmann Christopher John
Sanchez Cynthia Marie
Sanchez Jackeline
Sanchez Sandra Marie
Sandoval Amy Alicia
Sandoval Elizabeth Yolanda
Sanfihppo Michael Anthony
Saran Enderpreet Kaur
Saraniti Lisa Frances
Sauls Patrick Namon
Saulsberry Whitney J
Savage Andrew
Schaber Eric James
Schaerer Dahiana Mariela
Schannon Stacy Lynn
Scheer Cheryl Lynn
Schegg Tiffany Roslyn
Schiavone Angela Janelle
Schiedeek Kate Lila
Schmit/ Cardiff L
Schnabel Danielle Nicole
Schneider Dylan Rose
Schrader Ryan Joo
Schropp Joshua James
Schweickart Ashley Marie
Scolt Jeffrey Robert
Scott Jeffrey Taylor
Scott Sarah Elizabeth
Screbant Julie Johanna
Scudder Mary Frances
Secchi Christina Laura 133
^eimas Lauren Kenee
Sekhon Harjeet Kaur
Seppala Alexandra Lynn
Servino James Perez
Sexton Andrea Jean
Shah Julie Mane
Shanley Stephen Robert
Shawlee Courtney Jean
Sheedy Trina Maureen
Sheikh Fatima Derail)
Shum Yuk Hing
Sidel! Virginia Barbara
Sielski Luiza Marie
Sies Victoria Rene
Sigler Catherine Elizabeth
Silliman Jessica Beth
Silva Jonathan William
Silver Ginny Anne
Simanton Jessica Leigh
Simon Emerson Pierce
Simon Jeffrey Javier
Simon Shane McCary
Simoncini Nicole Anne
Simonson Brooke Michelle
Simpkins Kathleen Marie
Sladek William Lee
Smith Broderick Tyler
Smith Galen Denali
Smith Jenna Rebecca
Smith Spencer Douglas
Smurda Matthew John
Soares Daniel John
Soetiarto Septhania
Sohal Rttanjit Kaur
Soliman Joseph Matthew
Soriano Paul David
Soto Victoria Enrica
Sourek Carolyn Elizabeth
Sowers Mercilie Absalon
Speckman Vanessa Jean
Spicer Margaret Featherston
Spurgeon Heidi Selena
Stanley Dawn Elisa
Stansbury Christopher Robert
Steck Megan Elizabeth
Stein Eric Nicholas
Stella Anne Elizabeth
Stellini Nina Nicole
Stephenson Kyle Richard
Stephenson Walter Clarke
Stesin Mikhail
Stewart Claire Rose
Stokes Kristen Lynn
Stradford Mitchell Ray
Stump Garret Cameron
Sulc Katherine Ann
Suleman Adam
Sullivan Brian Patrick
Sullivan Michael Jason
Suriyakam Jamieson Masaru
Suttell Jesse Lou
Swanson Ryan Jerome
Swenson Kristin Elizabeth
Swift Mary Teresa
Swigart Lauren Michelle
Syke Caroline Sybil
Szamicki Anna Victoria
Taddune Lauren Rea
Taghizad Maryam Cristina
Tai Sunny R
Tajik Farzad
Tan Gayle Wen Lyn
Tan Tanya LindTiu
Tangney Michael Edward
Tanunliong Marc Alfred
Tate Benjamin Lewis
Teel Mansa Lynn
Tejeda Elisa Renee
Teutsch Neal David
Thakur Riday Niranjan
Thompson Megan Anne
Thompson Michael Leclercq
Threewitt Lindsay Danielle
Tichenor Christopher Dale
Tien Justina Giaman
Tifft Leanne Mane
Tirabassi Michael Anthony
Titus Courtney Mares
To Calvin Kien
Tom Timothy Yundock
Tone Hilary Aileen
Towbin Michael Paul
Tran Terry Oanh
Trask Samantha Ann
Travis Jessica Chiaki
Travis John Amos
Tnnh Carol
Trombly Christy Renee
Trujillo Elece Monyae
Trumbull Morgann Vogel
Tryon Kate Amelia
Tsai Justin Yi-Da
Tsai Richard Ming Yen
Tsao Christine Shawn-Wun
Tseng Alexander Stephen
Tubbs Andrew John Paul
Tuzon Carlos-Gil Pangilman
Uhrina Aaron Daniel
Ulloa Lucia Diana
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Valdivia Alexandria Selemidis
Valenzuela Suzanne
Valle Monica
Valponi Alicia Marie
Vanderhool Nicole Christin
Vaninetti Christina Marie
VaiL'.i Munik.i Elizabeth
Vazquez Angelica
Vega Catherine Lynn
Velarde Linda Rae
Velasquez Victoria Lorraine
Verduzco Jose Isaias
Verma Sumil Kumar
Vicencia Christina Nicole
Vidm ich Teresa Anne
Viegelmann MaryAnne Um.ili
Villalanti Carlina Marie
Villanueva Kehekah Marie
Vihns Dinaz Maia
Voerding Matthew Joseph
Volk Paul Andrew
Vorhees Kenneth Emery
Vu Baohien Natalie
Vu Christopher Ann- Viet
Wahl Jonathan Andrew
Wakuta Chivas Hidemi Kekai
Waleutt Brittany Susanne
Walters Alexander Shayne
Wampler Katherine Lynn
Waples Kelsey Jean
Wardlaw Tyshun
Warner Cameron F
Wat Bryce Anthony Gong
Watson Gregory Steven
Watts Knstopher Coleman
Weber Jacob William
Weeker Elizabeth Ashley
Wells Jarrod Dean
Wentling Travis Kyle
Wenzel Danielle Lee
Wemette Michael Francis
Weston Tessa Lynne
Wheeland Heather Lynn
Wheeler Richard Daniel
Whelan Amy Daneen
Wiesner Marc
Wilbanks Alexander Ian
Williams Phelps Watson
Willis Nicholas Edward
Wilpon Elyssa Nicole
Wilson Brian Richard
Wilson Jennifer Anne
Wilson Kathleen Elise
Wolfe Ryan Richard
Wood Erin Elizabeth
Wood Michael Paul
Wood Ryan Steven
Woolston Laura Nicole
Yalkul Phil
Yanez Juan Jose
Yang Krysta
Yang Sharon Hyeon
Yarber Gina Renae
Yasso James Stanley
Yee Joshua Paul
Yeh Heng-Yu
Yep Matthew Kwai-Cheong
Young David Lap Chi
Young Jeffrey Joseph
Young Jonathan J
Young Peter Robert
Youngs Sara Elizabeth
Zabinski Zenon Wlodzimierz
Zanotto Anton Luigi
Zazenski Kathleen Elizabeth
Zealear Lauren Goodspeed
Zehenni Jennifer Lynn
Zelhtti Nicole Mane
Zenel Matthew Joseph
Zenner Leslie Ann
Zevenbergen John William
Ziegler Rose Mary Louise
Zieman Heidi Ann
Zold Daniea Ann
Zuluaga Holly May
Zuniga Erika Narden
Zuniga Joshua Raynaldo
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Abbott Curtis Nelson
Abellera Paolo Carlo A
Aboujudom Stacey Marie
Acain Jose Francisco
Aconito Melissa Elizabeth
Adam Peter Michae
Adamo Natasha
Aguilar Lizahoraida Valencia
Aguilar Ronrico Adilon
Aijian Daniel Mikael
Alexander Christina Noelle
Alexander Jacquelyn Mane
Allagoa Enaanake Mae
Allen Christel Siva-Bravo
Allen Jason Oliver
Allison Grant Fasi
Alpina Ella
Altamirano Jr. LuisAdolfo
Alvarado Laura Elena
Amador Karla C
Amico Michael Anthony
Amoyen Zinnia Dawn Moms
Anastasia Donald Paul
Anderson Jeffery Richard
Anderson Kristin Jungmee
Anderson Richard Phillip
Andrilla Margaret Allan
Aragon Alexander Patrick
Araneta Rachel Irene
Arellano Alicia
Arevalo Patrick Steven
Armstrong Stephen William
Arnold Weston Paul
Arroyo Shadia Nayeli
Asher Bryn Danielle
Aswani Vedanand
Au Brandon Kiyoshi Chew-Lum
Avery Thomas David
Avon Allison
Aylward Meredith Lee Ann
Azevedo Bianca Mane
Babitsky Knstina Dee
Bacci Elise Mane Ardis
Bacon Carl David
Bagdasarian Alexis Jenee
Baker Christopher Robert
Baker Megan Kathleen
Baker Tessa Dawn
Balagot Jonathan Vincent
Ballweg Jessica Leigh
Banes Dignan Phoenix
Bannan Brett Thomas
Barbieri Michael Bruno
Barer David Edward
Barmasse Jennifer Erin
Barnard Cory Martin
Barnette Matthew Dennis
Barone Tiffany Haruko
Barr Gregory Michael
Barrera Alexander Armando
Barrientos Sharon Aissa
Bassi Steven Dame
Batey Stephen Alcala
Battaglia Mary Elizabeth
Baucher Tyler Curtis
Bayless Kevin Williams
Beaumont Lauren Michi
Becker Blair Alexander
Beddingfield Sarah Elizabeth
Bedolla Michael Kevin
Belasco Kathryn Carson
Belau Kristoffer Lynn
Benevedes Ryan Jason Kawaihau
Benz Justin McKenzie
Berg Elizabeth Gasser
Bergman Amanda Rose
Bernardo Freya Grace
Bersamina Richard Batulan
Berthold Alison Mane
Bertuccelli Denise Michelle
Bettencourt Daniel Mark
BeVard Jennifer Clara
Beyer Peter Jack
Bickenbach Claire Mane
Biggam Matthew Ryan
Biggs Jeffrey R
Bingham Brett Charles
Bingham Eric Walker
Bird Carolee Ann
Bird-Vogel Carly Juliana
Bissin James Patrick
Bjorklund Emily Rose
Blagrove Anthony Lawrence
Blocker Stephanie Marie
Blok Lindsay Joanna
Blonien Jarhett Patrick
Blosser Theodore Charles
Bocalan Nini Araracap
Bogart Gillian Hope
Boiler Hillary Beth
Bollinger Brian Colin
Booras Brynn Jacqueline
Borchart Scott Charles
Boskovich Sarah Jeanette
Bosslet Elliott Andrew
Bothman Alexis Brooke
Botros Ranya
Bouzek William Antonio
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Boyd Micbellene Renee
Boys Kelse> Elizabeth
Brady-Cheney Perrin Glynn
Brancatelli Lena Ruth
Branich Courtney Ann
Braunstein Alexandra Rebecca
Bravo Gonzalez Mary
Brayko Andrea ( Christine
Breucop Paul A,nun
Bridges Christophei James
Bright Ahs. i Sarah
Bristol Caitlin Jean
Brix Bridgette Alexis
Brizgys Austin John
Brooks Christine Marie
Brown Allison Mane
Brown Andrew Miles
Brown Jennifer Ann
Brown Nicole Lynn
Brown Roni Elisa
Brown Sara Jane
Bruce Lacy Clara
Bryant Sarah Gomez
Buckley Jeffrey Johansing
Buckley Rosanna Peggy
Burgoon Selina Knsien
Burns Erin Kathleen
Burt Brieann Rose
Byer Enn Christine
Cafazza Vincent Michael
Calkins Aspen Meda
Calvo Nicole Ashley
Campbell Jamie Renee
Candido Cindy Baulista
Canlrick Nicholas Welch
Capella Rachael Sheree
Capri sta Cory John
Carcione Laura Lynn
Cardosa Kristin Marie
Carlson Richard Eric
Carrasco Michelle
Carty Caitlin
Carvajal Manuel B
Cary Amanda Del
Cashman Solen
Casseday Heather Renee
Cassel Rachelle Marie
Castaneda Fabian P
Castellanos Jason A.
Castillo Michael Andrew
Castro Vicente Joseph
Casuga Krishna Clementine
Caswell Jonathan Dwight
Cavataio Joseph David
Cawley Michaela Lynn
Chamsine Zeinab Mohamad
Chan Amy Flora
Chan Hendrick Wai Yuen
Chan Lisa San
Chan Patrick Sung Hong
Chang Jonathan Chew Dhat
Chavez Carlos Antonio
Chen Jessie Chung Ho
Chiarelli Ryan Christopher
Chikasuye Lynn Reiko
Chimenti Megan Ruth
Chin Valerie Karen
Chio-Flores Mekey Sharon
Cho James In-Hyong
Chock Rena Mei Lan Yong Mi
Choi Byung-Suk
Chou Karen Ching-Ling
Choy Heidi
Christman Janelle Mane
Chu Jacob
Chuang David
Chun Erin Harue
Chung Jessica Faith
Cid Amparo
Cirone Mary Elizabeth
Claesson Marina Sofia
Clapper Michael James
Clark Audrey Leigh
Clee Jessica Jolene
Codera Enka Lynn
Cohn Jason Thomas
Cohn Scott Thomas
Colyar John Patrick
Colyar Knstine Andrea
Conlin Megan [Catherine
Connolly Meredith Maeve
Conti Reid Cameron
Contreras Melissa Ramos
Cook Benjamin Allen
Cooper Alison Nicole
Cooper Lisa Diane
Coradino Anthony Michael
Cordero Mario Jose
Cordua Michelle Cristina
Correa Fredy
Cortez-Segelken Sherri Ann
Costa Amber Elizabeth
Costa Jenelle Cherrie
Costabile Lauren Ann
Cote Catherine Theresa
Coughlin Carl Patrick
Cowell Chelsea Maida 137
^ozad Michelle Ann
Crabtree Jonathan Richard
Crasilneck Samara Eve
Croghan Sean Patrick
Cronin John Bertram
Crosson Joshua Ryan
Crosta Nicholas Tyler
Crotty Patrick Stephen
Crum Natasha Monique
Cruz-Hernandez Monica
Cullivan Jared Christopher
Cung Anne Ngoc Anh
Cunhffe Jason Ryan
Currier Stephanie Michelle
Cushman Rebecca Lynn
Cutwright Ryan John
Dadbhawala Neha Sharad
Dagan Natalie
Dales Jessica Taylor
Dalton Taylor John
Dao Minh Phuc Nguyen
Darcy Ryan M
Dargis-Robinson Vytas
Raymond
Davis Erin Frances
Davis Lauren Catharine
Daze Robert Patrick
De La Fuente Valentin Shaun
De Lano Michael Daniel
De Leon Michael Joseph
De Turenne Alexis Claire Auzias
Dean Katherine Kelly
DeGuzman Thomas R
Dejong Monique Mane
Dela Pena Alysia Locquiao
DeMark Evan Richard
Dennis Dawn Mane
DePangher Everett Michael
Deroche Julie Virginie Anais
DeVey Keith Matthew
Dezember Michelle Ann
Diaconou Alexander Nicholas
Diamond Melissa Rea
DiBacco Juhanne
Diennger Nicholas Alexander
Dikman Matthew Tyler
Dimeo Deana Mane
Dirksen Robert Joseph
Dizon Joanne Manguera
DoGiang Nhat
Doan Vu Huy
Donahue Scott Johnson
Donohoe Michael Parnell
Dooling Kathleen Ann
Doss Renee Elizabeth
Dote Ryan Masaharu
Dougherty Scott Hansen
Dovey Jackson Howard
Dow Jessica Ann
Dowd Melissa Christine
Drannikov Eduard A
Drever Kevin Mark
Duchesne Christopher Lee
Duchesne Matthew Alan
Duffey Ryan Patrick
Dumax-Baudron Janelle Yvonne
Dunne Leah Mane
Duong Yen T.
Dwyer Brian Patrick
Dwyer John Vincent
Dykstra Danika Krislme
Earle Maia Christine
Eckmann David Aaron
Edwards Jonathan Matthew
Edwards Stephanie Christine
Egan Sarah Elizabeth
Egge Ross Stephen
Ellias Anita Louise
Ellis Steven Douglas
Elserougi Kristen Cathleene
Eng Emily Michelle
English Steven John Hardt
Enckson Lisa Jeanne
Eriksen Kendyl Jean
Erwin Daniel Mathias
Escalante Kathy Yanira
Espinoza Walter
Esquivet Micaela Marie
Estonilo Christian Alban
Evans Natalie Elizabeth
Evanson Michelle Cassie
Fabeck Ashley Taylor
Falk Cidney Jordan
Falzon Gary Paul
Fante Ryan James
Faria Susana Marganda
Farmer Marc Oren
Feinberg Aleksandr V
Ferguson Andrea Nicole
Femandes Stacy Marie
Fernandez Anthony John
Fernando Ranil Ignatius
Ferron Neil Owen
Feske Bethany Nicole
Fialho Chnstina Marie Saunders
Field Richard William
Figone Cristina Ann
Figueroa Abigail
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Fischei Christophei Patrick
Re ig John Philip
Flores Diego Guillermo
Flores Reynaldo
Flowers Raven Joi
Flynn Catherine Colleen
l Kun ( hristina l ouise
I olse lusha Ann
long Melissa Jeanne
l ong Nathan Adam
Fostei I »a\ nl Ml( '.ill
Fox Abigail Tovah
FOX Nicole Ruth
Franklin Melissa Suzanne
Franks Jurrod Ross
Fredrickson Eva Clayton
Friend Sarah Elizabeth
1 uentes Jeremy H
l nl. hum \K ssa ( lustodio
Fullerton Ralph P
( i.ieniui Marc Johansen
Gainza Jennifer Jean
Gajdos Christine Ruth
Galindo Mariana Isela
Galvan Victoria Cherie
( rarcia Carolina
Garcia Maria Elena
Garcia Nicole Melissa
Garcia Rene' Jude
< iaribaldi Mark Lawrence
Garrett Michael Irwin
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( tan m Eh/aheth Mcbride
Gaudreau Nolan Hannd
Gauen Nicholas Carter
Gauyan Lisa Marie Vallarta
( fenco Natalie Irene
Gettelman David Casey
Gharechedaghy Tania Shawn
Ghori Mashall
Gibson Sarah Rose
Giddings Kelly Christine
Gigliotti Jana Anca
Gih Donna
Gill Birpartap Singh
Gilley Caillyn Mary
Gillum Jack Jenks
Girod Eli Douglas
Gistand Olivia Nichole
Gleason Hallie Fry
Gloria Jerome Carmelito Corpuz
Gobea Richard Anthony
Goldberg Alexandra Fay
Goldenberg Matthew Abraham
Golkar Andrew Danush
Gomez Belen Elizabeth
Gonzales Amber Rose
Gonzalez Christina
Gonzalez Claudia Lisette
Gonzalez Javier
Gonzalez- Vitale Victor Manuel
Gottimukkala Roopa
Gould Timithie Anne
( n, ili, mi lessu ,i Ann
Granneman Michael Vernon
Gray Trevor Peter
Graziosi Andrea
Greco Jonathan Kevin
Green Patrick Thomas
Greenberg Rachel Elise
Gneb Milhcent F
Griffin Gary Kevin
(ins, ntis Jennifer Anne
Grobelny Patrycjusz Mateusz
Grover Elizabeth Ella
Grube Karl Heinz
Gruenstein Jaclyn Rene
Guena Lauren Brooke
Guertin Melissa Beth
Guglielmi Anthony Siro
Gulick Andrew Hinton
Gustie Michael Joseph
Gutierrez Arcelia
Gutierrez Javier
Gwerder Justin Anthony
Ha Jennifer Pui
Haddad Karl George
HafeezAroba
Hagiwara Lauren Toshimi
Hall Meagan Jane
Halleh Lara Ousama
Hamni Kathleen Margaret
Hamm Nicholas Jereme
Hammer Nicholas Joseph
Hanafy Nora Amm
Hang Davin
Hankmson James Joshua
Hanson Robyn Marie
Hardman Christella Wanda
Hardman Toby John
Hardy Brendan Tiernan
Harker Laura Margaret
Harkness Kent Loss
Harmon Jenni Lynn
Hams Janel Nadia
Han Jennifer Marie
Hart Lindsey Marie
Hautea Rhea Partisala
Hawkins Timothy James
Hazard Kevin William 139
Hazlehurst Alexander Foord
Heaney Katherine Ashley
Heaton Lindsey Michelle
Hebert Kristen Marguerite
Hegarty Shannon Rose
Heise Anne Drendel
Heitman Tara Michelle
Held John Daniel
Hendricks Matthew Philip
Hennessey Meghan Elizabeth
Hennessy Woodrow Micheal
Hennigan Andrew William
Henriod Joseph Jacob
Hermosillo Alejandra
Hernandez Lisa Marie
Hernandez Marcos Daniel
Herrera Judith
Hettrick Lon Duane
Hicks Waide Anthony
Higashi Ashley Naomi
Hill Ryan Milton
Hinman John Stratford
Hmsley James Claude
Hitchcock Kate Louise
Hively Matthew David
Ho Dieu Hien
HofTacker Carson Kinnoch
Hogan Lindsey Catherine
Hoguet Anna Lawrence
Holloway Devin Charles
Holloway Kathryn Ann
Holmes Celina Jaclyn
Holmes Tonana Shanon
Holzhauer Tom Flood
Honnen Holly Elise
Hood Jeanne Mane Sanchez
Hope Rebecca Jane
Horan Terrence Richard
Hon Rolando Arturo
Houk Ashley Mariko
Hsu Chung-Yen
Hsu Jennifer
Huang Lu
Hubert Jordan Adam
Hughes Canen Elizabeth
Hughes Patrick Joseph
Hur Anders Vegdahl
Hurt Genevieve Helen
Huynh Anh-Thu Thi
Huynh Bao Khanh
Huynh Yen Ngoc
Imbs Anne Gardner
Ingrassia Marissa Francesca
Innocenti Marco
Ito Ashley Tomi
Jacinto Alicia M
Jacinto Daniel Fernando
Jackson Nicole Elizabeth
Jackson Spencer Stephen
Jackson Warren Gerald
Jacquez Veronica Perez
James Derek Peter
Jang Jessica Sebastian
Jao Leslie Anne Chan
Jarvis William Roger
Jenkins Andrew Patrick
Jenkins Nina Kuman
Jensen Brooke Dana
Jensen William Joseph
Jimenez Carlos Ignacio
Jockisch Paul James
Johnson Adam Carter
Johnson Benjamin Quimby
Johnson Birt
Johnson Emily Krista
Johnson Mindy Anne Jeong
Joseph Janet Elizabeth
Joy Alice Lorraine
Juell Rebecca Ann
Kallio Kari Anne
Kalman Jason Alan
Kamath Anita Ruth
Kane Mary Nadine Sangiacomo
Kardong Kaitlin
Kaufman Mary Margaret
Kazempour Mahzad
Kelly Kyle Elizabeth
Kelly Megan Clare
Keng Steven S
Kennedy Amy Elizabeth
Keup Chanssa Marie
Khan Sabira llona Zanib
Khan Sabnna Akhtar
Khan Tayiaba Haider
Khangura Sarwinder Singh
Khanna Aarti
Khater Ronald Patrick
Kieffer Paul Roger
Kilgore Brian Lee
Kim Audrey Kieun
Kinder Kristin Cope
Kirby Edward Leo
Kiss Ashley Morgan
Kledzik Michael Edmund
Klemanski Matthew David
Knight Zachary Ryan
Knutson Catherine Casey
Koch Kevin Scott
Kochanski Erie James
1 40 Kochi Grayson Takahiko
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Koh Jacqueline Ye
Kohar Melinda
EColhede Anna Catherine
Kollath Miranda Jean
Koo Jacquelyn Marie
Koscielak Brian David
Kosic ii ( Iregory Kenneth
Kovai Kevin Joseph
Kroman Daniel Adam
Ku Alice
Kuehn Karl Robert
KuleM>va lekaterma S
Kun/ Robert Charles
Kutara Chase Akira Keoni
Kwan Ke Fei
Kyu Audrey Ann
Labanauskas Andrius AJeksandras
Label Alyssa Aimee
Lacamp James Robert
Lagos Jorge Eduardo
I ai Kin Chung
Lam Nicholas Daniel
Lam Stephanie Marie
Landsberger Tanya Rose Marie
Lantis Lindsey Ann
LaPrade Nicole Mane Kehaulani
Larsen Alison EJise
Lasch Cassandra Kathai in
LasPinas Francis Reynaldo
Lau Landis Lambert Sing Mun
Lau Wee Hsien Grenadine
Lauck Elizabeth Rose
Lautman Courtney Ann
Layman Taylor Robert
La/.or Deborah L
Lazzanni Nicholas Bunnell
Le Duy
Le Lam Quang
Le Tram-Anh
Le William Quoc
Le Wilson
Le Yung
LeBrun Patnck Ryan
LeDonne Anthony Vincent
Lee Franklin Chong-Ho
Lee Jennifer Ting
Lee Jonathan M
Leitzinger Joseph James
Leon Diana
Leone Dominic Ben
Lerma Eduardo Nicanor
Levine Elise Heidi
Lezotte Andrew Alan
Lightner Matthew Anthony
Lindner Zachary Michael
Linerud Shannon Alexis
Link Gunnar Igor
Liou Helen
Little Justin Cody
LiU Dan
Llamas Jasmin Diana
Lo Pearl Allison
Loboy Sara Elizabeth
Lombaerde Matthew Robert
Lombardo Adna Angelita
London Brian Woodside
Lonergan Scott Douglas
Long Jennifer
Longcner Kathenne Mane
Lopez Carolina Silvar
Lopez Melisa
Lopez Rachel Leann
Lopus Jeffrey David
Lorang Knsten Nicole
Lorentz Bryan David
Lovelace Sierra Christine
Lovgren Maren Elizabeth
Lowman Veronica Cheyenne
Lu Karen Shun Yi
Luat Matthew Evan
Lucchesi Dinelle Mane
Luck Patrick Michael
Lueders Kristin Elizabeth
Lui Shan Shan
Luther Sarah Melissa
Lutz Michael
Luu Elizabeth Kim
Luxton Knsten Friel
Ly Christina
Macaraeg David Allan
Macatangay Leah Baquian
Mac Donald Alexander Max
Macek Jan
Macken Tara Suzanne
Mallo Trevor Dean
Maloney Stephen Andrew
Mangan Russell Thomas
Manousos Nathan Hall
Mansoui Khaled Wahd
Manzo Anthony Joseph
Marasigan Glenn-Deneb Bruce
Manani Jenica Diane
Marquard Scott Charles
Marsh Benjamin James
Marshall Cristina Maria
Marshall Nicole Marie
Martell Kathy Rocio
Martone Jessica Catharine
Marunda Courtney B
Maskiewicz Phillip 141
-lason Michael Philip
Mastrangelo Danny Thomas
Matava Ryan Peterson
Mathew Reya Rebecca
Matouk Christumne Chantal
Matsunaga Julia Yi Ngin Eiko
Matteucci Jason Michael
McAvoy Kathryn Marie
McCarthy Brian Timothy
McCarthy Mary Elizabeth
McClure Carolyn Redden
McCoy Catherine Barbara
McGiven Kimberly Jean
McGrath Matthew James
McGrew Stephen Keith
McKay Kate
McKernan Ryan Marshall
McLean Kyle Vinson
McNabb John Anthony
McNamara Krista Rochelle
McVeigh Russell Andrew
Mei Mayka Rose
Melgar Nancy Magaly
Melzer Sydney Prince
Mena Sarah Elizabeth
Mendez Griffin Gerald
Menjivar Aileen Lizbeth
Middendorf Kendra M
Millare Cole Kaimana
Miller Lesley Therese
Milled James Michael
Mills Bradford Andrew
Minelli Giovanni John
Miranda Christie Noelle
Miranda Maria Patricia Cabangangan
Mirza Naimatul Mehvish
Miyata Naoe
Mjoseth Kristen Ann
Montalban Michael Gerard
Montgomery Matthew Jensen
Moraczewski Amy Michele
Moraleda G. J. Samuel Perlas
Morales Gabriel Alejandro
Moreira Tito Santiago
Moreno Denis A
Moreno Salvador
Morgan Tamara Kristin
Montz Mary Elizabeth
Morones Carolina Concepcion
Moms Timothy Francis
Morrissey Anna Rose
Mosher Joanne Michelle
Movassat Meisam
Mowrer Slig Patrick
Mraz Deidre Michelle
Mruk Allison Lynn
Munoz Alexandra Mane
Munoz Ambar Selene
Murphy Bridget Ellen
Murphy Katherine Elizabeth
Murray Tara Ann
Nachtwey Gretchen Mane
Narayan Shonal Shaneel
Nelson Jason Lyle
Nelson Matthew Douglas
Nelson Ross Siden
Nemeth Megan Kathleen
Nemtsov Mark Oleg
Neuburger Graham Christian
Ng Rosalyn Kay
Ngo Hoa-Mi Viet
Ngo My
Ngo Ngoc Dza
Ngo Phuong Kim
Nguyen Anh Tuan
Nguyen Anmy Diem
Nguyen Dao Anh
Nguyen Giana Nguyet
Nguyen Jaime Thu
Nguyen Kim Thi
Nguyen Kim tuyen T
Nguyen Linh Chi Hoang
Nguyen Minh Quang
Nguyen Nguyen Nhat
Nguyen Nhung My
Nguyen Quynh Nhu
Nguyen Thien-Loc Hoang
Nguyen Thuy Mongthi
Nguyen Tina
Nguyen Tran Ngoc
Nguyen Uyen Tuong
Nguyen William Hai
Nguyen Y-NhiT
Nickel Alex Andrew
Nicolas Jessica Teresa De Guzman
Nicoletli Michael Wade
Nielsen Erik Joseph
Noh Michael Hangil
Nola Andrea Marie
Noller Christopher Douglas
Norman Nicholas Paul
Normington Lisa
Norton Dominique Theresa
Nose' Kirstin Yasuko
Nsour Fans Salameh
Nugent Michael Joseph
Nunez Jose Miguel
O'Brien Kyle Patrick
Okuda Stefanie Midori
142 Olsen Janet Marie
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Olson Aaron Jamisson
Olwell Genevieve
Osborne Leslie Marie
OShana Sam Jonah
( Jsilmul Erik Lee
On Lindsey Victoria
Ovanessotl Varanl Stephen
Overholt Patrick Thomas
Pacini Andrew Joseph
Padden Christina Anne
Painter Benjamin Robed
Palmer Candice Sharon
Palmero Waugh Seanan Carmen
Pan Mi-
Park Sung Won
Parks Allison Anne
Parrish Kristen Nicole
Parviz Fyza
Pasmore Arnica J
Pastrano Josanna Tanya Jimenez
Patel Shiltaben Maganbhai
Pattee Gabriel Michael
Patzelt Regina Claire
Pauk Sara Jannele
Pawlusiak Alec Coxe
Paye Matthew Russell
Payne Jennifer Elizabeth
Peck Jennifer Lynn
Pelensky Kalherine Jessica
Penland Stefanie Frances
Penn Rachel Barbara
Penrod Ashley Lynn
Perdiguerra Deanna Lynn
PereiraTully Kristina Michele
Perez De Tagle Jose Enriquez
Perkins Jennifer Marie
Perret Cassandra Marie
Perry Amber Rose Lee
Peters Christopher Paul
Petersen John Michael
Petkov Denislav Deltchev
Pfaffle Dana Lynn
Pfahnl Robert Ernest
Pfotenhauer Julie Marie
Pham Danielle A
Pham Theresa Dan
Phan Doanan
Phan Terne ThaoNgoc
Phan Trang Ann
Phillips LaToya Regina
Phillips Leigh Starr
Phillips Trevin Jack
Phyu Khm Hnin
Picazo Connie Mariela
enovi Michael James
gott Kaithn Christine
Pini Jodey Jeremiah
Pleas Michael Ryan
Pocino Stephanie Anne
Pohlson Tract Helaine
Pool Jared Warren
Portales Andreanna Lisette
Potter Scott Riordan
Powell Sean Steven
Pratt Megan Lindsey
Price Alexander Joseph
Prickett Laura Mary
Prisecar Ludmila
Prolo Donald James
Pruett Jennifer Erin
Pruitt Ganety Warren
Przepiorski Krystia Anne
Pugrad Janme Louise Gregorio
Pyeatt Jesse Ramos
Qaddoura Ham
Qi Henry Shejie
Quattrocchi Christina Kathenne
Quick Rory Joseph
Quinones Kristin Allys
Raabe Nathan Dean
Raad Kareem Naji
Ramirez Elizabeth Christina
Ramirez Jose Jesse
Ramirez Karina Santana
Randazzo Marisa Bryn
Rasmussen Marc Ove
Rasmusson Brandon L
Rasplica Kara Keller
Ratajski Caroline Anna
Ray Adron La Von
Ray David Thomas
Reardon Matthew Lem
Reddy Shaneil Sivan
Reed Lora Catherine
Reedy Catherine Marie
Reekers Michael David
Reid Sheila Mary Ann
Reiser Christopher Thomas
Renfort Hadyn Clark
Renfro Jeffrey Michael
Rey Alissa Danielle
Reyes Eryn Marie Escritor
Reyes Jeremy Juan
Reyes Nathaniel Abad
Reynolds Jessalyn Dawn
Rhodes Alexandre Pierre
Rhoney Michelle Lea
Rice Alicia Kathleen
Richardson Kelsey Linde
Riley Darby Anne 143
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Ritzo Joseph Livingstone
Rivera John Emedardo
Rivera Oscar F
Roberts James Curtis
Roberts Jennifer Sabrina
Roberts Kalhenne Milam
Roberts-Douglass Karisman
Robinson Jacob Chandler
Robles Timothy Andrew
Roby Matthew Thomas
Rodarte Cristina Louise
Rodas Janelle Marie
Rodriguez Edmundo David
Rodriguez Eloisa Valencia
Rodriguez Mich'
Rodriguez Santiago Humberto
Rohe Brandon Robert
Rojas Eric Ford
Romey James Egan
Ronchelli Colleen Jennifer
Rondeau Jessica Maree
Roof Kathleen Therese
Rosa Tito Adalberto
Rose John Peler
Rosenbaum Elizabeth Baile\
Rossetti Paige Milsten
Rotfeld Masha
Rotta Stacey Anne
Rubio Denisse
Rui Joanie Liang-Hui
Ruiz Matthew Thomas
Runipf Danielle Malia
Ruso Kristen Anne
Rustia Emilia C
Ryan Maura Caitlin
Ryan Paul Harold
Sabati Sheeva Melodie
Sabella Christina Ashley
Sabetzadeh Bahareh
Sabo Megan Elizabeth
Saechao Paul
Sainten Deanna Mary
Sakharova Darya
Salcido Moses J
Saldivar Angela Christina
Sallette Laura A
Salvatore Brittney Maygen
Sampat Sangeeta Shailesh
Sanabria Adam Israel
Sandoval Samantha Merian
Santamaria Jessica Michele
Santana Danielle Mansa
Santiago Toni
Santoso Tessa Surya
Saracino Martha Elizabeth
Sasaki Maria Rika
Sato Eriko
Saucedo Adam Gregory
Savio John Rudolph
Scales Andrea A
Schiefelbein Lesley Ellen
Schmidt Julia Elizabeth
Schoenfelder Erin Nicole
Schuler Carrie Lynn
Schwaba Kevin Griffin
Scolan Vincent Michael
Scott-Florez Melissa Christine
Scotto Dominic Stephen
Scudder Anne Elizabeth
Segers Shannon Michelle
Sekhon Vikram Singh
Seldin Jasper Jay
Semansky Patrick Edward
Seremeta Oana
Serrate Angela Paola
Shaw Lena Christine
Shea Ryan Michael
Shelley Gregory Tyler
Shepard John Thomas
Sherbo Andrew Warren
Sherry Laurie Diane
Shonnard Matthew Claibourne
Shostakovich Konstantm
Shu Joey
Sibal Angela La'o
Siddiqui Ferheen
Siem Kristin Michelle
Silva Stefanie Rose
Silvestre Jimmy
Silvey Tracy Alison
Simmons Erica Lynn
Simon Joan Louise
Simpkins Alanna Mane
Simpson Troy James
Sit Wai-Sau
Skinner Colleen Hye-Shin
Skiver David Mark
Skogstrom Marguerite Elizabeth
Smith Emily Christen
Smith Kyle Michael
Smith Nathaniel David
Snodgrass Diane Michelle
Sobrak-Seaton Nicholas Peter
Soderberg Lindsay Ellen
Solek Monica Barbara
Solorzano Javier Alexander
Somerton James
Song Bryan Daehyun
144 Sotto Kevin Michael
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Si i\ .h kill I lil
Speciale Michael Jack
Spicth John Lawrence
si [ohn Elizabeth Ann
Slang Bibi Lynn
Stanich Nu holas < ieorge
Stanton Ruth Elizabeth
Steadman Mathew Alexander
StetTenson James 1 [ai vej,
Stephens Dinah Bekk
Stephenson Mia Jasmin
Stevens Scott McClure
Stoddard Jennifei fane
Stokes Sanjaj William
Strehlovi Jennifei Nicole
Strong Kiley Anne
Sin. Hi BreeAnn Nicole
Stuart Rhonda Delores
Suanthie M< linda
Subainati Nabeel Paul
Sullivan Matthew Connor
Sumoba Hi van Chi istopher
Swanson Benjamin Michael
Swarbi ic k I homas John
Sweeney Marisol Santos
Sweetsei feffrey Theodore
Swendiman Catherine Jane
Su ig I >a\ ul I loward
Swinehart Meredith Mane
Swoboda Kristen Marie
Takemoto Chanelle Kaulananapua
Taketa Daryl Adam
rames Carlos M
Tamiz Asa! Alix
ramminga Ryan Philip
Tanas Igor
Tanimoto Julene Akemi
Liimcr Kirsten Ann
Tansey Kimberly Janine
Tarantino Matthew Gregory
Taylor Alexandra Christine
Taylor Bendy Lauren
Taylor Jennifei Lynn
kli Ke\ in Thien-Oon
Teixeira Elico Antonio
Temple Keren Genell
Terry Raehel Nicole
Thai Tiffany
Thiara Mondeep Kaur
Thiesen Courtney Susan
Thomas Robert Lee
Thomas Wendy Ann
Thompson Anne Frances
Thorburn Anna Kathleen
Thyken John Paul
Thym Bntta Jean
Tibshirani Charles Kahlil
Tinio Denise Nieole De Joya
Toliao {Catherine Jacqueline
Tom Adnanne Wing See
Tomich Monica Lynn
Tomlinson John Steven
Tong StefanieYao
Toral Martha Elena
Tunes Marisa Andrea
Tower Jenay Laurel
Tran Anh Ngoc
Tran Anna
Tran Hoang-Anh Pham
Tran Linh Ngoc
Tran Nguyet Thanh
Tree Lindsay Lauck
Trenggono Olivia Mirsa
Trinh Jean My
Trumbo Tammy Jean
Tse Ting Ting
Tung Michael
Turpin Nicholas Nido
Tuttle Matthew Jameson
Twombly Alison Elizabeth
Undi Alexis Ashley
Ungson Justin Cumn
Uong Helen Sue
Utsugi Nagisa
Uyematsu Kevin Wada
Valentine Elisa Dawn
Van Fosson Christina Kim
Van Tighem Julie Anne
Vargas Ana
Varillas Antonio
Vasquez Phillip Adrian
Vaughan Caroline Dorothy
Vavrichek Michael Clifford
Vazquez Cecilia Rosas
Velarde Raechelle Lynn
Velasco Ariana
Velasco Victor Salvador
Veleker Sarah Elizabeth
Vendrell Andrew Peter
Vering Gregory Joseph
Verkerke Lehuamakanoe rerese
Vicik William Andrew
Victorio Michelle Perez
\ illena Arneil Enriquez
Vincent Michael Daniel
\ lasaty Andrew Louis
Vollmann Jennifer Lynn
Vongspanich Joy
Wade Brad) I van 145
Wade Daniel
Wade Julia
Waggoner Kenneth Douglas
Wallace Alexis Nicolai
Walsh Kelli Joan
Walsh Maureen Helen
Warburton Elizabeth Anne
Ward Megan Kate
Warner Danielle Mane
Wamke Michael Ross
Watanabe Kelly Kami
Watson Elizabeth Ashley
Weaver Jamie Kathleen
Wede Audrey Ann
Wei Chiu-Yu Luca
Weiland Daniel Joseph
Welch Katnna Mane
Wellington Geoffery Stephen
Westermark Kainoa Hauschild
Whang Sharon Yeong Won
White Ryan Lunn
Whittemore Laura Graham
Whittier Kelsey Lynnea
Wickersham Carolyn Peyton
Wickland Stacia Christina
Wieland {Catherine Maria
Wieland Matthew Ryan
Wiesehan Erik Christian
Wilderotter Christopher James
Wilkerson Asha Bailey
Willett Christopher Patrick
Williams Amos Gram ille
Williams Andrew Manzell
Williams Jillian Elizabeth
Wilson AnnaLisa Victoria
Wilson Marc Christopher
Wilherow Jonathan Matthew
Witter Brian Michael
Woldnch Jennifer Anne
Wong Erik Lee
Wood Colin Andrew
Wooster Mark Julius
Wray Jessica Christen
Wright Ashley Elizabeth
Wu Jenny Pei-Min
Wu Ka-Yam
Wyatt Jeffrey David
Yang Eun Young
Yang Michelle Jung-Eun
Yates Jennifer Ellen
Yeats Brittany Jayne
Yee Christopher Ryan
Yeung Christine
Yip Caroline
Yoon Jennifer Kay
Yoshimoto Garrett Jyoji
Young Alexandra Anne
Yuan Zhe
Yue Melissa
Yun Linda
Zambrano Martha Maria
Zanfini Franeesca Ashley
Zarate Elizabeth Cayabyab
Zepeda Adelina
Zick Tyler Heath
Zilli Andrew Jordan
Zilveti Christy Leigh
Zisko Natalie Lynn
Zozos Michael Constantino
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^ o, now what are you going to do? If youareasenioi
heard this question more than yoifd like. Have you ever wanted to just make up
answers. . . well, since you asked, I am planning on training Bengal tigers in the
depths of India. Or. . .actually, Pm going to backpack through South America
in search of the meaning of life and the ever-elusive Patagonia polar- fleece cl
chilla. mWhat are we going to do? I won't ask you...
the rest of our lives to decide. But before we go, let s look at all
the things weve done thus far:
We ve discovered the joy of living off campus.
Made our voice heard by voting in an important elect
Frolicked through the Rose Garden and maybe even picked a forbij
Skipped at least one Friday class.
and Tuesday, and Wednesday, and lets be honest, Thursday too.
Had a little too much to drink more than once, but hey, who hasnt?
Swam in the Malley Pool after hours and occasionally the Benson fountain too.
Watched the worid around us char
Confided to professors. .
.
?ound the joy of good coffee with be
u
iends..
. . .and had a hell of a lot of fun together!
the class of 2005
Audrey Abar
Management
Monica Acosta
Undeclared Arts
Nicole Adamski
Management
Chaitanya Agarwal
Computer Engineering
Jae Ahn
Undeclared Business
Raul Alcaraz Fina
Alicia Aldama
Communication
Natasha Alvarado Finance
Lorna Allen
Anthropology
Mariana Alvarez
Religious Studies
Tiffany Allen
Political Science
Scott Almassy
Accounting
Tannaz Altafi
Combined Sciences
Jessica Alway
Communication
Karla Amador Devangi Amin
Computer Engineering
Elizabeth Alvarad 1
History
Kathleen Amormir,
Sociology
Damon Amyx
Philosophy
Adrianne Anderson
Communication
Susan Anderson
Political Science
Abraham Andrade
Undeclared Business
Logan Ascher
Communication
Erin Ashford
Sociology
Mark Astrinos
Accounting
Gregory Auld
Computer Engineering
Christopher Austin
Finance
Claudia Avila-Martin
Political Science
Mark Bactol
Electrical Engineering
Sejal Badani
Marketing
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Marisa Balch
Management
Shaughn Balezentes
Undeclared Business
Ricardo Banuelos
Electrical Engineering
Alejandro Barajas
Management
Lara Barhoum
English
Doonu Barife
English
VIegan Barnett Andrea Barrack Meghan Bass Christine Batt Loretta Beavers Cody Bedell
h and Francophone Communication English Psychology Communication Mechanical Engineering
Studies
argon Benjamin Jonathan Bennett Victoria Bennett Andrew Benton Gregory Berber Brian Betz
omputer Science Computer Science Civil Engineering Finance Management Communication
Mathematics Mathematics
fohn Beveridge
Accounting
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Ryan Beyer
Accounting
Kathryn Bignell
Theater Arts
Rebecca Bignell
Theater Arts
Laura Billingsley
Liberal Studies
Lauren Bilnoski
Political Science
Heidi Binder
Psychology
J. Bisignano
Sociology
Forrest Blanton Andrew Bloom
Civil Engineering
Alexis Bonham
Marketing
Oliver Bordallo Jr.
History
John Brandt •
Communication
Laura Brennan
Marketing
Kevin Brie
Marketing
Megan Brimmer
Biology
ennifer Broom
Marketing
Carlie Brown
Marketing
Shaunda Browr
Finance
Molly Buccola
Psychology
Brianna Byrne
Accounting
Jennifer Buckowski
Sociology
Christen Cabe
English
Elizabeth Budd
Sociology
Tomas Bulka
Computer Engineering
Kelly Burns
Liberal Studies
Cara Cage
Psychology
Dustin Callahan
Music
Danielle Martene
3randon Butche
Finance
Davina Camardc
Art History
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itephanie Camoroda
Sociology
Chandra Campbt'll
Combined Sciences
Ali Campot
Sociology
Michelle Candoo
Finance
Henry Canivel
Computer Engineering
Rachel Capella
tephanie Capodanno Denise Carrillo Janelle Carter Teresa Carter Timothy Caserza Michael Castillo
Psychology Psychology Philosophy Psychology Computer Science
Mathematics
IB 4- Imk ~- ill
Catherine Cathers Irene Cermeno Griselda Cervantez Lynn Chan Johnny Chang Paige Chant
Biology Political Science Psychology Communication Marketing English
Rebecca Cheaves Alvin Chen Tai-Yu Chen Lana Chertkova Tina Chhabra Yasuhisa Chiba
English Civil Engineering Accounting Undeclared Business Computer Engineering Finance
Piya Chindaphorn
omputer Engineering
Diana Chin
Combined Sciences
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Warrick Chu Wooza Chung Mary Cirone Cristina Cismas Sara Clements Catherine Cochran
Accounting Computer Science
Mathematics
Marketing Psychology Marketing
Courtney Cole
Management
Zachary Coney
Economics - Art
Thomas Connelly
Finance
Katie Conrad
Psychology
Catherine Copeland
Biology
Tawny Corral
Finance
Kelly Cronin
Combined Sciences
Megan Daudistel
Communication
Kevin Cu
Operations & Mgmt Info
Systems
Conor Curtis
Undeclared Business
Danica Davis
Accounting
Joseph de la Fuente
Mechanical Engineering
Laurie Cvengros
History
Carey DeAngelis
Psychology
Alexandra Demartini
Art History
Neha Dadbhawala
»»
Natalie Dagan
Melissa DelaMerced
Combined Sciences
Lydia Delo
French and Francopho
Studies
Christopher DeMartini
Operations & Mgmt Info
Systems
Melanie DenHartog
Marketing
Briana di Bari
Political Science
Nicole Diedrich
Marketing
Kelly Dietler
Communication
Vanessa Difuntorum
Marketing
Katherine Dijulio
Psychology
Ivan Dimitrov
Finance
MBBBM
'Christopher Ditico
rie Dominguez-Gasson
Political Science
Matthew Ditlow
Marketing
Portia Diwa
English
Michelle Do
Combined Sciences
Minh-Chau Doan
Psychology
Stewart Dompe
Finance
Matthew Donatoni
Undeclared Business
Michelle Donecho
Communication
Collin Dong
Mechanical Engineering
Christina Dolores
Anthropology
Erin Donoghue
Undeclared Business
Michael Downing Matthew Duchesne Chelsea Duffaut Caitlin Duffy Lance Dwyer Melissa Eckel
'chanical Engineering Liberal Studies Finance English Marketing
Brian Edlefsen
lectrical Engineering
Matthew Edwards
Computer Engineering
Ricky Edwards Jr.
Computer Engineering
Ross Egge Emily Elrod
History
Justin Eng
Computer Engineering
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Shawn Epidendio
Finance
Andrea Esbit
Communication
Kathy Escalante Analia Escamilla E
nglish
Guadalupe Escobar
Psychology
Ryan Escober
Electrical Engineeri.
Steven Etchegaray
Accounting
Marlon Evangelista
Computer Engineering
Rachel Falkner
Communication
Crystal Fallstead
Mathematics
Sarah Faulkner
Marketing
Michael Ferdinand
English
Crystal Fernandes
Mechanical Engineering
David Fernandez
Mechanical Engineering
Michael Fernandez
Finance
Susana Fernandez
Psychology
Jennifer Field
Theater Arts
Mark Fierro
Psychology
Rachel Fightmaster
English
Nicolas Figone
Philosophy
Gemot Fischer
Management
Elizabeth Fitzgerald
Combined Sciences
Shannon Flanagan
Civil Engineering
Alison Fleck
Communication
Teresa Fleischer
Marketing
Colin Fleming
Economics - Art
Jonathan Fleming
Mechanical Engineering
Patricia Flores
Liberal Studies
Angelina Floresca
Marketing
Catherine Flynn
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Mark Folgner
Civil Engineering
Jessica Frank
Accounting
Peter Freeman
Fnance
DeMarcus Freemon
History
Andrea Friaz-Gallardo
Combined Sciences
Sarah Friend Shannon Fries
Psychology
acob Fuller Andrea Gallegos Erika Garcia Rene Garcia Vanessa Garcia Laine Gasparich
Finance English Liberal Studies Psychology Psychology
anet Ghilarducci Reyna Gil Angela Gilmore Amanda Ginn Bethiel Girma Erin Gisler
Biology Finance Marketing Liberal Studies Undeclared Arts Sociology
Michael Glaspy Hallie Gleason Ryan Gockel Julie Golton Kristin Goltz Rafael Gomez
Undeclared Business History Accounting Mathematics English
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Stephen Gonzales
History
Javier Gonzalez
Economics - Art
Mark Goodell
Computer Science-
Mathematics
Lindsey Grace
Biology
Kaylan Graham
Combined Sciences
Benton Gray
Accounting
Trevor Gray Graham Grossman
Political Science
Dominick Guidera
Accounting
Kari Gunsolus
Psychology
Cristelda Gutierrez
Sociology
Cristina Guzman
Psychology
athryn Haggerty Colleen Hamlin Justin Hammar Katherine Hansen Nicole Hansen Jill Hanson
Accounting Liberal Studies Physics Communication Sociology Accounting
Kyra Hanson
Undeclared Business
Christella Hardman Kevin Harold
Operations & Mgmt Info
Systems
Connor Harty
History
Michael Harvey
English
Nicole Hayduk
Art History
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Jon Heit
Religious Studies
Alexis Held
Marketing
Laura Hellenthal
Biology
Lauren Hemingway
Marketing
Hannah Hepfer
Communication
Erica Hernandez
Sociology
Karina Hernandez
Economics
Wanda Ho
Finance
Ashley Houk
Lindsay Herzog
Biology
Louise Hills
English
Matthew Hisaka
Accounting
Aaron Ho
Operations & Mgmt Info
Systems
Suong Hoang
Accounting
Megan Hochstetler
Art History
Timothy Holthaus
Undeclared Business
Laura Hopkins
Marketing
Mary Howard
Psychology
Jonathan Hsu
Electrical Engineering
Sandy Hsu
Accounting
Bettina Huang
Accounting
Christina Ho
English
Briana Horvath
Marketing
Shao-En Huang
Electrical Engineering
Brian Hurd
History
Erin Hussey
English
Khanh Huynh
Accounting
Trung Huynh
Undeclared Business
Milynne Ibarra Jewell Ikeda
Combined Sciences
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Kevin Ip
Electrical Engineering
Anna Jarzab
English
Eric Irvine
Marketing
Brent Izutsu
Computer Science-
Mathematics
Elsa Jacobo
Accounting
Valy Jalalian
Undeclared Arts
Melanie Jimenez
Theater Arts
Judy Jing
Marketing
Danielle Johnson
Psychology
Nicholas Johnson
Combined Sciences
Leslie James
Finance
Tony Johnson
Marketing
Bianca Jones
Sociology
Gregory Jones
Accounting
Sarah Jones
History
Daniel Jordan
Mechanical Engineering
Pooja Joshipura
Accounting
Michael Justis
Accounting
Jacki Kaczmarek
Finance
Nicole Kemper
Sociology
Megan Kakadelas
Accounting
Erica Kendrick
Sociology
Heidi Kallen
Psychology
Sarita Kamath
Combined Sciences
Kaitlin Kardong
Ryan Kennedy
Finance
Camille Keonjian
Marketing
Cassandra Kern
Marketing
Dejah Katz
Communication
Julia Kern
Accounting
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Angela Khalipa
Management
Nicolas Kissell
ombined Sciences
Farhana Khan
Electrical Engineering
Lindsay Killus
Mathematics
Jessica King
Communication
Matthew King
Operations & Mgmt [nf<
Systems
Vanessa Kizzier
Combined Sciences
Katherine Kneier
Communication
Christine Knopf
Communication
Timmy King
Economics
Robyn Kobashigawa
Mechanical Engineering
Megan Koppes
Psychology
Ashley Kramer
Electrical Engineering
Nicole Kukas
Combined Sciences
Paul Kunk
Combined Sciences
Ryan Kunkel
Communication
Michelle Kunz
Communication
Ke Fei Kwan Marie LaCorte
Accounting
Ioi Lam
Civil Eneineerinc
Gemma Landeza
Spanish Studies
Gregory Lara
Undeclared Business
Maureen Lara
Accounting
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Claire Larsen
Theater Arts
Jeffrey Larson
Political Science
Hoi Yan Law
English
Aislinn Lederman
Psychology
Kristine Lee
Combined Sciences
Jordan Legge
Economics
IIIMIHH
Andrew Leland Benjamin Lemming
Mechanical Engineering Psychology
Vinsent Leonard
i
Management
Charles Leone
Mechanical Engineering
Brian Lew
Electrical Engineering
Emily Lewi
English
Masurie Lim Tianen Liu
Computer Engineering Computer Engineering
Lori LoBue
Finance
Elizabeth Loffa
Management
Matthew Lorenzen
Psychology
Robert Lucente
Combined Sciences
Kelley Lund
Sociology
Michelle Luong
Finance
Michael Lysaght
English
Christine Machado
Studio Art
Nguyen Lu
Finance
Jose Macias
Political Science
Jennifer Magnusson Thu Mai Yen Mai Prabhjot Mall Jessica Manalo Alvinus Mardoki
Accounting Combined Sciences Mathematics Computer Engineering Theater Arts Operations & Mgmt
Systems
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Brian Marszowski
Accounting
Nathan Martel
Civil Engineering
Marion Martin
Marketing
Annie Masterman
Studio Art
Catherine Mastroieni
Biology
Reya Matthew
Emily Mathews
Liberal Studies
Mary McClain
Liberal Studies
Natalie Melo
Combined Sciences
Christianne Matouk Nathan Matthews Michael Maxwell John McCabe Patrick McCarthy
History Computer Engineering Mechanical Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Evan McLean
Computer Engineering
Patricia McNally
Psychology
Natalie McNulty
Finance
Patrick McQuiggan
Management
Andrew Peter Melone
English
Douglas Mendez
English
Darlene Mendoza
Undeclared Arts
Jose Mendoza
Communication
Kimberly Medica
Psychology
Wendy Mendoza
Liberal Studies
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Arlene Mercado Elizabeth Meyer William Miles Ashley Miller
Management Undeclared Business Computer Engineering Communication
James Miller
Undeclared Business
Michael Miller
Communication
Nicola Miller
Psychology
Anna Minassian
Accounting
Elizabeth Mireles
Communication
Sahar Mirgalloybayat
Communication
Gregory Mohrman
Undeclared Engineering
Elizabeth Montera
Political Science
Jasmine Moore
Sociology
Cindy Morales
Political Science
Corina Morales
Liberal Studies
Michael Morales
Communication
Adam Moreland
Electrical Engineering
Christine Moreno
Psychology
Andrew Moriarty Erin Morse Marshall Mort Leila Motamedi Kevin Moul Jennifer Murphy
Finance Psychology Accounting Finance Marketing Chemistry
Peter Murray
Finance
Vivian Myers
Political Science
\Bianca Napoleon Ally
Political Science
Gema Navarro
Political Science
Keely Nelson
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Ashley Nester
Accounting
Calvin Ng
Accounting
Ngoc Ngo
Studio Art
Ann Nguyen
Marketing
Burnette Nguyen
Combined Sciences
Chi Nguyen
Psychology
Zhristine Nguyen
Communication
David Nguyen
Electrical Engineering
Huyen-Tram Nguyen
Psychology
Mary Ann Nguyen
English
Tiffanie Nguyen
Finance
Viet Nguyen
Electrical Engineering
Charles Nichols
Accounting
Natalia Nicholson
Communication
Elijah-Giuseppe Nicolas
Electrical Engineering
Erin Nicoletti
Communication
Dominique Norton Lucy-Zayne Nsour
Liberal Studies
Meghan O Neill
Accounting
Jennifer Oddo
Psychology
Shanima O'Brien
Michael Okimoto
Psychology
Ryan O'Connell
Communication
Teruyuki Olsen
Philosophy
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Katherine Olson
English
Melissa Paz
Spanish Studies
Grant Osborne
Finance
Joy Ostensen
Sociology
Kyle Ostrom
Operations & Mgmt Info
Systems
Jacqueline Ousley
Civil Engineering
Melissa Pellini
Communication
Alexandra Perazzelli
Psychology
Shehan Perera
Finance
Mark Perlite
Accounting
Peggy Pai
Accounting
Brady-Cheney Perr
Christopher Peterson
Accounting
Christine Pham
Political Science
Marina Pevzner ,
Computer Science
Mathematics
Laurie Pham
Psychology
Piper Phillips
Liberal Studies
Connie Picazo
Nicholas Pizzariello
Jndeclared Business
Megan Pratt
Anne Rainero
English
Leo Pinard
Computer Engineering
Catherine Pisano
Psychology
Christopher Pitt
Civil Engineering
Robert Pivec
Biology
Andria Plasencia
English
Ekaterina Platonova
Marketing
Jennifer Ponzo
Psychology
Lauren Powell
Accounting
Francisco Prado Cer-
vantes Mechanical Engi-
i) o
%
Stephanie Prausa
Finance
Vanisha Price
Undeclared Business
Michelle Prier
Music
Krystia Przepiorski
Elizabeth Ramirez Spencer Rand
Economics - Art
Lucas Randies
Civil Engineering
Kelly Rauenbuehler
Environmental Sciences
Ausra Pumputis
Finance
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race-Ellen Qaqundah Lauren Quilici Alexander Quinonez Jennifer Quintanilla Neda Rahimian Matthew Raimondi
Political Science Computer Science-
Mathematics
Accounting Psychology Marketing Finance
Jessica Rauff
Religious Studies
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Vanessa Ravizza Anahita Razmazma Tamara Rease Marcia Redmond Alexander Reed Kendall Reed\
Marketing Accounting Finance English Political Science Political Scienc
Steven Riccoboni Megan Riley James Ritchey John Robertson Jesselle Robles Stephanie Rodgers
Italian Studies Marketing Combined Sciences Finance Psychology Studio Art
David Rodriguez Eloisa Rodriguez
Sociology
Shannon Romano
Sociology
Claire Romero
History
Jessica Rondeau Tara Rooney
Psychology
Carmen Rosas Barbara Ruggiero Jaclyn Ruiz Jennifer Rushin Tagen Russell Erin Russo
Anthropology Marketing English Combined Sciences Psychology Marketing
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Michael Rybas
Finance
Kashif Saeed
Combined Sciences
Pamela Salas
Civil Engineering
Ricardo Salgado
Mathematics
Travis Salha
Accounting
Kirsten Saling-Spinney
Accounting
Christina Salvo Julian Sam Evelyn Sanchez Matthew Sanchez Sabrina Sanchez Jeffrey Sand
Communication Marketing Sociology Management Sociology Philosophy
ereshteh Saneinejad
Finance
Alexander Scanlon
Finance
Lindsey Sanford
Liberal Studies
Isabel Scarpelli
English
Luke Sanwick
Computer Science-
Mathematics
Caroline Say Joshua Sbicca Gina Scalise
Computer Science- Sociology Accounting
Mathematics
Lesley Schiefelbein
Yusiana Sardjono
Marketing
Adam Saucedo Jessica Savage
Studio Art
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Melinda Scuilli Anne Selak Michael Self Scott Serrano Balaji Sethurland Shannel Shah
Psychology Political Science Marketing Computer Science-
Mathematics
Marketing
Grant Shibuya Sally Showman Amy Shull Kathleen Shumm Carlos Silverberg Elizabeth Simas
Chemistry Communication Liberal Studies Psychology Finance Political Science
Jeremy Siwek
Finance
Michael Skaug
Engineering Physics
Dane Skilbred
Political Science
Elizabeth Skillings
Communication
Adam Skogrand
Computer Engineering
Alexis Smith
Communication
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Emily Smith Oladele Sobomehin
Finance
Rendy Soedarjo
Finance
Anthony Soldato
Political Science
Jeremy Solly
Psychology
Emmalisa Sparrow
English
Tyler Spencer
Theater Arts
Sapna Srikanth
Combined Sciences
3rittany Staffield
English
Keith Stanley
English
3ridget Starkey
Marketing
Jocelyn Stauffer
Political Science
Dallas Stonhaus
Finance
Thuy-Anh Stovall
Finance
Allison Stover
Psychology
Erin Stratta
Combined Sciences
Aaron Straub
Finance
Andrew Strockis
Finance
Melinda Suanthie Mary Sunseri
Psychology
Michael Swaleh
Finance
Brenna Sweeney
Combined Sciences
Christina Sweeney
Political Science
Alexander Tablin-Wolf
Psychology
Benjamin Taft Lance Takehara Alexander Tan Merrill Tan Ping Tang Sarah Tarpley
Sociology Civil Engineering Finance Finance Marketing Biology
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Katherine Tasca
Finance
Tiffany Tchobanian
English
Leanna Teater
Communication
Mario Tejeda
Undeclared Business
Lee Terjesen
Accounting
Lisa Thee
Anthropology
Quinn Thomas
Communication
Keith Thompson
Mathematics
Emily Thorburn
Art History
Linden Tibbets
Computer Engineering
Kathleen Ting
Computer Engineering
Diana/To
Studio'Art
Tran To
Computer Engineering
Stefani Tobin
Accounting
Karalyn Tom
Psychology
Albert Tomista
Chemistry
Diane Tiu
Operations & Mgmt I
Systems
Alexandra Tran
Marketing
Christine Tran
Marketing
Brian Tully
Computer Engineering
Hung Tran
Electrical Engineering
Luong Tran
Accounting
Tuyen Tran
Accounting
Elizabeth Turner
English
Matt Tuttle Aaron Uchikura
Marketing
Jennifer Tsai
Operations & Mgmt Info
Systems
Nagisa Utsugi
Marisa Tsukiji
Anthropology
Pierrick Vabre
Marketing
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Danielle Valdez
Psychology
homas Van Buskirk
imputer Engineering
Matthew Valdin
Environmental Sciences
Soraya Van Dillen
Marketing
Nina Varnava
Combined Sciences
Phillip Vasquez Nicholas Velis
Biology
Leah Verhoeven
Management
Derek Verley
Chemistry
Stephan Vernaelde
Accounting
Alejandro Vidaurre
lectrical Engineering
Anthony Vieceli
Undeclared Business
Ray Villanueva
Electrical Engineering
Kyle Von Raesfeld Finance Meera Wadhwa
Management
Robert Wagner
Computer Engineering
Carmen Wahlgren
Accounting
John Walgren
English
Matthew Walker
Political Science
Christopher Wall
Psychology
Bridgett Wanner-Bakhtiari Henking Wargana Finance
Music
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Keren Wasserman
Communication
Candace Watson
Accounting
Willard Weatherly
Accounting
Ashley Weber
Marketing
Yu Chieh Wei
Economics - Art
Kenneth Wells
Electrical Engineeriri
Miriam Westberg
Biology
Alexander Weyand
English
Tjipto Wibisono
Finance
Michael Wiesner
Sociology
Melissa Wijaya
Finance
Amos Williams
Nicole Will
Sociology
Azuri Williams
Sociology
Daniel Wilson
Electrical Engineering
David Wilson
Communication
Lauren Wilson
Economics
Jamey Winchester
Psychology
Robert Witherspoon
Computer Engineering
Khandra Wong
Accounting
Kristin Wong
Finance
Nicholas Wong
Studio Art
Meghan Wood
Combined Sciences
Kevin Wood ley
j
Undeclared Busines?
izabeth Woods Elizabeth Worth Alison Wright Lisa Wu Louise Wu Michael Wynne
English History Accounting Finance Communication Philosophy
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Manami Yakou
Computer Science-
Mathematics
John Yee
Operations & Mgmt Info
Systems
Michelle Yelinek
Civil Engineering
Louis Young
Finance
Sinsak Young
Electrical Engineering
Cynthia Yu
Psychology
Nina Yuen
Finance
Christina Yung
Studio Art
Vanessa Zarour
Liberal Studies
Kate Zdrojewski
Marketing
Christopher Zelenka
History
Danielle Zent
Theater Arts
Francisco Zepponi
Accounting
Martha Aombrano Nazli Zooleh-Yaghoob-
Shahi
Computer Engineering
Devon Zotovick
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Rebecca A. Cheaves
Dear Becky,
Where has the time gone? One
day you were our baby and all of
a sudden. ..poof! We just can't
believe that you are already gradu-
ating from college! We are so proud
of the young lady you have become
and are so pleased to call you our
daughter.
Although you have had many
obstacles to overcome, you have
always met them head-on and
become stronger in the process.
We know that you can accomplish
whatever you set out to do. We love
you with all our hearts and hope
that you know that this is just the
beginning of the amazing adventure
that lies ahead of you. We hope that
you continue to reach for the stars
and that all your dreams (even your
wildest ones) come true.
With all our love,
Dale, Mom, Grandpa, & Grandma
You have excelled in both academ-
ics and athletics, surpassing even
our highest expectations.
Ileana S. Jimenez
Well, it really seems you grew
up to be the Wonder Girl in
your childhood picture. Words
cannot express how proud we
are of you "hija." Always keep
in mind that the most precious
things in life are family, friends,
and a good character that al-
lows you to have consideration
for others & a sense of humor.
Never allow life's hardships
to take any of them from you.
Mom & Dad
I'm so proud of your accom-
plishments & will hold you as
my inspiration to go on; thanks
you. With much love & respect,
Your bro. Stephan
I can't tell you how proud I am
of you; I am honored to be your
brother and I am honored to be
able to tell you:
Congratulations!
Love, Gerardo
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Congratulations
Cristina!
You have worked
hard and made
many sacrifices
to get to this day
and we are all so
proud of you. We
are proud of the
little girl that has
brought us so mucl
joy and has grown
up to be such a
beautiful, caring
woman. With God's help and your drive and deter-
mination, we know that you will accomplish your
goals. May your future be full of blessings and
much happiness. We will always be there for you.
God Bless you!
We love you mucho!
Mom, Dad, Gaby, Migue, and Chino
Barbara Ruggiero
Memories abound over four short year]
Lots of laughter, many smiles, even a
few tears.
Phoning home while on the go
Responsible, successful and in the
know.
Living and caring in Swig, Dunne,
Dublin and now Paradise
Making many lifelong friends your priztj
FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS! ! !
Your proud and loving family!
1
Louise Hills
Congratulations, Louise! We are
immensely proud of you & hon-
ored by your efforts to conscien-
tiously make the most of your
education at SCU! You enter the
World competent, confident, &
committed to its betterment. Your
English major has given you com-
munication skills par excellence, 8
your Religion minor, compassion,
and understanding.
With love, Mom & Dad
Andrew James Leland ™
Mechanical Engineering
Lifelong Knowledge, Lifelong Friendships.
Success
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Congratulations
Class of 2005!
That is to have succeeded
Ralph Waldo Emerson
^"•v «r«
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These Words Still Apply...
We Love You Andrew, You Are Our Joy.
Congratulations On Your Many Achievements!
Love, Mom, Nana, & Pris journeyt.,
"Continues
Natalie Lucinda Melo
Kindergarten only seems like yester-
day! Your life has given us so many
treasured memories and reasons to be
proud. Your smile brightens our lives
and your determination is inspira-
tional. May your future be bright and
happy and all your dreams come true.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Anthony, Joey, Valerie,
Stephanie and Charles
Melissa Rita Manio DelaMerced
"We never know how much good a
simple smile can do."
-Mother Theresa
Melissa,
Keep smiling, dreaming, and
reaching for the stars.
Congratulations!
We're so proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Anna
Tyler Spencer
Dear Tyler,
God has blessed us with
a wonderful daughter
who has special talents
and unique gifts. You
have grown into a young
woman of noble char-
acter and we are very
proud of you. Always
remember to keep on
believing in yourself...
GOD DOES.
We love you dearly,
Dad, Mom & Brendan.
"For I know the plans I
have for you," declares
the Lord, "plans to pros-
per you and not to
harm you, plans to give
you hope and a future."
Jeremiah 29:11
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ERINPA TRICIA HOUTS HUSSEY
Erin, be proud, be happy,
You worked really hard!
Keep true to yourself.
I love you, D.A.D.
CELEBRATIONS ERIN!! WRITER, EDITOR
ROWER, MVP, GRADUATE, and BEYOND!
Follow your Heart and Dreams.
We are Proud of You.
Lots of Love and More, Mom
Teddy Bear, Congratulations on Finishing SCU! You are the Best Sister!
Love, Brianna
Congratulations Erin! You did it! I am Proud of You and all Your
Accomplishments in Rowing and Writing. I love you. Chris
We love you and we're so proud of you!
Love, Kathe, Jeff, Sean, Kaleena, Paatela
Your Academic Achievements were both Brilliant and Fine,
While Writing and Rowing to Cross that Line.
As you Face the Future with Degree in Hand,
Cap'nGramps & Granmamere will "Strike up the Band."
Row, Row, Row your Boat gently down the Stream!
„>
Flip the Tassel, Wave the Cap! And Merrily Go after that Dream!
Lizzie Turner
Congratulations Lizzie
on your graduation
from Santa Clara! You
are number three,
and your family is
so proud of you. You
have come a long
way since Montessori,
Evans, and Bishop's.
What will the future
hold for you? Writer,
professor, teacher,
mom? Who knows?
You can look back at
this book and see if we
had even a clue. We all
love you!
Your family, dad, mom,
Katie, and Annie.
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Will Weatherly
Will,
Here's to a great man
with values and goals. You
have worked hard to be
the best and have made
your dreams your future. To
your success in work, play,
soccer and people.
With much love,
Mom, Dad, Ross and Tricia
Scott Serrano
From Kindergarten
to College
We are so proud of you anc
the man you have become.
Congratulations on a jour-
ney completed and a new
one just beginning.
We love you,
Mom and Dad
Sara Aimee Clements
Before you were born, we asked for
two things: that you be happy and healthy.
Right from the beginning, we knew we had
so much more.
It took both of us working hard
every minute to satisfy your curiosity. No
naps and very little sleep. It seemed to us as
if you were afraid you would miss some-
thing if you slept.
You grew into a wonderful child and
adult. You were always respectful of your
elders and could carry on conversations
with the best of them. You also surpassed
our wildest expectations in the Beauty and
Brains Department!
To sum it all up, we are both very
proud of your accomplishments as a Daugh-
ter, a Friend, in scholastics, sports, drama
and as an overall well-rounded person.
In other words WE LOVE YOU
INFINITY PLUS ONE!
MOM & DAD
Nick Johnson
Nick,
Congratulations on your
many accomplishments
during your four years at
Santa Clara. We couldn't
be more proud of you.
Your hard work and per-
severance has truly paid
off. You've never given up
your dream to take care of
others' needs. You are an
inspiration to many. We wish
you great success in medi-
cal school and much hap-
piness throughout your life.
We love you very much.
Mom and Ed
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Henry G. Canivel
To our loving son, Henry,
We are so proud to see you graduate. We
are very lucky that we are able to enjoy this
moment with you. May this be a continua-
tion of your ever going
accomplishments. We always know that you
endeavor to do your very best in everything
you do.
Please remember that we love you and we
will continue to be by your side in your
continuous efforts and may God always be
with you in every step you take. May you
continue to explore what lies ahead for you,
through the wisdom and enlightenment of
the Holy Spirit as your guiding light.
Love you beb,
Mom, Pappy, Raymond, Grandma Purits,
Grandpa Ben, Grandma Linnie, Ninang,
Uncle Roily, uncles, aunts and cousins
Alexandra Perazzelli
B.S. in Psychology
Alpha Phi, dances
Resident Assistant
Homework, group projects
Parent 's & Senior weekend
Mike Pittman, Easter visit
Graham, Swig, Napa Valley
San Francisco, the train
Andalay, Los Gatos
Friends, carpool, meetings
Surprise mother 's day
Concerts, the Bronco
Father Fred, dinners
Grandma Mitzi 's visit
Car wash, turning 21
Missions, Graduation
We are so proud ofyou
and we loveyou so much I!
Our dearest Allie, love
Mom, Dad, Marisa, Henry
Willie and all the relatives!!
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We are so proud of you
for your accomplishments,
and for the way you have
made so many friends
during your journey. We
know that you will trea-
sure your four years, use
them to help navigate the
roads ahead, and continue
always finding the best in
every person you meet.
Go Broncos!!!!
LUVYA LIKE CRAZY
Mom, Dad, & Erin
Kevin Brie
Kevin:
Wow, it seems like just
yesterday and here you
were getting started on your
journey through life. Waiting
ahead was Little League,
Soccer, school, church, and
lots of choices that had to be
made. You took the right forks
in the road, and your smile
and love of friends and family
carried you to your wonderful
four years at SCU .
Meghan Wood
Congratulations, Meghan!!!
We love you and are so proud of your
accomplishments and the person you have
become. Continue to be true to yourself
and your faith. We admire your compassion,
your loving spirit, your hard work and your
dedication. You bring much happiness, pride
and joy to our family. May you fill your life
with happiness and peace, and we wish you
much success and fulfillment in your future.
Love, your biggest fans...
Mom, Dad, Emily, Michael and Sadie
Elizabeth L. Budd
Dear Liz,
You have amazed and
delighted us your whole life.
We are so proud of your
accomplishments, but even
more proud of the person you
have become. Continue to
follow your dreams. The world
is waiting for women like you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Kate and Abby
Dustln Callahan
Congratulations!
A job well done.
Love,
Grandmother
&Mom
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Katie Hansen
Katie,
1 **^ e» M&J 1
EL144/ 1 uu \
Your determination to
succeed was apparent
\ M^~" J from the time you made
your surprise appear-
ance 22 years ago. Your
1 B A talent for running and
\ academics was obvi-
1 ous early on, and we
I * | are very proud of all you
have accomplished.
You are now ready to H** ~^^^l ^Si ^^^^^^E ?
begin the next chapter i n ftoW^LjS 3
your life. We know you'll k^^^jfisi^p
achieve any goal you sejt f
lB
^ES^' • • ^
for yourself Remember,
e L ; \f \the future is just over th
next hill!
Love,
Mom and Dad
\
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ThuyAnh Ha
Stovall
Our dearest daughter
,
Where has the time gone? You have never ceased to amaze us. 22 years
of "precious" moments with so many more to come. You've brought so
much joy to our lives and now you're graduating. We are very, very, proud
of you and all your accomplishments.
No words can ever describe our heartfelt happiness and pride of who you
became over the years. You are a very special, remarkable young lady
with determination, intelligence, integrity, beauty, and love. You'll attain joy
in all your achievements. May God's blessing be with you as you leave this
wonderful Santa Clara University.
As you follow your dreams, we wish you happiness always. We'll forever
hold you dear to our hearts no matter where you are. We'll always be
there for you every step of the way. We love you.
Mumsy, Vinny, Ross, Justin, Sean, the Ha's, Dad and Sterling
i
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Chris Zelenka
Congratulations, Chris!
We're proud of your hard
work to excel at school!
You also made time while
at school to become a
great bass fisherman-what
a great striper you caught
on the Delta when away
from the books.
When you weren't hitting
the books, working at the
Santa Clara Swim Club
or fishing you were being
supportive of your two
_older brothers, attending
both of their recent wed-
dings, You are a great
person and a wonderful
son and brother.
Rip a Lip,
Tom and Ann Zelenka
Andrew and Gina
Peter and Sarah
Vanessa Zarour
To our grand achiever,
From the day you were born,
we knew you were going to
become recognized for your
accomplishments. This meant
that you were going to be
somebody to everybody that
you meet in your path. You have
committed yourself to your
school's demands and never set-
tled for anything but your best.
Your loving manner has made
you stand out and you will be
greatly rewarded with success
because of it. We wish you all
the happiness that the world
has to offer. You can always
count on us being there for you.
We will love you for who you
are and whoever you will be: a
daughter, a sister, a teacher, a
friend, a wife, a mother...
Love,
Dad, Mom, and Sister
Natalia Nicholson
Natalia,
Then and now, what a
beautiful experience,
side by side with you as
you've grown. You have
accomplished so much
in 22 years, with all your
discipline, self motivation,
ambition and just hard
work. We are so proud, but
we are most proud of the
person you've been and
are. You are kind, honest,
determined and just an
exceptional human being.
We stand in admiration of
you. Continue on as you
are, and know we are with
you always.
With all our love,
Mom & Dad
Davina and Danielle
Camardo
-Adieu, dit le renard.
Voici mon secret. II est
tres simple: on ne voit
bien qu' avec le coeur.
-L'essentiel est invisible
pour les yeux.
--L 'essentiel est invisible
pour les yeux, repeta, le
Petit Prince, afin de se
souvenir.
-Mais tu ne dois pas I'
oublier. Tu deviens respon-
sable pour toujours de ce
que tu as apprivoise. Tu es
responsable de ta rose....
Antoine de Saint Exupery
Et, nous serons toujours
fiers de Nos Roses
Papa et Maman
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Timmy Kester King
The whole King Family, Dad and Mom, Kerwin, Anne, Angeli,
together with Angkong Cosme, Amah Tessie, and Amah Chan
Siao congratulate you on your graduation. We are all so proud of
your achievements, coming from a little boy in Davao pronounc-
ing your school as 'engnga engnga' to your applying for Sta.
Clara on your own, also working part-time with your school and
having a summer job with a big company such as Ebay. Indeed
you have grown up with flying colors. As you move on to another
chapter in your life, may you be given more blessings in every-
thing you do. Keep it up Kester; you're on the right track. Dad and
Mom will always be there for you if you need us. We all love you
and here are our pictures, which show the same happiness in
everything especially on your graduation. We hope you treasure
these special and memorable moments of your life.
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Christen L. Cabe
Did.
I'm proud to be your Mom
I'm proud to be your friend
I'm proud of what you have accomplished
No matter where you go in the future
I'll be there in the wings watching
You are the best daughter a Mother can have
And you will always have my unconditional
love, and support
Reach for the stars. They are all there for you
But, don't forget to have fun along the way.
I Love You,
Your Mom,
Michelle Angela Leao
Michelle,
Congratulations - you never
wavered from your goals these
pat four years and now you have
achieved them. We are so proud
of all your hard work. You have
grown into an amazing young
woman of strength and integrity,
and we are so fortunate to be your
family...
Follow your dreams,
Love,
Linda, Richard, Jessica, Matt,
Adam, Zoe and Daisy.
« •
Mark Goodell
Mark
.
You are a kind, loving person always help-
ing others and enriching their lives. A real
mensch.
Some thoughts:
1
)
We are not retreating, we are
advancing in another direction.
MacArthur
2) It's just a flesh wound. Monty
Python
3) Life is a near-death experi-
ence. George Carlin
4) I drank what!?!! Socrates
Crystal Alexandria
Fernandes
Congratulations on your
Accomplishments!
We are truly proud of
you. What a
remarkable young
woman you have
turned out to be!
Thank you for bringing so
much joy and happiness
to us. You know that hard
work and determination
are the key to success.
Always believe in yourself.
More importantly, know
that God is always with
you.
Love and God Bless,
Andrew, Mum,
Dad & Bob
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Briana Marie Di Ban
Congratulations, Bri Bri!
We are so very proud of
your accomplishments from
Kindergarten to college
graduation. No words can ever
describe the pride, joy and
love that you have brought
to our lives. Always draw
strength, from the confident,
strong and caring woman
you have become. Breezy,
remember the past, live in
the present and always look
forward to your bright future.
We wish you God's blessings
and continued success as you
follow your dreams.
Our love and support forever,
Dad, Mom and Shauna
Laura Hopkins
Dear Laura,
Loving you has truly been
a blessing to our family.
Congratulations reaching this
tremendous achievement in
your life. Your hard work and
enthusiasm in everything you've
done has shined through. We
are so very proud of you. Keep
that beautiful, compassionate
spirit and continue to share your
kindness and sense of humor
with those around you.
And remember, twenty years
from now you will be more
disappointed by the things you
didn't do than by the things you
did do.
Here is to your life's new
journey- may it always be
filled with love, happiness and
success. Enjoy, Laura. The
rollercoaster is at the top...
All our love,
Dad, Mom and Lisa
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Lori LoBue
Lori (Jumpy)
It seems like only
yesterday that you came
into our lives and now
you are graduating from
college. Through all of
those years you have
never failed to make us
proud of you.
You are a beautiful,
intelligent young lady
with a very bright future
ahead of you! We
couldn't be more proud
of you.
Congratulations!
We love you lots!
Mom and Dad
Jose Soriano Mendoza III
To our pride and joy,
Congratulations! As you start your
years after college, may the}
be the best years of your life
May God bless you with a
future filled with love, laugh-
ter and dreams come true.
Jed, you're the best!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Joanne
and Forrest
Marisa Balch
"Few are those who
see with their own eyes
and feel with their own
hearts."
(Einstein)
We love you too much!
Mom, Dad, Riann, and
Stephanie
Liz Wilson
From Ballerina to Baccalaureate!
From Diva to Doctor!
We, your family and friends always
knew you would reach Your goals!
Congratulations on your graduation
from Santa Clara and your acceptance
to the University of Colorado School of
Medicine! Throughout your life you have
been a source of pride and joy. It has
been a privilege and pleasure to watch
your life and talents untold. Love of life
and learning, commitment to friends
and family, and dedication to serve
humanity shine through all your accom-
plishments. We know the future will
bring you much happiness and success.
We love you very much and are thrilled
you have decided to return to Colorado
where we can hold you close.
All Our Love.
MOM, DAD and KACEY
t/r<> **# 1
Kari Gunsolus
All things are difficult before they are easy!
if
Some succeed because they
are destined to, but most
succeed because they are
determined to.
CONGRATULATIONS! Kar
We are proud of you!
Keep believing in your dreams.
Love, Mom & Dad
Dearest Yelena
Congratulations !
!
I am so proud of
you.
Love,
Mom
Michael
Michael,
We admire:
-Your adventurous
spirit,
-Your kind heart
-Your record of
achievements
Congratulations on
the graduation of
a world-class son,
brother, and uncle.
All of us wish you
much happiness in
the years ahead.
We love you!
Mom & Dad,
Karen, Maria,
Brian & Lindy
Henry and Mindy
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Margaret
Gertrude Shafer
Congrats to Margaret; you have come a long way
from Long Island Sound to Cal-i-for-ni-a.
We couldn't be prouder as you graduate;
Your degree in hand is cause to celebrate:
Our gratitude to the Profs at SCU
Plus Jesuit ideals that run through and through.
Your friends are the best; they'll be there for life.
Godspeed to each one in the Class of 05.
All our love,
Mom, Dad, Daniel, Adelaide and John, Katherine and John.
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We can't wait to
watch the rest of
your life unfold.
Love,
Dad, Mom
& Christina
Charles Angelo Leone
Congratulations!
We're so proud of all
your accomplishments.
You're an inspiration
to us all. Your curiosity
as a child has brought
you to where you are
today.
Kristin Nichole
Belanger
To be blessed with such
an awesome daughter...
we're so proud to be your
family.
We've seen you become
a smart; articulate;
compassionate; loving;
responsible; self directed;
and dedicated grown-up.
We know you'll be happy
and will make those
around you happy...
even though you're an
Accountant; and we all
know how long you've
aspired for that.
We love you and wish
you success for every
endeavor you take on.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Mike, Brett
and Laddie
Kelley Lund
Your father and I have
watched with love and
amazement how you have
left your footprints in our
lives and the world around
you. We are so proud of
you and we encourage
you as you make your
new footprints to live with
passion.
As you go on this new
journey remember, every
problem has a solution,
think logically, creatively
but remember to dream.
Life is a gift. You now
have all the tools you
need to do anything
you wish. BELIEVE IN
YOURSELF... we do.
Love Mom & Dad
Azuri M. Williams
Azuri,
Thank you for being a
great daughter! You
continue to amaze us
with your talents. We
know you worked hard,
thought positive, and
you made a difference.
We are very proud of
what you have done
in school. You stayed
focused, worked hard
and it definitely paid off.
Love Mom and Dad,
Brother Winsor
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Neda Rahimian
Dear Neda,
It has been almost four years
since you have left us to go to
Santa Clara University. We have
missed you every day, but since
you have brought so much in
our lives, just remembering you
is good enough to fill your place.
Your heavenly voice is a gift
that God has given you and the
beautiful songs you sing always
echoes in our house and fills the
emptiness of you being away
at college. You are a master of
creating acronyms and slang, you
have changed our vocabulary in
the house and using them is a
great reminder of you and your
laughter (Borgboni).
We will always support you
in what ever you do and we
are proud of what you have
accomplished. We love you and
keep being you!
Love,
Dad, Mom, Mona & Shiela
Mark Jason Bactol
Mark,
What a fine young man you've become.
Now you're graduating college
and your future awaits. May God
bless you through your journey
in life. No words can express
how PROUD we are of you
!
Good Luck!
We love you.
Dad, Mom, Mims, Miloz, Spike,
Ate, Tau and Sione
|^ ".»& | ^K ^^^S Kelly Melissa Dletler
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"Far away there in the sunshine
are my highest aspirations.
1 may not always reach them,
but 1 can look up and see their beauty,
believe in them,
and try to follow where they lead."
-Louisa May Alcott
Congratulations and love,
Mom, Dad, and AndyHMan»^=^
Michael Ferdinandi
"This is the only thing
the Lord asks of you;
to act justly, love
tenderly, and walk
humbly with your
God." Micah 6:8
Congratulations on
your graduation from
Santa Clara
University. We are
very proud of you.
Love,
Mom and Stephen
fpjMH Bethiel M. Girma
1
Princess
From the time you were born you havJ
Deen precious. Everyday you bring
nappiness to our lives. We love you n
Decause you are our daughter or sistd
Dut because you are a special person
\Ne are so proud of you. We have
confidence in you and have faith that
/ou'll achieve anything you want and i
De a success at whatever you try. We
are blessed to have you in our life.
Love you,
Vlom, Dad, BeBe, Alex, Nathan (ugly
Julia Haslam
From parties in Swig to
residence governance to
community service to rugby
to Semester in: D.C. with
academic excellence and
your beautiful smile from
start to finish
CONGRATULATIONS
JULIA!
We love you, Mom and Dad
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Jvtiss Tc&n Chinatown, JviissSanta clara, JViiss gayHan Hills
captain ofSanta clara wniv&rsitxj T>ance> Team, ....
"Dearest daughter, no word can express enough how -much I znjog, adore,
treasureandamproud ofmow. Thank,gouforfilling owr lives with love,
laughterjom andpride ingourcharacterand achievements. You have
shown courage, determination and ability to overcome life's challenges.
You are truly a winner. J>lease continue to usexjourspecial aiftfrom
god to his alorvj to touchand inspire others.
god blessgou and allgourfuture endeavors!!
With infinite love,
JVlom and Farnilg
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The Senior MEN of Alvisos
Look out world . . here they come!
John Evan Charlie
Robertson Mclean Nichols
Tony ??
Soldato
Nick Benton Nick
?? Gray Pizzariello
Best wishes & congratulations
Carla & Dean Nichols
Ben Taft
To My Son Shine, Ben,
The most beautiful and
proudest moment in my life was
the birth of you, my son. From
then, it hasn't been just a mo-
ment, but a continuous rainbow
of treasured gifts from you,
always making our hearts smile
with a bounty of pride and love.
May you forever know all the joy
you have given.
My wishes for you are
many; to always reach beyond
the stars, always believe in and
stay true to yourself and live with
a passionate and celebrating
spirit! You are an amazing young
man with a gentle and sensitive
soul, who deserves all the best!
Congratulations!
So very proud of you!
May your life be full of peace,
success and happiness.
I love you,
Mom
You finally did it. After
several years of working
part-time and going to
school full-time, you have
taken that giant step
forward into your next
phase in life. You are now
a college graduate and
I am extremely proud of
you. You earned it, and you
deserve it.
Love always
James
Erica C. Paul
Your graduation from college
is one of the most important
and happy moments in our
life. We are so proud of you
for all the hard work and
sacrifice you have done to
put yourself through school.
May you have blessings in
your life, for you have blessec
us in being our daughter.
With our love,
Mom & Dad
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Soto,Victoria 48, 134
Sotto,Kevin 144
Soult,Michelle 124
Sourek,Carolyn 134
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Souza,Anthony 145
Sowers,Mercilie 134
Soyarslan,Elif 52, 53, 68, 145
Sparrow,Emmalisa 169
Speciale,Michael 145
Speckman,Vanessa 134
Speers,Bradford 48, 124
Spencer,Tyler 169
Spicer,Margaret 134
Spiethjohn 145
Spiller,Matthew 124
Spires,Robert 124
Spisiak,Peter 124
Spurgeon,Heidi 134
Srikanth,Sapna 169
Stjohn 145
Stadulis,Daniel 52, 124
Staffield,Brittany 169
Stang,Bibi 145
Stanich,Nicholas 145
Stanislawski,Elizabeth 124
StanleyDawn 134
StanleyKeith 169
StansburyChristopher 95,
134
Stanton,David 124
Stanton,Ruth 70, 145
StarkeyBridget 169
Stark-Modlinjudith 124
StarryKevin 84, 124
Stasun,Kevin 124
Staufferjocelyn 169
Steadman,Mathew 145
Steck,Megan 107, 134
Sted,Carolyn 124
Steele,Casey 124
Steffensonjames 145
Stein,Eric 134
Steinwascher,Kelly 124
Stella,Anne 134
Stellini,Nina 134
Stephens,Dinah 145
Stephenson,Kyle 134
Stephenson,Mia 145
Stephenson,Walter 134
Stesin,Mikhail 134
Stevens,Andrew 124
Stevens,Scott 145
Stewart,Christopher 124
Stewart,Claire 134
Stille,Stephanie 124
Stocker,Shawn 124
Stoddardjennifer 145
Stoddard,Stacey 124
Stokes,Kristen 48, 134
Stokes,Sanjay 145
Stonhaus,Dallas 169
Stonhaus,Gina 124
StoreyBrittany 124
Stovall,Thuy-Anh 169
Stover,Allison 169
Stradford,Mitchell 134
Stratta,Erin 169
Straub,Aaron 169
Street,Amy 55
Strehlowjennifer 145
Stringer,Karen 124
Strobel,Benjamin 124
Strockis,Andrew 169
Strockis,Michael 124
Strong,Kiley 83, 145
Strunk,Chelsea 103, 124
Stuart,BreeAnn 145
Stuart,Rhonda 145
Stump,Garret 134
Stutes,Michael 95, 124
Suanthie,Melinda 145, 169 ,
Suarez,Virginia 50, 124
Subainati,Nabeel 145
Sujohn,Haig 124
Sulc,Katherine 134
Suleman,Adam 134
Sullivan,Brian 134
Sullivan,Caitlin 124
Sullivan,Matthew 145
Sullivan,Michael 134
Sullivan,Pat 55
Sullivan,Peter 124
Sultan,Emily 124
Summers,Ryan 124
Sumoba,Bryan 145
Sunjennifer 124
Sundaram,Allison 124
Sunseri,Mary 169
Suriyakamjamieson 134
Sutherland,Stephen 124
Suttelljesse 134
Swaleh,Michael 169
Swanson,Benjamin 49, 145
Swanson,Ryan 134
Swarbrick,Thomas 145
SweeneyBrenna 107, 169
SweeneyChristina 48, 169
SweeneyMarisol 145
SweeneyScott 79, 124
Sweetserjeffrey 145
Sweidan,Alexander 124
Swendiman,Catherine 145
Swenson,Kristin 54, 134
Swift,Mary 134
Swig,Adam 124
Swig,David 145
Swigart,Lauren 83, 134
Swindells,Whitney 124
Swinehart,Meredith 145
Swoboda,Amy 124
Swoboda,Kristen 145
Swope,Kevin 124
Syke,Caroline 52, 134
Syme,William 124
Szabaturajill 124
Szarnicki,Anna 134
Tablin-Wolf,Alexander 79,
169
Taddune,Lauren 134
Taft,Benjamin 169
Taghizad,Maryam 134
TahbazokYosef 124
Tai,Alvin 124
Tai,Sunny 134
Tailo,Narsai 124
Taitjames 124
Tajik,Farzad 134
Takjanice 124
Takehara,Lance 169
Takemoto,Chanelle 107, 145
Taketa,Daryl 145
Tallman,Blake 124
Tames,Carlos 145
Tamiz,Asal 145
Tamminga,Ryan 145
Tan,Alexander 169
Tan,Andrea 124
Tan,Gayle 134
Tan,Ian 124
Tan,Merrill 169
Tan,Tanya 134
Tanaka,Kristen 124
Tanas,Igor 145
Tang,Beverly 124
Tang,Kirsten 107, 124
Tang,Ping 169
Tang,Valerie 124
TangneyMichael 134
Tanimotojulene 145
Tanner,Kirsten 145
Tannis,Eleanor 125
TanseyKimberly 145
Tantocojoanne 125
Tanunliong,Marc 134
Tarantino,Matthew 145
Tarolli,Stephanie 125
TarpleySarah 48, 169
Tarver,Hilary 125
Tasca,Katherine 170
Tashjacqueline 125
Taska,Katie 99
Tat,Lana 125
Tate,Benjamin 48, 134
Tavarez,Louis-Jon 125
Tavelli,Lauren 125
Taylor,Alexandra 145
Taylor,Bently 145
Taylor,Erin
Taylorjennifer 145
Taylor,Kara 107, 125
Tazza,Cristina 125
Tchaga,Gabriela 125
Tchobanian,Tiffany 170
Teater,Leanna 170
Teel,Marisa 134
Teh,Kevin 145
Teixeira,Elico 145
Tejeda,Elisa 134
Tejeda,Mario 170
Tellesjohn 125
Temkin,Gabriel 125
Temple,Koren 54, 145
Tennis,Aaron 125
Terjesen,Lee 170
TerryRachel 145
Teschke,Michael 125
Teutsch,Neal 134
Texeira,Sean 125
Thai,Tiffany 145
Thakur,Riday 134
Thamer,Peter 125
Thayer,Patrick 125
Thee,Lisa 170
Thiara,Mondeep 145
Thiesen,Courmey 145
Thom,Aaron 125
Thomas,Ann 83, 125
Thomas,Ashley 125
Thomasjulia 125
Thomas,Lauren 125
Thomas,Quinn 170
Thomas,Robert 145
Thomas,Wendy 145
Thompson,Anne 170
Thompson,Keith 145
Thompson,Megan
Thompson,Michael 95, 134
Thompson,Theresa 125
Thorburn,Anna 145
Thorburn,Emily 170
Thorn,Taylor 125
Threewitt,Lindsay 134
Thurtle,Deborah 125
Thykenjohn 145
Thym,Britta 145
Tibbets,Linden 170
Tibshirani,Charles 145
Tichenor,Christopher 134
Tienjustina 134
TierneyMaureen 125
Tifft,Leanne 134
Ting,Kathleen 170
Tinio,Denise 145
Tirabassi,Michael 134
Titus,Courtney 134
Tiu,Diane 170
Tiu,Gerald 125
To,Calvin 134
To,Diana 170
To,Tran 170
Tobin,Stefani 170
Tokars,Michelle 125
Toliao,Katherine 109, 145
Tom,Adrianne 145
Tom,Karalyn 170
Tom,Timothy 134
Tomberlin,Ashley 99, 125
Tomich,Ashley 125
Tomich,Monica 145
Tomista,Albert 170
Tomlinsonjohn 145
Tone,Hilary 134
ToneySarah 125
Tong,Stefanie 145
Toral,Martha 145
Torres,Anthony 125
Torres,Carlos 125
Torres,Marisa 145
Toscano,Veronica 125
Tosti,Alexandra 125
Towbin,Michael 134
Towerjenay 145
Tran,Alexandra 170
Tran,Anh 145
Tran,Anna 145
Tran,Christine 125
Tran,Christine 170
Tran,Hoang-Anh 145
Tran,Hung 170
Tranjocelyn 55
Tran,Linh 145
Tran,Luong 170
Tran,Nguyet 145
Tran,Terry 134
Tran,Thanh 125
Tran,Tuyen 170
Trask,Samantha 104, 134
Traube,Elizabeth 125
Travisjessica 134
Travisjohn 134
Tree,Lindsay 145
Trefethen,Hailey 125
Trenggono,OHvia 145
Trieu,Quoc 125
Trinh,Ann 125
Trinh,Carol 134
Trinhjean 145
Triplett,Raymond 125
TromblyChristy 134
Truettner,Michael 125
Trujillo,Elece 134
Trumble,Stacey 107, 125
Trumbo,Tammy 145
Trumbull,Morgann 134
Truong,Anthony 125
Truong,Bryant 125
Tryon,Kate 134
Tsaijennifer 170
Tsaijustin 134
Tsai,Richard 50, 134
Tsao,Christine 134
Tschabold,Lynette 125
Tse,Ting 145
Tseng,Alexander 134
Tsukiji,Marisa 170
Tubbs,Andrew 134
Tudorjoshua 125
TullyBrian 170
Tullyjohn 125
Tung,Michael 145
Turcotte,Nicole 125
Turnbull,Rileigh 125
Turner,Elizabeth 170
Turpin,Nicholas 145
Tuttle,Matt 170
Tuttle,Matthew 145
Tuzon,Carlos-Gil 134
rwombly,Alison 145
Tynan,Angela 125
Tynan,Patrick 125
Uchikura,Aaron 170
URMelissa 125
LJhrina,Aaron 134
Ulloa,Lucia 134
Unadkat,Mihir 134
Undi,Alexis 145
LJngsonJustin 145
LIong,Helen 145
Urbonas,Linda 134
Ustruck,Erik 79, 125
Utsugi,Nagisa 170
Utsugi,Nagisa 145
Jtsurogi,Corey 125
Jy,Diane 134
Jyehara,Evan 125
Jyematsu,Kevin 145
Vabre,Pierrick 170
v
?aldez,Antonio 125
^aldez,Danielle 171
^aldin,Matthew 171
v'aldivia^lexandria 134
/aldivia,Amber 125
/alencia,Ana 125
/alencia,Christina 171
/alente,Adrian 125
/alentine,Elisa 145
/alentine,Spencer 125
/alenzuela,Suzanne 134
/alle,Monica 134
/alponi,Alicia 134
/alsco,Ari 109
/an,Dorn 125
/an,Fosson 145
/an,Groningen 125
/an,Michael 125
/an,Tighem 145
/an Buskirk,Thomas 95, 171
/an Dillen,Soraya 171
/an Dykejessica 171
'anBrenk,Christopher 125
/anderhoof,Nicole 134
/ane,Patrick 125
Vaninetti,Christina 134
faru^Kerry 125
ferga^onika 134
'argas,Ana 145
barillas,Antonio 145
• farnava,Nina 171
fersanyi,Catherine 125
'asquez,Phillip 171
;aughan,Caroline 145
?avrichek,Michael 145
'azquez,Angelica 134
^azquez,Cecilia 145
'azquez,Victor 125
'ega,Catherine 134
7elarde,Linda 134
'elarde,Raechelle 145
'elasco,Ariana 145
'elasco,Victor 145
elasquez,Gene 125
'elasquez,Victoria 134
'eleker,Sarah 145
elis,Nicholas 171
'endrell,Andrew 145
erduzcojose 134
erhoeven,Leah 171
ering,Gregory 145
erkerke,Lehuamakanoe 145
erley,Derek 171
erma,Mala 125
erma,Sumit 134
. ernaelde,Stephan 171
errilli,Lauren 83, 125
Vicencia,Christina 134
Vicik,William 145
Victorio,Michelle 50, 145
Vidaurre,Alejandro 171
Vidovich,Teresa 134
Vieceli,Anthony 171
Viegelmann,MaryAnne
134
Vigil,Luz 125
Villalanti,Carlina 134
Villanueva,Ray 171
Villanueva,Rebekah 134
Villarreal,Montes 125
Villena,Arneil 145
Villongco,Christopher 125
Vilms,Dinaz 134
Vimond,Philippe 125
Vincent,Michael 145
Viola,Whitney 125
Virga,Natalie 125
Vlasaty,Andrew 145
Vo,Christina 125
Voelker,Brandon 125
Voerding,Matthew 134
Vogel,Kenneth 125
Volk,Paul 134
Vollmannjennifer 145
von,Boecklin 125
Von Raesfeld,Kyle 171
Vongspanichjoy 145
Vorhees,Kenneth 134
Vowell,Cori 125
Vu,Baohien 134
Vu,Christopher 134
Wackerman,Michael 125
Wade,Brady 154
Wade,Daniel
Wadejulia
Wadhwa,Meera 171
Waggoner,Kenneth
Wagner,Robert 171
Wahljonathan 134
Wahl,Megan 125
Wahlgren,Carmen 171
Waite,Catherine 125
Wakuta,Chivas 134
Walcutt,Brittany 134
Walgrenjohn 171
Walker,Matthew 171
Walker,Tracey 125
WalLChristopher 54, 171
Wallace,Alexis
Walls,Amy 125
Walls/Taylor 125
Walsh,Kelli
Walsh,Maureen
Walsh,Ryan 125
Walters,Alexander 134
Walters,Caroline 80, 125
Wampler,Katherine 134
Wang,Christopher 125
Wang,Yuexin 125
Wanner-Bakhtiari,Bridgett
171
Waples,Kelsey 134
Warburton,Elizabeth
Ward,Megan
Ward,Ryan 125
Wardlaw,Tyshun 134
Wargana,Henking 171
Warner,Cameron 134
Warner,Danielle
Warnke,Michael
Wasserman,Keren 172
Wat,Bryce 134
Watanabe,Kelly
Watson,Candace 172
Watson,Elizabeth
Watson,Gregory 134
Watts,Kristopher 95, 134
Weatherly,Willard 78, 79, 172
Weaverjamie 107
Weber,Ashley 172
Weberjacob 134
Wede,Audrey
Weeker,Elizabeth 54, 134
Weeks,Kristian 125
Weerpassjoshua 125
Wegman,Stephanie 125
Wei,Chiu-Yu 172
Wei,Yu
Weiland,Daniel
Welch,Katrina
Wellington,Geoffery
Wellsjarrod 134
Wells,Kenneth 172
Wels,Tannen 125
Welty,Patrick 125
Wenger,Lindsay 125
Wentling,Travis 134
Wenzel,Danielle 134
Werner,Vanessa 92
Wernette,Michael 134
Westberg,Miriam 172
Westermark,Kainoa
Weston,Tessa 134
Weyand,Alexander 172
Whalenjessica 125
Whang,Sharon
Wheeland,Heather 134
Wheeler,Richard 134
Whelan,Amy 134
Whelan,Taylor 125
Whincup-Duran,Tyler 125
White,Ryan
Whiteman,Andrew 108
Whitfield,Roy 125
Whitmire,Matthew 125
Whitmore,Martha 125
Whittemore,Laura
Whittier,Kelsey 54
Wibisono,Tjipto 172
Wickersham,Carolyn
Wickland,Stacia
Wieland,Katherine
Wieland,Matthew
Wiesehan,Erik
Wiesner,Marc 134
Wiesner,Michael 172
Wiggin,Theodore 125
Wijaya,Melissa 172
Wilbanks,Alexander 96, 134
Wilderotter,Christopher
Wilkerson,Asha 50
Will,Nicole 172
Willett,Christopher 48
Williams,Amos 172
Williams.Andrew
Williams,Asher 126
Williams,Azuri 51, 172
Williamsjillian
Williams,Phelps 134
Willingham,Andrew 126
Willis,Kimberly 126
Willis,Nicholas 134
Wilpon,Elyssa 134
Wilson,AnnaLisa
Wilson,Brian 134
Wilson,Caroline 126
Wilson,Daniel 172
Wilson,David 172
Wilsonjennifer 134
Wilson,Kathleen 134
Wilson,Lauren 172
Wilson,Marc
Wilson,Tyler 100, 126
Winchesterjamey 172
Wiserjennifer 126
Wisman,Kaitlyn 126
Witanowski,Christopher 126
Witherowjonathan
Witherspoon,Robert 172
Witten,Candacel26
Witter,Brian
Wodd,Ryan 79
Woitte,Stephanie 126
Woldrichjennifer
Woldu,Aida 126
Wolfe,Ryan 79, 134
Wonderly,Nathaniel 126
Wong,Curtis 126
Wong,Erik
Wong,Kevin
Wong,Khandra
Wong,Kristin 172
Wong,Michael 126
Wong,Nicholas 172
Wong,Seale 126
Wong,Thomas 126
Wong,Warren 126
Wood,Colin
Wood,Erin 134
Wood,Madison 109, 126
Wood,Meghan 172
Wood,Michael 134
Wood,Ryan 134
Woodley,Kevin 172
Woods,Elizabeth 172
Woods,Katie 126
Woody,Austin 48, 126
Woolston,Laura 134
Wooster,Mark
Worner,Mark 126
Worth,Elizabeth 172
Wrayjessica
Wright,Alison 172
Wright,Ashley
WuJenny
Wu,Ka-Yam
Wu,Lisa 172
Wu,Louise 172
Wyatt,Aislinn 126
Wyattjeffrey
Wyattjoanna
Wynne,Michael 172
Yadgar,Laya 126
Yakou,Manami 173
Yalkut,Phil 134
Yamada,Masayo 126
Yamaguchi,Kelli 126
Yamazaki,Sho 126
Yanezjesus 126
Yanezjuan 134
Yang,Chengkai 126
Yang,Eun
Yang,Krysta 134
Yang,Michelle
Yang,Sharon 134
Yarber,Gina 134
YassoJames 134
Yatesjennifer
Yeats,Brittany
Yee,Christopher
Yeejohn 173
Yeejoshua 134
Yeh,Heng-Yu 134
Yelinek,Michelle 173
Yep,Matthew 134
Yeung,Allen 126
Yeung,Christine
Yip,Caroline 126
Yipjoseph
Yipjustin 126
Yoonjennifer
Yoonjong 104, 126
Yoshimoto,Garrett
Young,Alexandra
Young,David 50, 134
YoungJeffrey 134
Youngjennifer 126
YoungJonathan 84, 134
Young,Louis 173
Young,Matthew 126
Young,Peter 134
Young,Sinsak 172
Young,Stephanie 109
Youngs,Sara 134
Yu,Cynthia 173
Yuan,Stephanie 126
Yuan,Zhe
Yue,Melissa
Yuen,Nina 173
Yun,Linda
Yung,Christina 173
Zabinski,Zenon 134
Zabriskie,Mary 126
Zambrano,Martha
Zanfini,Francesca
Zanfinijoseph 126
Zanger,Megan 126
Zanotto,Anton 134
Zapata,Xavier 126
Zapien,Mayra 126
Zarate,Elizabeth
Zarour,Vanessa 173
Zazenski,Kathleen 134
Zdrojewski,Kate 173
Zeal,Ashley 126
Zealear,Lauren 77, 134
Zehennijennifer 134
Zelek,Kailey 126
Zelenka,Christopher 173
Zellerbachjoseph 126
Zellitti,Nicole 134
Zenel,Matthew 134
Zenner,Leslie 134
Zent,Danielle 173
Zepeda,Adelina
Zepponi,Francisco 100, 173
Zevenbergenjohn 96, 134
Zhao,Michelle 126
Zick,Tyler
Ziegler,Rose 134
Zieman,Heidi 134
Zilis,Michelle
Zilli,Andrew
Zilveti,Christy
Zipprich,Stephen 79, 126
Zirelli,Mike 95
Zisko,Natalie
Zold,Danica 134
Zombrano,Martha 173
Zooleh-Yaghoob-Shahi,Nazli
173
Zotovick,Devon 173
Zozos,Michael
Zuback,Mary 126
Zuluaga,Holly 134
Zumga,Erika 134
Zunigajoshua 134
BButcher,Brandon 150
Butcher,Bryce 128
Butera,Christina 115
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Bank of Santa Clara.
Locally Owned.
Locally Managed.
Santa Clara
Main Office
1995 El Camino Real
Ho)ii es tend Office
3595 Homestead Road
Milpitas
1785 Landess Avenue
Sunnyvale
107 East El Camino Real
San Jose
Evergreen Office
2779 Aborn Road
Camden Park Office
2061 Camden Avenue
McKee Office
2150 McKee Road
First & Taylor Office
695 North First Street
www.bankofsantaclara.com
For information on any of our eight convenient locations call:
408.496.4800
Bank of Santa Clara
Your Community Bank
Member FDIC
A Member of the Greater Bay Bancorp Family
FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENTS, ALUMNI
i nissionY WE'RE ON CAMPUS ANDHERE TO SERVE YOU!
Visit our campus office on the basement level of
Benson Center. We offer a wide variety of products
and services to meet your financial needs.
Santa Clara University Branch Office
Business Hours Monday-Friday 9.15a.m. - 5:15p.m.
PHONE (408) 554-5420 FAX (408) 554-5472
www . missioncityfcu . org
Uremia/ ^8la^a/ ^Mftd^pe^i^U^-I
Echelon
Congratulates
the Class of 2005.
Echelon is the developer of LonWorks®
device networking technology, the worlds
most adopted standard for automating
everyday devices and systems.
WWW.ECHELON.COM
1-888-ECHELON
550 Meridian Avenue
San Jose, CA 95126
ECHELON
®
DFP Diversified
Fire Products
Fire Alarm • Life Safety'Security
We're proud to support Santa Clara University,
Congratulations Class of 20051
502 Vandell Way, Suite E
Campbell, CA 95008
Phone (408) 370-3770
Fax (408) 370-0654
SAN JOSE
PLEASANTON
SAN RAMON
IllACKAY&SomPS
CIVIL ENGINEERING LAND PLANNING LAND SURVEYING
Lyongratulahons io ike
Qjanla Lslara ^Ulniversily,
2005 cfraauahng L^lass.
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE:
5142 Franklin Drive - Suite C
Pleasanton, CA 94588-3355
(925)416-1790 FAX: (925) 416-1833
SACRAMENTO
ROSEVILLE
RENO
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Looting
The United States Border Patrol is
actively seeking qualified applicants
for Agent positions along the Southwest
border. Become part of an elite federal
law enforcement agency protecting
America on the front line of national
security.
www.usborderpatrol.gov
1-888-300-5500 Ext. 9869
DHS is an Equal Opportunity Employer
SMDKEY
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
www.smokeybear.com
UXJKll
(Will
.take on any challenge together.
V
We are Raytheon Company. Breaking new ground in everything from defense and
commercial electronics, to business aviation and special mission aircraft for
over 75 years. Taking on the technological challenges that will shape tomorrow. Seeking
to make lives better, easier, and safer.
We have evolved into one of the largest industrial corporations in the US and a world
leader in electronic and defense systems. Here in our Fort Wayne location, you will find
highly advanced systems, experience close-knit and creative working relationships, and
have the opportunity to shine.
We design and deliver military tactical radios, software programmable, digital
communications systems, tactical battle management systems, electronic combat, and
networked command and control systems for the Armed Forces of the United States and
many nations. Raytheon is proud of the work we do to keep our nation strong and free,
and proud to be a member of the Fort Wayne community since 1930.
Raytheon offers a competitive salary and benefits package which includes health and life
insurance. For information on employment opportunities, please send a resume and cover
letter specifying the position for which you are applying to Raytheon Company, Human
Resources, 1010 Production Road, Fort Wayne, IN 46808-4106. We are an equal
opportunity employer.
At Raytheon, we will accomplish our goals.
you?
www.rayjobs.com
Raytheon
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Hats Off to You !!!
Now, dorTt be
a stranger.
Whether it's a sporting event or a wedding at the Mission,
Hawthorn Suites is here to serve you. We offer:
TV/VCR
Microwave
Refrigerator
Coffee maker
Hot buffet breakfast
Espresso
Video library
Weeknight
social hours
Heated pool
Spa
Fitness center
Complimentary
local calls
Courtesy shuttle
From Broncos to brides
we've always been here.
Come back to visit We'll be waiting for you!
HAWTHORN
2455 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 241-6444 or (888) 999-0315 www.hssantaclara.com
A Santa Clara University Preferred Hotel
SANTA CLARAHarriott
2700 Mission College Boulevard • Santa Clara, California 95054
(408) 988-1500 • Fax: (408) 727-4353
^Kk 'H
Broom Ball
Adult Hockey all Skills
ockey Pick-Up
• Figure Skating
• Figure Skating Lessons
• Public Sessions
DCS^fwiSIi
3140 Bay Road • Redwood City, CA 94063
(650) 364-&090 • www.iceoasis.com
Family
_
_
Memories
Traditi'
Congratulations to tk (graduates!
2277 Alum Rock Ave.
San Jose, CA 95116
(408) 258-4977
Fax (408) 258-1761
204 11 pvv Markets locations to serve you better!
BON APPETIT
Ma r k e t
P.
INCO Bv B0N APPtT,T
Mission Bakery + Cafe n- $3®*MARKET JUICE CAFE
CATERING: 408.55 1 . 1 792 DINING SERVICES: 408.554.7804
www.birthright.org
BIRTHRIGHT OF SAN JOSE
Pregnancy Support Service
Since 1972
241-8444
2071A Alameda Way
San Jose, CA 95126
1-800-550-4900
24/7 Hotline
Free & Confidential
»MSanta Clara Vision Center,
Preventive Optometry
Dodd R. Portman, O.D.
www.santaclaravisioncen ter.com
(408)241-3510
11 90 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
\^DDD
VACUUM ENGINEERING & MATERIALS CO., INC.
GINA CRAIG
SALES
targets
bonding 1 31 -B Albright Way
backing plates Los Gatos, CA 95032
evaporation materials
Phone:408 871-9900
FAX: 408-871-2900 Toll Free: 877-986-8900
E-mail: gcraig@vacengmat.com www.vacengmat.com
"Delta Dental
congratulates the class of2005
on a successfulyear.
A DELTA DENTAL
We have a plan to keep you smiling
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